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Mostly Cloudy,
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Weather Cool?
Want Ad Results
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'Red Hot'!
EIGHTEEN PAGES

Van Brocklin Quits Viking Post
Resignation
Is Effective
Immediately

Officials Probe Fire

Some Unanswered Questions in
Sinkin g of Yarmouth Castle

MIAMI, Fla. (A T ) — The fiery sinking of the Yarmouth
Castle has posed a number of
mysterious questions the Coast
Guard hopes to have answered.
The toll from the sinking was
revised downward Sunday to
one known dead and 80 presumed lost as some passengers
originally reported missing by
Yarmouth Cruises Inc. were
found safe in hotels and homes.
The cruise ship plunged 1,700
feet to the bottom of the Atlan-

tic Ocean in the Bahamas Saturday morning after fire swept
her so suddenly no distress call
was heard.

what c a u s e d the holocaust
aboard the vessel that left Miami Friday night for Nassau
with 376 oassengers ¦and¦ a crew

also was considering probing
the fate of the white-hulled
steamer that had brought thousands of vacationers to the picturesque island capital.
It was to Nassau that rescue
vessels brought survivors, some
blanket-wrapped and bandaged,
Saturday after breaking off a
vigil 60 miles at sea for other
survivors. Daylight showed only
empty boats and debris.
0
"Negative sightings, " a Coast
Guard cutter reported finally on

MINNEAPOLIS - ST. PAUL
(AP) — Norm Van Brocklin,
citing his frustration of not
being able to get his team "over
the hump," resigned today as
coach of the Minnesota Vikings
of the National Football League.
The former great pro quarter
back for the Los Angeles Rams
and Philadelphia Eagles said he
would not reconsider his decision, which stunned Viking officials, his assistant coaches and
players.
Van Brocklin's sudden resignation came on the heels of Sun*
day's disappointing 41-21 loss to
Baltimore, which knocked the
Vikings out of title contention.
"I want to get out of football
now and I have no intention of
reconsidering," Van Brocklin
said.
His resignation led to immediate speculation that he might be
considering a move to Atlanta,
which has been awarded an
NFL franchise for next season
but has hired a coach.
Van Brocklin spiked this,
QUITS VIKINGS . . . Norm Van Brocklin, coach of the however, saying, "I'm not doing
Minnesota Vikings pro football team, resigned today in a this to angle for any other
sudden move. Above, the Dutchman is shown on the sidelines coaching job. I know my name
while watching the Vikings in a National Football League has been mentioned for the
Atlanta job, but this is it, the
game. (AP Photofax)
end, in coaching for me."

Sunday.
"All the missing persons are
p r e s u m ed lost — drowned,
burned or trapped on the ship
'
' ¦ ¦.
of 174.
when she went down," said Lt.
"We looked back," said Mar- Tho Coast Guard investigators
William Wilson, Coast Guard
garet Farrell of Fort Lauder- also are interested in learning
search and rescue coordinator
dale, Fla., who was in a life- what steps were taken to fight
in Miami .
boat. "There was a mass of red the fire and preserve life. Only
The steamer Yarmouth, sister
flames, then gray smoke, then four of her lifeboats were
ship to the Yarmouth Castle,
nothing."
launched and some passengers
made ready to leave Miami at
The U.S. Coast Guard sent complained of inadequate safety
4:45 p.m. today on its regular
two officers to Nassau, Baha- measures.
four-day cruise to the Bahamas.
mas, to see IE they could learn The Bahamas government
"A lot of people got sore Saturday when we canceled the
cruise," said Leo Rosen, a
spokesman
for
Yarmouth
Cruises Inc. He said advance
bookings made for Yarmouth
Castle cruises would be honored.
Along with the Yarmouth Castle and her victims went money, valuables, and in most cases clothing of the passengers
who awoke in their staterooms,
groped in nightclothes through
IA DRANG VALLEY, South
smoky corridors and tumbled
Viet Nam (AP)—B52 bombers
into lifeboats or slid down ropes
pounded rear positions of a
into the sea.
North Vietnamese regiment toAgents of the steamer's ownday as two American infantry
ers
set up an office at a Miami
battalions continued to slug it
hotel to note claims, arrange
The volatile coach gammoned
out with the Communist enemy
CONCERNED
McNAMARA
transportation
and
cash
checks
three
Twin Cities sports writers
in heavy fighting near the Camfor survivors.
to his office at 10 a.m. and
bodian border.
In another operation, lockbroke the news to them, apparTwo batalions of 1st Air Cavsmiths picked the door locks of
ently without telling anyone in
alry Division's 7th Regiment—
automobiles some cruise pasthe Viking organization. The
an outfit that followed Gen.
sengers
parked
at
the
Miami
writers cover Viking games.
George Custer into the Battle of
dock and made keys to replace
General Manager Jim Finks
the Little Big Horn—held their
those
lost
on
the
Yarmouth
was
not immediately available
own through 32 hours of at-times
Castle.
for comment. But one of the
savage fighting.
At Pompano Beach, north of
club's directors, B.H, Ridder Jr.
At least 129 enemy bodies
Miami,
the
North
of
St. Paul said:
Broward
Senwere counted and as many as
ior Citizens Club mourned 27 WASHINGTON (AP) - Sec- and power setup operated "There has to be a way lot
150 more were .believed to Utter
members listed as missing on retary of. Defense Robert S. Mc- smoothly during that unprece- mm to reconsider. I know how
the battlefield in front of the
depressed he must4eelover losthe ship they boarded for a gay Nnynarq ha_f, QrflejgrV a meticu- dented blackout.
American lines.
lous rechfick of STthe military However, sources said McNa- ing the Colt game. But Norm
weekend outing.
U.S. casualties were termed
Loren Hicks, who organized communications and power sys- mara and other defense officials Van Brocldin is a great coach.
moderate, but it required more ;\ H^PFY REUNION . . - „.-Kay Thompson,
Miss Thompson wsis one of survivors of the the club, said all those on the tems to make certain they can- had felt it advisable to recheck He's done everything we've
:
than a dozen helicopters to take SO, daughter of Nassau Senator and Mrs.
burning and sinking of cruise ship Yarmouth trip were in their late 60s and not be knocked out by the kind the systems worldwide to be ever asked him to."
out the American w o u n d ed .
would have been handicapped of power breakdown which darkMost of the dead still were in K. M. Thompson, weeps with joy as she em- Castle brought into Nassau by rescue ships. by age and infirmities in trying ened much of the U.S. North- sure they are as invulnerable to Club directors, reluctant to
interruption as they are sup- take his decision as final, v»out
(AP Photofax)
the battle zone. It was too dan- braces a relative greeting her in Nassau.
east last week.
to flee the blazing vessel.
posed to he.
into immediate secret session
gerous for helicopters to fly exPassengers accounts indicat- The military communications In the affected Northeast presumably in an effort to get
cept on urgent missions.
ed the blaze was first noticed
area, all U.S. Air, Navy and him to reconsider.
The American troops capforward about 1 a.m. as the vesArmy installations switched au- Van Brocklin told the writers:
tured from 60 to 70 automatic
sel was about 60 miles from her
tomatically to backup power "I don't know what I'm going
weapons of every kind daring
Nassau destination. None could
last Tuesday night when the to . do for a living. But it won't
three major assaults by memsay what caused it.
civilian community went dark be in football. In football, I don't
bers of the North Vietnamese
There was no immediate
and their commercial sources want any executive job. I'm not
304th Division which infiltrated
statement from Capt. Byron
a desk man.
were
broken off.
into South Viet Nam earlier this
Voutsinas and officers of the
"I haven't talked to anybody
Strategic
Air
Command
The
yew.
Yarmouth Castle.
about it except my wife. I have
The B52s hammered at an
and
the
North
American
Air
Capt. Carl Brown of the cruise
area of tbe more than two
Defense Command both found nothing but the highest regard
ship Bahama Star, which picked
for the owners and fans and
square miles where a main eleup most of the survivors, said
WASHINGTON (AP) - The that their auxiliary systems
ment of the North "Vietnamese MINNEAPOLIS • (AP)-A sec- one sank," said 22-year-old Ter- awful—you just can't imagine." authorities "think they know late United Nations Ambassa- worked effectively. In fact, mili- players. I was permitted to
coach as I wanted to.
force was believed located. The retary from the Twin Cities rill K. Eliseuson, telling of the
just where the fire started and dor Adlai Stevenson was quoted tary installations were in posi- "I talked it over with Gloria
Miss
Eliseuson
said
her
first
U.S. cavalry men pulled back suburb of White Bear Lake was disaster in which perhaps 90 of
who reported it first." He de- today as having said Secretary tion to offer help to the civilian (his wife) all Sunday night. I
before the air attack.
recovering today from what the 549 passengers were feared inkling of disaster came after clined to elaborate.
of Defense Robert S. McNama- community.
decided I just couldn't go on as
"my girl friend heard a crash,
started as a two-week vacation dead.
ra twice opposed proposals by Since tlie McNamara adminis- Viking coach. I thought this
In earlier air action, North and ended abruptly when fire
but we thought some member of
United Nations Secretary-Gener- tration took over in the Penta- team could win the championVietnamese gunners blasted o:o swept her cruise ship, the Yar- "One crew member said we the crew had dropped someal U Thant for negotiating a gon nearly five years ago, there ship. It's pretty plain that it's
American A1E Skyraider out of mouth Castle.
might as well give up hope and thing. Then I smelted smoke.
cease-fire in Viet Nam.
has been great emphasis on as- not going to do it with me as
the sky, a U.S. military spokes- "The crew couldn't get the die because this was it," Miss "I opened the door of our
man reported. The pilot was lifeboats down. One got stuck Eliseuson told the Minneapolis cabin, but the hail was full of
This account was written by suring uninterrupted communi- coach.
killed when the plane exploded part way and I think another Tribune in a telephone inter- smoke. You couldn't see a thing MOUND, Minn. (AP) - Erie Sevareid, radio and TV cations which are essential in
team as far at
near the battleground 200 miles
view.
—you just couldn't see. I smash- Michael R . Cheney Jr., 12, of news commentator, for Look the atomic-nuclear age to effec- "I've taken the
I can. I can't get the team over
tive
defense
and
quick
comnorth of Saigon in the central
magazine.
rural
Mound,
drowned
in
four
ed
the
porthole
with
my
fist.
It
She and a friend, Sandy Munthe hump. It's been going this
highlands.
WEATHER
zert, 21, St. Louis, Mo., were was the only way to get out. feet of water Sunday when he Sevareid reports a talk he had mand reaction.
way for five years. We come to
Most of the U.S. force was Inshortly
before
with
Stevenson
fell
through
thin
ice
while
It
was
either
that
or
stay
skatof
redundancy
has
and
system
A
traveling together from Miami,
a big game and we blow it. I've
FEDERAL FORECAST
side a narrow, heavily wooded
ing on Lake Minnetonka near ambassador died suddenly in been built in everywhere. This gone
Fla., to Nassau, Bahamas, on die."
as far as I can go. Maybe
valley while North Vietnamese WINONA AND VICINITY - the ship.
Also rescued from the ship this Hennepin County commun- London.
means that there is never reli- another guy can do it. "
Mostly cloudy tonight and Tues- A young man took off his life were Mr. and Mrs. John H. ity.
units held the high ground.
ance on a single source of power
Winter,
Sniper fire wtis intense dur- day with chance of a few scat- jacket and gave it to Miss Mun- Houchens of suburban Mendota Residents heard his cries and Sevareid writes that during or a single communications net- Viking President Max Brocklin
who talked to Van
the
amhis
talk
with
Stevenson,
ing the lulls between North Viet- tered showers. Low tonight 36- zert who could not swim.
Heights. Houchens is an attor- saw him fall through. But ofwork. Everything has at least about the upcoming NFL draft
namese attacks. American cas- 44, high Tuesday near 50. Coldney and claims superintendent ficers were delayed in reaching bassador told him:.
one and often several alternate in the Minnesota dressing room
er with little or no precipitation The girls, on a two-week va- for St. Paul Fire and Marine the boy by the thin ice, one-half "In the early autumn of 1964, arrangements.
ualties mounted by the hour.
he (Stevenson ) went on, U This year alone the Defense following Sunday's 41-21 loss to
cation together, slid down a line Insurance Co.
Three North Vietnamese bat- Wednesday.
to three-fourths inch thick.
Thant, the UN secretary-gener- Department is spending about Baltimore, was shocked.
LOCAL WEATHER
Into the water, where they retalions—about 2,000 men—were
"It knocked me off my
Official
observations
for
the
had privately obtained
it
mained
about
45
minutes
before
al,
U.S.
troops
and
the
engaging
million on improving the chair," Winter said. "Is he seri$700
at
12
m.
Sunbeing picked up by a lifeboat
agreement from authorities in intricate communications netwas possible that others were 24 hours ending
ous iibout it? It means we 're
North Viet Nam that they would work.
day :
from the Bahama Star.
waiting farther back.
losing the best coach in foot16;
39;
minimum,
Maximum,
"We
were
wearing
our
nightsend
an
emissary
to
talk
with
The fighting broke out Songowns. Some people jumped in
an American emissary, in Ran- Officials are reluctant to go ball. "
day afternoon after one battal- noon, 23; precipitation, none.
the owners'
Miss
Eliseuwithout
clothes,"
Official
observations
for
the
goon,
Burma.
's
7th
Regon record as saying with com- "I appreciate
ion of the 1st Cavalry
Van
Brocklin
said,
feelings,"
"Someone in Washington In- plete assurance that the hot line "but now that I've done this I' m
iment was lifted in for an as- 24 hours ending at 12 m. today: son said. "One man went back
32;
41;
minimum,
Maximum,
to
their
cabin
for
his
wife,
but
Washington
and
Mosbattalion
was
between
sisted that this attempt be postsault. Another
not going to change, Of course I
she had burned to death. It was
noon, 41; precipitation , none.
thrown into the battle today.
poned until after the president- cow can never be knocked out. regret leaving, but I don't want
such
invulclaimed
They
have
ial election. When the election
to go year-in and year-out waitwas over, U Thant again pur- nerability to interruptions, but ing to get three or four new
sued the matter; Hanoi was still the Northeast blackout has guys in the draft. We 're just
willing to send Its man. But De- made them more cautious, al- floundering around ."
fense Secretary Robert McNa- though tliey say they have no Asked about a successor, Van
mara, Adlai went on, flatly op- reason to believe there are any Brocklin said he would like to
posed the attempt. He said the weak links in the lino.
see his offensive line coach,
South Vietnamese government
Walt Yowarsky, get the job.
would have to be informed and
Yowarsky has been with Van
that this would have a demoralBrocklin and tho Vikings since
izing effect on them; that govthe club was admitted to the
ernment was shaky enough, as
NFL for tho 1961 season.
it was.
Van Brocklin came to the VikWASHINGTON (AP) - Rep. the Senate Armed Services merge the Reserve into the Naings
in 1961 , the Vikings, first
"Stevenson told me that U
Committee that the secretary tional Guard, said his commityear in the NFL. He had reL. Mendel Rivers says the De- delay any such action until next
Thant was furious over this failtee will examine the elimination
tired as n player nfter quarterure of his patient efforts , but LONDON
fense Department's immediate March.
(AP) - Winter backing tho Philadelphia Eagles
and
all
laws
regarding
the
resaid
nothing
publicly."
ReArmy
elimination of 751
weather spread across Europo
Most members of that com- serves when Congress reconthe NFL title in 1960.
McNamara Issued a statement today, blocking roads and snar- to Tlie
serve units "probably is legal, mittee couldn't be reached, but venes in January.
Vikings compiled a 23-39-3
saying
it
falso"
was
"totally
Republican Margaret
ling traffic from tho Atlantic to won lost record in the NFL In
but it isn't the intent of Con- one.
Rivers said he believes some
that he on two occasions in the Siberia and from tho North the four and one-half seasons
gress-"
. __ Chase Smilh, said at her home realignment of units Is in order,
fall and winter of 1064 opposed Capo to the Riviera. In many under Van Brocklin.
Rivera, chairman of the in Skowhegan, Maine, that the but that he opposes widespread
Commitpeace talks with North Viet places snow , ice and freezing Ho piloted tho Vikings to a 3-11
Services
disturbing."
"very
decision
was
House Armed
A FARfeWELL ACT . . . Harry Flood Byrd who reelimination of units or McNatemperatures came eiiriier in mnrk in their first year in the
tee was reached Sunday night She said, however, that she mara's earlier proposals for signed from the Senate last week, Sunday closed out his Nam.
"There is not one word of tho year than ever before re- loop. The Vikings were 2-11-1 in
at his home in Charleston, S.C., had been traveling over the abolition ot the Reserves,
career with a characteristic gesture — he returned 1540.09 truth in the remarks made
corded.
1962, and 5-8-1 the following
following Secretary of Defense weekend, md hadn't had time The Saturday announcement
to
the government. At hia home in Berryvllle, Virginia, the about me or the position attrib- Snow, ico or freezing fog cov- year.
's
anMcNamara
tht>
full
McNamara
analyze
to
Robert S.
issued Saturday referred to the merger contro- senior Byrd signed a paper waiving a claim to the money uted to me in the article," Mc- ered most of Britain. Snowplows A strong finish last year enstatement
nouncement of the cutback.
versy by saying: "The inactlva- -which represented the unused remainder of his senatorial
affects
action
night.
McNamara
were out in Devon , southwest- abled Minnesota to tie Green
The
tlon does not involve any merg- stationery account. Standing is Harry F. Byrd Jr., who has Namara said.
dozen
a
than
England , clearing a six- Bay for runnerup honors in the
65,000 men in more
ern
There
was
no
Immediate
comRiven, who fended with Mc- er o> consolidation of the Army
States, Including Rivers' own Namara earlier this year over Reserve into the National been appointed as' successor to his father — Democratic ment from the State Depart- Inch weekend snowfall on Dart west behind Baltimlre with an
8-5-1 mark.
South Carolina.
moor.
senator from Virginia for 32 years. (AP Photofax)
ment.
Defense Department plans to Guard."
It came despite a request by

Isi Cavalry
Battles Reds
NearCambodia

Communications
Checkup Ordered

Lifeboats Wouldn't Work

McNamara Killed
Peace Proposal,
Sevareid Says

Young Minnesota Woman
Survives Cruise Ship Fire

Young Ice
Skater Drowns

Abolishing Reserves
Draws Congress Ire

Winter Spreads
Across Europe

Educator Tells Public Luncheon
Why He Likes Slated for Quie

Levy Decreases

Trempealeau Board
His Profession
Increases Budget

WHIT15HALL, Wis, (Special)
— Th« Trempealeau County
Board of Supervisors Friday
adopted a 1966 budget of $846 ,860, an increase of $43,443 over
last year, and a tax levy of
$748,757, an increase of $194
from the levy voted in November 1964.
The board cut is proposed

courthouse building fund of
from a half mill to a quarter
mill or $21 ,142 on the equalized
valuation of $84,568,000.
Anticipated revenue other
than taxes is $76,351.

Source* of pride in the teaching profession, which he has
been serving for 37 years,, were
cited by Rochester school administrator Laurel Pennock in
an American Education Week
banquet address here Saturday
night.
A Winona State College graduate now principal of Thomas
Jefferson Elementary School in
Rochester, Pennock spoke at a
banquet sponsored by the Winona Education Association as the
final event of Winona 's observance of Education Week.

APPROPRIATIONS for general government total $101 ,100;
protection of persons and property, $50,520 ; health, $32,234;
highways and bridges, $315 ,090;
education, $84,195; charities and
corrections, $200,880, indebtedness, $816; unclassified, $15 ,230
and outlay, $25,042.
Noble E. Thronson, 55, Strum, ABOUT 17« local educators
was elected county highway and guests attended the banquet
commissioner for one year to at Kryzsko Commons on the
fill the unexpired term of the Winona State College campus
late James Steen. Thronson where John Duel , president of
served 18 years as chairman of the Winona Education Associthe Town of Unity, as such serv- ation, served as master of ceing on the county board. He re- remonies for the evening proALMA, Wis. (Special ) — A places Lars Myrland, Ettrick , gram,
planning consultant firm has who was appointed commission- A past director of the Nationbeen recommended tentatively er by the Highway committee al Education Association who
by the Mississippi River Region- following Steen s death last fall. is now executive secretary of
Myrlana will retire.
al Planning Commission.
the Elementary Principals AsIt would make a study of the In balloting Friday afternoon sociation, Pennock told the
•even-ceunty area and provide Thronson received 25 votes; banquet audience that in the
a plan for orderly development Everett C. Blaha, Independence, teaching profession "many of
of the region, which consists of 11, and William Kwosek, Inde- us have had a share in improvBuffalo, Pierce, Pepin, Trem- pendence, and Ronald E. Blunv ing our image. "
pealeau, La Crosse, Vernon and roer, La Crosse, one vote each.
He asked educators to recall
OTHER ejections:
Crawford counties.
the many remarks once said
Highway committee — Russell
A report on the commission's Paulson, Chimney Rock, and Ir- about teachers but which aren't
progress was made to the Buf- win Hogden, Town of Ettrick, heard much any more, among
falo County Board of Supervis- unanimously re-elected, a n d them, "She looks like a teachors last week .
Paul Lehman, Trempealeau, er."
COUNTY representatives ire replacing Thorson. Lehman poll- THE THEME of Pennock's
Arthur Hitt , Alma; Mayor Gay- ed 25 votes and Harley Alves- address was "I Am Proud of
tad, Town of Sumner, 12.
the Teaching Profession! —
lord Schultz, Mondovi , and ArAgriculture — Odell Schans- Are You?" and he asserted, "I
thur Wolfe, Fountain City, new- berg,
Lincoln, and John Walek, am proud to be a member of
ly appointed to succeed Earl Independence,
re-elected; Gor- a profession in which the
Blank, Cochrane, resigned.
don Johnson, Hale, replac- American people approve of the
The annual budget of the com- ing Lehman, and Lee Sacia,
mission is $10,0Q0,toward which Gale, replacing Mrs. Lily Reich, quality of education they are
Buffalo County provides $660 per former county superintendent of receiving in the nation 's public
schools ."
year.
schools.
In his case, Pennock said,
One-third the funds for the Trempealeau County Hospital "Teaching has offered so many
Study would be provided by board of trustees: Arnold Bro- opportunities to welcome young
the local commission, and two- vold, Ettrick, defeating John teachers into the profession —
thirds by 701 federal planning Bjorklund, Eleva, succeeding regular teachers just entering
funds/ Approximately 10 percent the late William Melby, Blair. the field, student teachers doef state funds could be made Brovold received 22 votes and ing their practice work — and
available through tlie Depart- Bjorklund, 17.
this helps you to keep thinking
ment of Resource Development County school committee — young."
to supplement the county and Me r 1 i n Winters, Centerville, It's a pleasure, he continued,
and E. B. Gunderson, Blair, re- to be working in a profession
federal money.
elected for 3-year terms.
A TENTATIVE schedule ef RAISES FOR highway depart- which today offers so many
challenges and one in which opa two-year study, being planned ment employes effective Jan. 1
portunities
are afforded to do
at the present time, would In- are: Marvin Olson, bookkeeper,
something different, te develop
clude mapping; population, eco- from $425 to $450; Robert creativity and
adaptability.
nomic and land use analyses; Myhres, clerk, from $375 to
general, transportation and re- $400, and Mrs. Nels Hegge, "TEACHING has taught me
gional facilitiesplans; land Viae part-time assistant, $1.45 to $1.55 to be continuously a seeker of
controls, model toning and mod- per hour.
knowledge," he said in citing
el subdivision regulation, and
the need for intellectual curiosspecial studies.
ity in a good teacher.
The regional commission will
He referred to a nationwide
net supersedeor take the place
survey in which parents were
of any county, town, village or
asked to list in order or importance the five qualities they
city government or any planbelieved were most important
ning commission. Its functions
in a good teacher.
•re of a research, planning and
Robert E, Valentine has been "I'm proud to be a member
advisory nature.
It will prepare general, com- appointed manager - customer of a , profession in which 'paprehensive plana of the river service for the Peerless Chain tience' is listed as the No. 1
basin area and tributaries for Co., according to James J. Car- quality parents desire In a good
teacher."
the counties included in the re- roll, general sales manager.
Valentine's duties will include A sense of humor, he noted,
gion.
the coordinating of all activities was listed as the second most
THE COMMISSION will con- reiaiing to cusimportant attribute and Penduct all types of research stud- tomer service.
nock commented, "I sincerely
ies; collect and analyze data; It is • new post
believe that there is no other
prepare maps, charts and ta- a n d combines
profession where it is so easy
bles, and conduct all necessary some of th« acto have a sense of humor than
studies for the accomplishment tivities p r e v 1in teaching where you're workof its duties. It may make plans ously performed
ing dally with children."
for the physical, recreational by several sales
HE SAID he wai proud U
and economical development of staff members.
be a member of a profession
the region; employ research Valentine ha?
which , as time moves along,
and technical counsel; contract been with Peer"receives so many 'fringe benewith agencies of government for less three years
fits' from students you have
river basin area surveys on —on the office
taught . . . and I'm proud of
planning problems within the •nd sales staffs. Valentine
region., and cooperate with pub- He graduated from St, Mary's a profession which has given
lic and private agencies in mat- College in 1061. He is married, me the privileges of learning to
ters relative to its functions and and he and his wife, Bonnie, much from truly great teachers."
have five children.
objectives.
During the banquet program
vocal numbers were presented
by H. O. Christen, accompanied
THERE IS SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE
by Jonelle Millam.

Badger Region
Planning tap
To Name Firm

Peerless Names
Manager of
Customer Service

una
mm
IN THE

OF 2187 STERLING SILVER , SOLID
GOLD AND GOLD FILLED

INCLUDING STERLING CHARMS FOR
COTTER H'GH , WINONA HIGH, ST.
TERESA & WINONA STATE FOR 50c

Winona Homemaker
Lessons to Begin
Tuesday Afternoon

LEWISTON, Minn. - "Family
Preparedness for Natural Disasters" is the topic for the November lesson for the Winona
County homemakers.
With the help of Cliff Halsey, state rural civil defense
agent , University of Minnesota,
and Virginia Hohmann, the
home agent, the lesson will be
presented In a home situation
to help homemakers to be prepared to protect their families,
homes and farms in ease of a
widespread natural disaster.
Winona leaders will meet at
the Louis Thill home, Winona
Rt. 1, Tuesday at 1:30pm. Lewiston leaders will meet at ClyMar Bowl Tuesday at 1:80 p.m.
and St. Charles leaders will
mcot nt City Hall Wednesday
at 1:30 p.m.

AUTO PROTE0TIOM

e Bodily Injury Liability
• Property Damaga Liability
• Wtdlc-I Paymtnt*

FULL SERVICE JIWILIRI

^

/} /

UNCI IM!

• Uninsured Metorlttt
All For

-ir $3.00
Cm You Get

A

It?

PHILIP BAUMANN AOINCY
601 Main - Phona 1149

Owatonna Woman
Gets 1st Sticker
For Auto for '66

sona, regardlessof party aifUlatiou, are invited to attend the
meeting, said Robert C. Olson,
county OOP chairman. He also
it chairman of the chamber's
governmental affairs committee.
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
BLOOMTNGTON, Minn. (AP)
Arlene Lustig,
-Miss
State Mental Health 23, of Rosalie
Owatonna; a graduate
student at the University of
Re-elects Winona n
in Minneapolis,
Minnesota
regisA Wlnonan was re-elected to bought the first 1966 auto
toa.m.
12:01
at
sticker
for
tration
Association
the Minnesota
Mental Health board at its re- day.
-L J
Miss Lustig said she waited
cent annual meeting.
of Deputy
He is the Rt. Rev. Msgr. J. outside the office
Hoffman
L.
Robert
Registrar
was
reRichard Feiten who
to buy
Sunday
11:15
a.m.
elected assistant secretary. from
Msgr. Feiten is director of sticker number O00OO01.
Catholic Charities in the Wi- The state's other 100 registraa later
nona diocese. He also is the Wi- tion offices opened at stickers,
nona chapter's representative to hour this morning, The
replacing the usual metal tabs,
the state board.

must be purchase hy JaR 10
to avoid penalty and mujt be
attached to license plates by
March 2.

Boy, 11,Killed
Playing With .22

LAKEVILLE, Mian, (AP) Ronnie Greaves, 11, of rural
Lakeville was shot to deiUi
Saturday as he and a friend reenacted the aMasstaatioa . of
President Kennedy, the Pajtota
County sheriff's office reported.
Deputy Julio Santiago aald the
boys were playing with a .22
caliber rifle in the basement of
the home of Ronnie's parents,
Mr. and Mrs. John R. Greaves.
Ronnie reportedly told Ma
friend the gun was unloaded
and it would be all right to pull
the trigger.
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An important Question that
^^^^
you should consider NOW! ^^^SSI^»
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HOW TO MAKE A ^SHB

PROFITABLE

'^|HK

WILL

^

Your Will has POWER . . , the power to determine the future of those you love. Plans for
ths settlement of your estate should not be deferred. Have your attorney draw your 'Will—
• document that demands th« experience of one thoroughly, acquainted w ith taxes , estate
laws and your desires. Be sure that you name a competent executor when you make your
Will. Much of your estate might unnecessarily sacrificed through costly errors, mistakes

of judgment or lack of knowledge on the part of an inexperienced executor.
By naming The Merchants National Bank as your executor , you can make ava ilable to y our
family the composite knowledge and experience of a group of men skilled in business , investmen t* and estate administration. Besides, a corporate executor offers the permanence not
to ba found in an individual executor . We are in the best position to see to It that your Will
is a profitable Will.

One of our Trust Officers will be happy to discuss jour estate plan with you and your attorney at your convenience.

Stop at aur Trust Department tomorrow and get ¦
frea copy of "Hew to Make • Profitable Will".
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• $1,000 Accidental Death

Ap
'
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Cong. Albert Quie will arrive
in Winona Tuesday at 4:30 p.m.
for a schedule of calls and appearances extending to Wednesday evening.
A noon lunch at Linahtn's Inn
is scheduled for Wednesday by
the Chamber of Commerce governmental affairs committee.
Attendance is open to the public, according to the chamber.
Reservations should be made at
the chamber downtown office
before 9 a.m. Wednesday.
Quie 's first appearance will be
at a 6 p.m. dinner Tuesday at

the St. Mary's College dining
room in St. Mary's Hall. After
the dinner he will talk to students in the Heffron Hall Cardinal Room. Sponsoring organisation is the St. Mary's-Saint Teresa College Republican Club.
Wednesday from fl a.m. to
noon will be devoted to office
hours. Quie will be a the veterans service office in the Winonn County courthouse for this
period.
Wednesday afternoon Quie
will visit the Bravo plant and
make other calls. He will be a
6 p.m. dinner guest of Hiawatha
Toastmasters at Hotel Winona.
A public meeting, sponsored
by the Winona County Republican Committee, will be held at
the Hotel Winona Sky Room
Wednesday at 8 p.m. All per-
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Disappointing
Deer Season
Ending Today

Deer Shiners Hit
Yo uth at Stockton

A 19-year-old Winona County
youth was treated for an apparently minor gunshot wound
early today at Community Memorial Hospital after be was mistaken for a deer by "deer shiners" south of Stockton late Sunday night.
Sheriff George L. Fort is investigating the incident reported to him early today by Gene
W. Gile, rural Minneiska.

17 to Leave
Tuesday for
Army Induction

Near Normal
Temperatures
SeenThisWeek

Valley south of Stockton Sunday car, he said, drove away withnight and parked his car on out its occupants trying to find The largest number of Winona County men to be sent for
the farm driveway near a wasty out what they bad hit.
GILE WAS DRIVEN to the induction through selective servout.
Seeing a light in a nearby sheriff's office by a companion, ice since the beginning of the
A weekend that brought the
field about 11:55 p.m., Gile Barbara Horlhan, 20, 255 E. current international
coldest
weather of the fall seaemergenwalked into tbe field to investi- Broadway.
(16
son
Sunday morning) evapcy
will
leave
Winona
Tuesday
gate. He was about 40 feet Sheriff Fort alerted his patorated rapidly Sunday night
from bis car when a flashlight rol car, which .was near Lew- morning.
with heavy cloudy cover and
was shined at him, Gile told the iston at 12:25 a.m., to try to Mrs. Gladys Duxbury, clerk
sheriff from a car on the road. apprehend the alleged "deer in the selective service office
higher temperatures moving
A shot was fired, ripping shiners," but no trace of the here, said today that 17 reginto the area and sending the
through the outside of Gile's vehicle was found. There are istrants will go to Minneapolis
CHURCH
AWARD
.
.
.
David
Cichanowski , left, be- thermometer to a warm 40 this
GILE TOLD the sheriff that upper right arm; and the youth at least four different ways the for induction. Another 37 will
mornnig, It still was only 41 at
he had driven to his father's threw himself to the ground to shiners could have left the val- be aboard the same bus leav- came the third member of his family to receive the Ad noon.
abandoned farm in Googin's avoid any further gunfire. The ley, however, Sheriff Fort point- ing at 5:45 a.m. for pre-induc- Altart Dei Boy Scout award at St. Stanislaus Church Sunday.
Mostly cloudy tonight and
tion examinations.
His mother, Mrs. Robert J. Cichanowski, watches the Rev. Tuesday is the prediction for
ed out.
Deputy Sheriff John Jensen The number of inductees is Leonard McNab present the award. (Daily News photo)
Winona and vicinity with tha
applied a bandage to Gile's 10 below the selective service
chance of a few scattered showwound as first aid—although call for November, Mrs. Duxers. A low of 36-44 is predicted
not much bleeding had occur- bury noted. She explained that
for tonight and a high of near
27 had been available for fillred.
50 Tuesday.
The sheriff took Gile to the ing the quota but that the numCOLDER with little or no
hospital where a doctor clean- ber of eligible, was reduced
precipitation is tbe outlook for
by enlistment and college defered and sewed up the wound.
Wednesday.
Plaintiff Donald D. Walchak the signing, Walchak testified. 'THE BULLET made a hole ment.
A week of near normal temtook the stand today in District Walchak was to do the entire about the size of a pencil, the The ounty also failed to fill
peratures is predicted for Wiits
quota
in
October
when
the
in
the
front
part
sheriff
said,
The third member of a Wino- School, Robert attended the Wil- nona and vicinity. Daily highs
Court with the task, as his lawy- job for a price of $4,315.
The plaintiff testified that he of Gile's right arm, about four call was for 11. Eight were na family Sunday received the derness Canoe Base Camp at -will average 35 to 41 and nighter had just told the jury, of subcontracted the digging of a inches below the shoulder. The sent for induction and two were Ad Altare Dei Boy Scout award
Ely this summer. He also is a time lows 18-25, said the extendproving he was not paid in full trench for the footings. This was slug came out about an inch be- rejected.
at St. Stanislaus Church.
ed forecast, predictions for the
for work he did on a concrete completed Oct. 2, 1964, Walchak hind the point of entry making The contingent will go to MinHe is DaVid Cichanowski, 15, member of Explorer Post 11, next five days.
block building last fall.
said; and he immediately began a hole roughly three times larg- neapolis for induction and pre- son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert J. Cathedral of the Sacred Heart. It'll be a little colder Tuesday
induction examinations.
Walchsik, 1741 W. Wabasha work to pour the footings and er, according to the sheriff.
Cichanowski, 602 Mankato Ave. His two older brothers, Thom- and Wednesday, wanner ThursSt., is suing Jerome J. and foundation wall.
Aside from the fact that it Mrs. Duxbury said that most A member of Troop 10 at St. as, now a student at "Winona day and Friday and then colder
Jerome D. Borzyskowski, both
was probably larger than .22- of those inducted in Minneapo- Stanislaus, Robert has been State College, and Michael, a again next weekend, said the
of 827 E. 4th St., to recover THIS WORK took about two caliber, Sheriff Fort said he lis recently have been sent to active in church work. He has senior at Cotter, have received forecast. Little or no precipita$1,600 allegedly not paid him weeks. It was as he began to could not say what kind of fire- Fort Leonard Wood; Mo., for been a Mass server six years the same award.
tion is forecast for the area in
for work on a 40-foot by 40-foot lay cement blocks for. the walls arm fired the bullet.
basic training.
The Rt. Rev . Msgr. N. F. the next five days, although up
and
has
been
patrol
leader
and
that he consulted with both He said that he will investibuilding.
assistant patrol leader of his Gruikqwski gave a short history to one-quarter of an inch in ocBorzyskowskis to determine gate the scene of the shooting
troop. He is currently serving of the award during the 7:15 casional rain and snow is exTHE
PLAINTIFF
said
that
he
.
where they wanted the specified today and talk further with the
as a junior assistant Scout- a.m. service Sunday. The Rev. pected in the north and central
contracted with the Borzyskow- openings/
master.
Leonard McNab, Mass cele- regions of the state.
doctor
who
treated
Gile.
skis in September, 1964 for the The contract included proviThe low temperature previous
A
sophomore
at
Cotter
High
brant,
presented the award.
building, which was to be 14 sion for 200 glass blocks to be
to Sunday morning was 18 on
feet high, have 3-foot footings, used as windows, Walchak said.
Nov. 10.
VIOLATIONS were plentiful a cement floor 4 inches thick, He testified that this would be
Wardens in Wabasha County have three overhead doors and enough for four windows.
THE TEMPERATURES rose
made 26 arrests Saturday and three walk-in doors.
to a high of 39 Saturday afterAt this point, the BorzyskowSunday, mostly for uncasedguns Attorney William A. Lindquist, skis asked for changes in the
noon and just about the freezing
in cars. Two rifle hunters were representing Walchak, intro- origuml contract, according to
mark on Sunday. First ice appeared in the quiet backwaters
caught
duced a copy of the contract in- Walchak.
TAYLOR, Wis. (Special) ,of the river sloughs and small
Two 15-year-old Rochester to evidence. It is undated and They asked for a partition
A fire of undetermined origin
lake and ponds in the area.
youths reported to Warden signed by Walchak and Jerome wall inside the building, one big
Saturday night completely deThe temperature rose to 69
Kruger that their 10-point buck D. Borzyskowski. The elder overhead door instead of three
stroyed the large modern bam
on this day last year <snd drophad been stolen from near their Borzyskowski was present for small ones, three additional The City Council, at its reg- and prize-winning herd of 50 SPRING GROVE, Minn. - A Spring Grove Sunday night.
44-year-old Spring Grove area
tent camp. It was the first deer
walk-in doors and 200 additional ular meeting tonight, faces a registered Guernsey cows on the bachelor was killed in a one-car Alvin G. Storlie apparently ped to 38. Rain amounting to
died instantly of a broken neck .11 of an inch fell. The alltime
either boy had killed. It fell in
glass blocks (which meant four full agenda.
Douglas Curran farm halfway accident on Houston County
tbe Zumbro River near Mazzemore windows), Walchak told Among items to be taken up between Taylor and Hixton on Road 8 about V/x miles west of about an hour before he was high for Nov. 15 was 64 in
found, according to Dr. L. A. 1930 and 1953 and the low for
pa. The boys pulled it out of
the jury. .
by aldermen are a proposal by Highway 95.
Knutson, Spring Grove, acting the day was 3 in 1883 and 1940.
the river, to their campsite,
Aid. Neil Sawyer to hire a fullTHESE REQUESTS, made time housing inspector and a Curran's daughter, Marilyn,
coroner. He also had facial in- Mean for the past 24 hours was
dressed it and hung it from a
36. Normtd for this day is 34.
over the space of a week, Wal- further letter on junkyardcon- student at the University of Wisjuries.
tree branch to cool overnight.
Most of the state experienced
chak agreed to accommodate.
consin, was home for the weekSunday morning they found the
trol by the city attorney.
HE
BECAME
the
fourth
facloudy
weather today with tbe
He
was
not
working
from
a
end
from
Madison.
Shortly
after
deer was gone.
tality of the year in Houston 24-hour low at Rochester 31 and
blueprint or any written plan City Engineer James Baird her parents left for Black RivHunting pressure was way
will propose a program for en- er Falls at 10 p.m., she discovCounty, according to Sheriff the high 35. At La Crosse temanyway, he said.
down today. The season was
closing sections of Gilmore ered the fire and called Hixton
Byron Whitehouse.
No
mention
of
money
was
perature extremes were 30 and
over for most hunters, but a
made when these changes were Creek in concrete pipe, per- firemen. The Black River Falls
Storlie was proceeding alone 36. Lowest state reading was
few packed up, took their rifles
agreed to, Walchak maintained. mitting greater development of department also was called.
DURAND, Wis. (Special) — northerly in his 1957 car on a 23 at Bemidji.
down and headed for the north
Lindquist had been diagram- adjacent areas at Gilmore The 40- by 100-foot barn was Two persons were injured in straight gravel road. It traveled Wintry weather gripped Wl*.
woods where the season runs GILMANTON, Wis. - Eight ming
the plan of the building, Avenue and west of Junction full of hay. Also destroyed were three car accidents in Pepin about 93 feet out of control, CONSIN during the weekend
Buffalo County4-H leaders who according
through next Sunday.
and showed little improvement
to the original con- Street. The plan, it is suggesthave served more than 15 years tract, on a display easel. When ed, would extend over several eight calves, a bull, all modern County Friday night and Satur- went into a skid for 29 feet, and today.
hit
a
bank,
which
rolled
the
vemilking equipment, bulk tank, day.
were among the leaders honor- he asked Walchak whether tbe years.
Fair and cold weather, with
ed Tuesday at the annual Coun- latter could sketch in the chang- Street Commissioner Arthur machine shed, some machinery, Maxine Foster, Durand, re- hicle over onto its top in the a state high of 40 at Beloit, preditch.
He
was
not
thrown.
ty 4-H leaders recognition ban- es on this diagram, Attorney Brom will provide an ordinance garage, feed and grain. The di- ceived a broken arm and bumps
vailed Sunday. Clouds spread
of the wind saved the on the head when the 1965 car The sheriff's office received a over all of the state Sunday
quet,
Roger P. Brosnahan, represent- relating to removal of vehicles rection
house.
she was driving went off the call at midnight from Jon Hal- night and precipitation moved
They are Mrs. George Engel, ing the Borzyskowski, objected. for street cleaning.
Gilmen Bergh, who was with right side of County Trunk P verson, who lives nearby and across northern sections, gener29 years; Norman Nyre, 28;
The council also meets with
on his way home. Deputy ally in the form of freezing rain,
Mrs. George Waste, 20; Mrs. JUDGE ARNOLD Hatfield the Board of Education for fur- the Currans at . Black River at 4 a.m. Saturday. She angled was
L. W. Mug investigated.
recessed
the
court
for
lunch
Falls
when
they
learned
of
the
Oscar Balk, 19; Mrs. Wesley
down the steep incline at the Relatives said they didn't at times mixed with sleet and
ther discussion of sites for the
Stiehl and George Waste, 17 without ruling on Brosnahan's proposed vocational-technical fire, said a conservative esti- lime quarries just south of Dur- know where Storlie had been snow.
objection. The defendants' at, Park Falls had .23 inch of
mate of the loss was in the and and apparently was knockand Elmer Bade and Anton torney
argued that there was school.
neighborhood of $50,000. Curran ed out for 45 minutes. She re- but apparently has was on his precipitation, Wausau .16, Eau
Three Saturday accidents, all Wolfe, 16.
no foundation for Walchak to
said he had some insurance. covered consciousness and se- way home about three miles Claire .04, Green Bay .03 and
involving parked vehicles, causattempt to show that changes
Because of the rapid destruc- cured help. Damage to her car northwest of Spring Grove , Superior. 01.
ed $950 damage but no injur- TEN YEAR leaders honored: had been made in the contract
where he lived with his mother.
tion, he said it was impossible
Mr.
and
Mrs.
today.
Orville
Miller,
ies, police reported
was estimated at $450.
specifications.
A farmer, he wasn't married.
TEMPERATURES were well
to
tell
where
the
blaze
started.
David M. Chouinard, 23, 4145 Helmer Myren, Mrs. Elmer Jurors in the case are: LeRoy
Jerald R . Johnson, 27, Arkanbelow the seasonal normals
No
one
was
injured.
was
driving
Goodview,
Bade
and
LaVerne
Lovely;
9th St.,
HE WAS BORN Jan. 17, 1921,
Greenwood, Mrs. Clayton G.
Curran, former director of saw Rt. 2, missed a curve on at Spring Grove to Arnold and Sunday. Beloit was the only
west on West 2nd Street, 150 five-year leaders: Mrs. C. J. Fosburgh, Henry Fabian, Mrs.
County
Trunk
P
near
the
Charspot to reach the 40 mark. RaFarmers Home Administration
feet west of Washington Street Stuber, Mrs. Edward Schlosser, Lillian Woods, Mrs. Muriel M.
Gertie Jensen Storlie.
cine had a high of 37, Madison
les
Hutter
farm
two
miles
south
for
Trempealeau
and
Jackson
when he collided with a car Mr. and Mrs. Charles Whit- Okland, Mrs. Richard D. Braith- A meetingfor all WinonansinSurvivors are: His mother; 35, Milwaukee and Eau Claire
of
Arkansaw
Friday
at
10
p.m.
parked at the north curb facing worth, Mrs Grant Larson, Mr. waite, George Bilskemper, Sey- terested in serving with the lo- counties, is president of the and went off the road.
two brothers, Owen and Ronald, 34, Green Bay 31 , Wausau 31,
WGSt
and Mrs. Roy Hoch, Elmer mour R. Wedde, Gene F. bond- cal civil defense (CD) organiza- Jackson County Fair AssociaSpring
Grove, and two sisters, Superior 29 and Park Falls 28.
Johnson, who received severe
DAMAGE was $400 to the Johnson, Mrs. Elroy Reinhardt, linger, Mrs. Maurice A. Godsey, tion or in learning more about tion.
(Helen) Hanson, The overnight low was at
Mrs.
Baldwin
cuts,
throat
was still at St. Ben¦
front of the Chouinard car and Mrs. Gordon Norby, Mrs. Lloyd Gerald W. Nelson and Raymond it will be held Thursday at 7:30
Spring Grove, and Mrs. Peter Park Falls. Other minimum
edict's Community Hospital, (Ardyce) Glasrud,
-< ri ri r~i nnr ~ "* »---»
Haigh, Leslie Winsand, Mrs. A. Knopf.
Byron. His
p.m., CD Director George K.
CITY ACClbENT BOXSCORE Milo Winsand, Mrs. Maurice
Durand, Sunday night. His wife , father and one brother Carlton, temperatures included Green
today.
,
McGuire
announced
Bay 24, Milwaukee, Madison,
—To Date—
Carol, received facial injuries, have died.
McGuire said that the feature
1965
1964 Fredrickson, Mrs. Harland
was treated and released. Their Funeral services will be Wed- Lone Rock and Park Falls 23,
of tbe meeting would be a film
5
1 Rognholt, Glen Hager, Mrs. AnDeaths
1953 car was called a total nesday at 2 p.m. at Our Sav- Superior 26, Wausau 28, Beloit
29 and Eau Claire and Racine
394
390 ton Mork and Mrs. Herbert
showing how CD functioned durAccidents ..
wreck.
iour's Lutheran Church, Rice161
152 Ruff.
Injuries....
ing the Cuban missile crisis of
Marian L. Anderson, 27, and ford, the Hev. Jesse W. Thomp- 30.
The Lookout Go Getters Club
It was most cloudy throughProperty
1962. The meeting will be held
his wife, 26, La Crescent, Minn.,
officiating. Burial will be in out the state at 8 a.m. today
Damage . $162,849 $87,401 received the community buildin the auditorium of Central Daniel A. Borkowski, 42, 850 were slightly injured Friday at son
the church cemetery.
ers award while Happy Go
Junior 'High School, Broadway W. 5th St., pleaded not guilty 7:45 p.m. when their 1959 con- Friends may call at Engell- with a freezing drizzle at Su$200 to the left rear of the park- Lucky, Clover and Glencoe WJVBASHA , Minn. (SpeciaU- and Washington Street.
perior and light rain at Green
today
in
municipal
court
to
a
Two men pleaded guilty to simped car owned by Marvin Muel- Hustlers
received
health, le assault before Judge Kenneth Tbe film, "That Week in Oc- charge of not supporting his 8- vertible hit a deer on Highway Roble Funeral Home after noon Bay.
35 two miles east of Pepin. Tuesday and at the church
ler, 210 W. 2nd St. Patrolmen awards. Oak Grove, Cream and
Kalbrenner here Friday. Each tober," will be followed by a year-old daughter since Oct. 1. Their vehicle was extensively Wednesday after 1 p.m.
THE NATIONAL extremes
George M. Liebsch and William Happy Go Lucky clubs received paid
a $50 fine.
general discussion of CD with Judge John D. McGill contin- damaged.
were 87 at Presidio, Tex., and
A. King investigated the mishap safety awards and Eager Beav- Dahl
Edelman, 22, Waterville,
of the city organiza- ued the case to Nov. 29 to al- George Plummer, county traf14 at Philipsburg Pa.
at 6:40 p.m.
Gilman Valley and Glencoe and Will Severson, 30, Zumbro severalchiefs
ers,
of staff on hand to low Borkowski time to consult fic officer, investigated the
tion's
A hit-run collision in a park- Hustlers, conservation awards. Falls,
were arrested by Waba- answer questions, according to
ing lot between West King and Recreation awards were pre- sha County
an attorney. He should be pre- three accidents.
Sheriff Ed Lager McGuire.
of
streets
west
West Howard
pared
to stand trial shortly aftand
Modena
sented to Clover
and Deputy Everett Lorenz afJohnson Street caused $50 dam- clubs.
The
local
organization
is
dier
the
29th, the judge warned
ter they were called to the
age to the right rear of a car
with
specific
vided
into
sections
Borkowski
.
Neptune Bar, Zumbro Falls,
owned by Willis Tulare, 17, La- THE 100 percent achievement Wednesday at pm. The men tasks, such as shelter manageBorkowski told Judge McGiU
9
award was presented to 23
!
moille.
„
ment, transportation, commu- that he had given his f ormer
were
charged
with
assaulting
Tulare reported to police Sat- clubs. They are Busy Bees, Elmer Luhmann, rural Lake nication and the like. Each secLITCHFIELD, Minn. ( -AP) wife, Helen Borkowski Brewer,
Cheerful
Badgers,
urday at 12:30 p.m. that a car Canton
Mction
has
a
chief
of
staff
,
The
three - day search for a re- WABASHA , Minn. (Special)City, and Sylvester Kuhl, Zumenough money In July to supparked alongside his apparently Workers, Cream, Clover, De- bro Falls, who were taken to Guire explained.
tarded
reportedly unable A passenger was Injured when
port their daughter until the end ROCHESTER, Minn. - The to speak,boy,
struck his car as it was back- vaney, Eager Beavers, Eagle Lake City Municipal Hospital.
ended Sunday as those a car went out of control on
Although the meeting is open of this month.
annual meeting of the Game- who conducted it feared it Wabasha County Road one mile
Valley Wlde-A-Wakes, Gilman Luhmann received a cut eye- to the public at large, McGuire
ed out of its stall.
Valley, Golden Horents, Glen- brow and injury to the eye and said, he extended, a special in- The judge released Borkowski haven Foundation will be held would — with the finding of a east of Hammond Sunday at 2
a.m.
on
9:30
A COLLISION at
p.m.
coe Hustlers, Happy Go Lucky,
on his own recognizance pend- at the Kahler Hotel, Rochester, body.
a private road at Wincrest, 300 Hill and Hollow Helping Hands, Kuhl received severe lacera- vitation to Interested college ing his next appearance in Thursday evening.
Edward Hendrickson, 11 , son Robert Sommcrfield, 16, rufeet northwest of the water stor- Hutchinson's Rockets, Jahn's tions and a possible skull frac- students and high school senThe foundation is a trust or- of Mr. and Mrs, Reuben Hend- ral Lake City, was driving a
court.
to
iors.
ture.
age tank caused $300 damage
ganization holding title to all rickson, who farm at nearby 1958' car. Three young HamValley, Lookout Go Getters,
the vehicles involved.
the physical properties of the Kingston, was found dead in a mond residents were with him:
Lucky Seven, Montana PioLyle G, Keller/ 21, 1633 Gil- neers, Modena, Naples Novelty,
Gamehaven Boy Scouts Coun- swampy area of the August Nancy, 15", Ronald, 18, and Sumore Ave., WM driving east on Sisson, Prairie Pioneers and
cil. Funds for the foundation Wisanen farm about one mile san Williamson, 18,
the road when he collided with Waste Valley.
are secured in the form of gifts , northwest of the Hendrickson Sheriff Ed Lager, who prea car parked at the south edge
ferred no charges, said that
bequests and endowments.
property ,
Mrs. Fredrick Lueder of Maof the road facing west
Sommcrfield, as he was roundOfficers and board members
the
dison
was
honored
as
"BufDamage was $200 to the right
will be elected. A report will David Ilelml, IS , whose father ing a curve, went onto the
front of the half-ton pickup truck falo County Friend of 4-H."
be given by treasurer S, J. is a member of the Bloomlngton shoulder, lost control and went
driven by Keller and $200 to the Mrs. Lueder is the f ormer PaulKryzsko, Winona.
Rescue Squad and a friend of down a 20-foot bonk.
right front of the parked car ine Poehler who was home
Susan, sitting In the back
Present, officers are : Dr. Ed- the Hendrickson f a m i l y ,
owned by Kenneth H. Kammer- economics agent for Buffalo
ward H. Rynearson, Roches- found the body frozen into seat, received a leg cut and was
County for 15 years.
er, 23, Redwood Falls, Minn
Classes for six of the eight and grades three and four in ACCORDING TO the Rt. Rev. ter, president; Robert C. about two feet of water. Tem- taken to St. Marys Hospital , RoThe accident was not Investi- During those years she was grades at St. Stanislaus School two classrooms in the 1952 Msgr. N. F. Grulkowskl, pastor Roesler, Rochester, first vice peratures had fallen into the chester. The car was a total
interested in 4-H and other
of St. Stanislaus, classrooms in president; Reuben Kaplan, low teens Saturday night.
loss.
gated at the scene.
building.
youth programs. She promoted will get back to normal at 8 Grades seven and eight have the Zumbro Street section are Owatonna, second vice presi4-H knitting and crafts pro- a.m. Wednesday when 240 stu- been meeting in half-day, four- completed with the exception of dent, and J, L. Jercmlassen,
Clinic at Rushfo rd
jects, she worked on and im- dents will occupy a newly com- hour sessions in the 1052 build- electrical work on the loud- Winona, secretary.
speaking system. Offices in this Other members of the board
) proved the 4-H camping pro- pleted section of the school.
RUSHFORD , Minn. (Special gram, provided training need- The Zumbro Street section, ing. Grades seven and eight will section are not completed.
Include G. M. Grabow, Winona ;
and
meet
for
full-day
immunization
now
be
able
to
— The second
Mrs. Jean Pasklewlct is di- Judge George Murray, Preston;
ed by the adult 4-H Leaders to one of two phases of the «t»50,- sessions in the 1052 building.
at
held
be
will
clinic
polio
make a strong 4-H program in 000 school building program at Grades five will continue to rector of the school's hot lunch Odell Lee Sr., Mabel , and Ben
Rushford High School auditor- Buffalo County.
the church, will house eight attend Madison School and program.
H. Miller, Winona.
a.m.
ium Wednesday from 9-n
8:00 P.M.
classrooms for the first through grade six will continue to meet
the fourth grades.
Mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
y
at Cotter High School.
Ragu'sr Meetings
_^_g_Sfc__s___
The Carlmona Street section
WINONA LODGE NO. II A F & A.M.
Other
THESE
students
have
been
Monday»-«;M
1>f
an
P-m.
Social* Nlghf*
'"*
J&^MJfaT^W
A
for
comslated
of
the
school
is
sesattending
four-hour
half-day
jy^yfagtf ^,^
Mondays
Stated Communication
AJ8U
U.S. Repraiantotiv* Al Qui* will be the main speaker.
sions since classes started in pletion in early 1966. This sec'clock
Tuesday,
Nov.
76,
7:30
o
tion, with a basement, will inSeptember.
Grades
one
nnd
two
1
®
C
R»m*mb«r th»te m«_ting« are open to youl
INDEPENDENT ORDER OF ODDFELLOWS have been meeting in the near- clude eight classrooms and
Gtorg* M. Robartton Jr., W,M.
Milton KnuLon, N.G. by city park-recreation building meeting rooms for the band.
Many hunters in Southeastern
Minnesota will put away their
shotgun this evening without
having any vension hanging in
the garage to cure.
The three-day, any-deer season, closing at sunset today, is
going down on deer hunting records as a very disappointing
one. The percentage, of success, although not established
yet, will run about 10 to 15 percent, or one deer for every 10
hunters, wardens estimate.
UNFAVORABLE weather and
a low deer population are the
most common reasons advanced. Whatever the cause, the
shotgun hunters did not bring
home the vension.
•
The sudden cold snap kept the
deer bedded down; that was an
excuse in the Whitewater region
for the three days. Down in
Houston County they claimed
the deer were resting and feeding in the large number of unharvested corn fields.
"The deer are simply not
here," was the seasoned explanation of Willis Kruger, Wabasha County warden. Only one
fifth as many deer as a year
ago were hanging in locker
plants there.
In Winona one locker plant
had 50 deer, or 15 more than a
year ago, while the 'Rollingstone plant was about tbe same
as 1964. Rushford and Houston
plants reported fewer deer.

Contractor Sues
For $1,600 Bill

3rd Son in Family
Gets Scout Award

Registered Herd
Council to Get Lost in Farm
Recommendation Fire at Taylor
For Inspector

Buffalo Co.
4-H Leaders
Get Citations

Spring Grove Man
Killed in Crash

Two Injured in
Pepin Crashes

Parked Vehicles
Involved in
City Collisions

CD Volunteers
Asked to Meeting

I I

__

Two Sentenced
For Assault;
Two Hospitalized

Father Pleads
Not Guilty to
Support Charge

Gamehaven Scout
Foundation Plans
Meeting Thursda y

Missing Boy
Found Dead

Girl,18,Hurt
In Wa basha Co.
One-Car Accident

Part of St Stanis laus
School to Be Occupied

Winona County GOP Meeting
WED., NOV. 17

Hotel Winona Sky Room

They'll Do It Every Time

By Jimmie Hatlo ]

9t MappstwLJbi&L Wight

How to Judge
A Good School

Hints on How
To Please Wife

By EARL WILSON
NEW YORK - '•Nauonal-Be-Kind-To-Your-Wlfe Week," the
gttttestboon to woman since peroxide and faisles, is now being
observed in thousands of homes where husbands are asking,
"What the hell kind of swindle is this?"
At a secret meeting of the founder (me) and the national
chairman, Playwright Howard M. Telchmann, who chose tht
winners who get theater tickets for proposing the most interesting kindnesses.
Next year, "National Be-Kind- it," - Mrs. • Charles Bltner ,
To-Your-Wife Week" will be big- Quakertown, Pa.
ger than Mother's Day. Anyway, "My husband goes fishing
here they are, with only initials every week and catches fish alused where husbands might be most every time. But I wish he
embarrassed. And thank you, all wouldn't bring those smelly, unyou losers, for your witty sug- deaned fish home but would
gestions, too?
give them away or throw them
"My husband could be kinder overboard. I'll take steak any
If he would stop saying to our time." — Mrs. F. R. Doerrer,
friends, 'When I die, I want her Westfield, N.J.
to remarry. I want to be sure
someone regrets my passing!' " "I wish my husband would
—Mrs. H.E.L., Mt, Prospect stop giving my hair a yank
when I do something stupid.
Ave., Newark.
"I would really flip for just s I'm going to be the only baldpat on the hip and a kiss on headed lady on the block." —
Ducks Have Departed
the lip." - Mrs. Fred C. Dur- Phyllis Bernstein, B o u n d
Brook, N.J.
By Wednesday, the last day
ling. Dallas.
of the Minnesota and Wisconsin
"He could hold the ladder "I WISH my hnsband wonld
duck season, most of the birds
while I paint — open the door sleep in the finished basement
will have gone south. Ducks
while I carry out the trash — and give me a rest from his
Unlimited report from Winni—
Mrs.
L.
L.,
hand me the nails as I ham- heavy snoring."
peg dated Tuesday reads:
mer, and stop writing "I love Flushing.
HAVANA (AP)-Prime Minyou' in the dust on the fur- "All I ask is that my own
"A minor cold front passed
niture." — Mrs. Arnold Rago, particular sweet charming hus- ister Fidel Castro has blamed through Manitoba and eastKenilworth, N.J.
band turn off the radio and TV the United States for a hit-and- ern Saskatchewan Oct. 26 J
with BASEBALL and MORE run attack by two boats on a and 27. Migration increased/
HUSBAND
i
t
always
"MY
BASEBALL
and FOOTBALL, residential section of the Hava- during this period. It way
telling my friends that our kitand STILL MORE FOOTBALL
further stimulated by A
chen is the only place files visit and
give me one sportless na waterfront. One woman was more severe outbreak of poto commit suicide." — S. G., week." — Sally Robinson, Al- reported injured slightly.
lar air which covered /the
New Hyde Park.
Meanwhile, the U.S. govern- entire prairies Nov, 3, when
bemarle, Rd., Brooklyn.
"There's only one kindness/l
"The nicest thing my husband ment began a seallft of refu- temperatures in the northcare to repeat/To himself he could
ern parklands fell to 10 dedo is stay as kind as he
should keep/His cold, cold it. I work nights, and he takes gees from Matanzas, Cuba.*.The grees accompanied by light
feet." — Edna Heins, White* marvelous care of the children, chartered excursion boat Skip- snow. By Nov. 6 migration
stone, N.Y.
cooks their supper, makes per K took 108 Cubans to Key was complete, except for the
"The kindness I want Is a b r e a k f a s t , takes them to West, Fla., Saturday night and usual small concentrations
sense of humor. My husband church; he has not forgotten another 94 Sunday.
of die-hard mallards on open
bought me a gift, a plaque that those precious words, 'In sickholes, where they will resays, 'Come in, sit down, re- ness and in health, till death The State Department had no main until driven out by filax, converse. Our h o u s e do us part.' I want him to con- comment on Castro's charge of nal freeze-up or heavy snow.
doesnt always look like this. tinue to love me as I love U.S. responsibility for the straf- At no time was there a
Sometimes it's worse.' I love him." — Mrs. Charles Prime- ing attack early Sunday. But grand passage. The birds
Cuban exile sources in Miami arrived and departed over
rono, East Syracuse, N.Y.
So there you have it, but is said it was the work of RECE several days, moving during
National Be-Klnd-To-Your-Wife —the Cuban Representation in the hours of darkness."
MONDAY, NOVBMHH tt lW
Week really a good thing"? Is Exile—and that the two boats
Goose Season Open
it SAFE? Louis A. Safian of returned safely to their base The wild goose season along
VOLUMB IW. NO. aa
"somewhere
in
the
Caribbean."
N.Y., doubts it. "I
PvblltlM. Oilty Dtttpt Saturday and Hot- Mahopic,
The Communist newspaper the Mississippi River in MinneMiy* by StapuMlcan ind llarafd Publl*V praised and paid some attention
sota and Wisconsin is still open.
lm Company. Ml Frtnklln St., Winona, to my wife,'f he says, "and the Granma said Mrs. Rosa Reyes
The
Minnesota season closes
Minn,
poor woman still hasn't recov- Almaguer was hit in the left Dec. 10 and Wisconsin on Dec.
SUBSCRIPTION RATS!
foot
bya
50-caliber
machine-gun
ered from the fright. "
17, a month later than the
Stasia copy — 10c Dally, Me Sunday
TODAY'S BEST LAUGH: Joe bullet while she was asleep in duck season. There was a good
Dallvarad by Carrltr-farWaak 80 eanti
her apartment building. No oth- sized flock of geese In the WeavU watka S11.7I
O wxfca ttl.10 E. Lewis consulted a palmist,
er casualties were reported.
his
palm
In
but
all
she
found
er area last Thursday,
By mett ttrtetty In adVMtai aapar atopwas a highball glass.
PM on axplratKn data.
Castro, in a nationally teleClosed areas on tbe refWISH I'D SAID THAT: Jim- vised speech, said gunfire from
In Fillmore. HouiMn, Olnutad, Winona,
uge are still closed for the
Wtbaina, Buffalo, Jtekaon, papln and my Dean reports on a small one of the boats was intended
protection of geese, but afTrtmpaalaau eountln and irmad fereii Midwest town he once visited:
to hit the waterfront residence ter Nov. 17, the last day of
paraormal In tha contlmntal Unltad Statu,
or ovtraaaa with APO tr pro addratttt: "One year seven men ran for of President Osvaldo Dorticos
the duck season, these areas
1 yaar ...... SUM imontha
tltt the
Job ol mayor — and there but hit the nearby National are open to trapping, deer
a iwontnt .....SaJ> \ month
<1JH
was nobody left to vote for Aquarium instead. The newspahunting and fishing. Geese
All othar aubscrtptlonii
them."
per said Dorticos was at home are protected therein.
1 month
il-Qlmonttia
Uli
« monthi
M.001 yaar
111.00
REMEMBERED Q U O T E : at the time.
Waving his arms, Castro said: Wisconsin deer hunters, whose
land changa ot addrau, netteaa, undaltv- "You can't hold a man down
arari coplaa.auoacrlptlon ordan and othar without staying down with "Whom can we make responsi- season opens Nov. 20, will be
mill Nami to Winona Duly Nam, P.O.
him." — Booker T. Washing- ble for these stupidities except able to hunt the closed area.
Sacond dan peataea MM •* Winona ton.
the government of the United However, Minnesota hunters ol
Sox 70. Winona, Minn* iS90.
deer must stay out, since their
Minn.
Henny Youngman claims that States? Whom can we blame ex- season locally closes before the
cept
the
CIA
which
has
sponduring New York's recent Big
duck season.
Blackout, Mayor Wagner wired sored all types of stupidities
country?"
against
this
Pres. Johnson: "I know you
Ikes Meeting
like to economizeby turning out Granma said tho attackers
The monthly meeting of
lights - but this is ridiculous!" used 20mm cannon and auto- the Will Dilg Chapter of the
NITIS~7:M4i1l
matic rifles as well as 50-caliber Izaak Walton League was
. . . That's earl , brother.
machine guns.
ist-tst-tt*
held Thursday night at its
cabin on Prairie Island. In
MATINIES-1:1f
spite of bad roads to the
M*-S0*-7I#
Bob Hope Gets
cabin, 102 members were
present.
Actors' Award

Castro Flays Voice of ihe Outdoors
Havana Attack
By Two Boats

WINONA DAILY NEWS
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STARTS WED.
"AN EVENING WITH THE
ROYAL BALLET"
DEC. 1-2 e 4:0#-7:45

QCKE!
AT 7:30
.JS*-$1.0O-»1_S
PASSES NOT HONORED

ENDS TUES.

ETTRICK, Wis. (Special) There were many cold houses
in Ettrick Saturday morning
after the village was without
electricity 4H hours. It was reported that a motorist struck
a light pole in South Beaver
Creek at 2 a.m. and caused
the outage,
¦

Prince of Wales
17 Years Old

-"¦^
JOTBIttsttrtwr

|

Ettrick Without
Power 4Vi Hours

|

auuraMi

IPSA
PHD,

LONDON (AP) - Charles,
Prince of Wales and heir to the
British throne, observed his 17th
birthday Sunday at Gourdotutoun Schooi In Scotland.
Flags flew on public buildings
in the British capital and other
cities but It was because ef Remembrance Sunday, marking
the annual observance of the
World War I Armistice and tribute to the dead of two world
wars.

HUNTERS
BRING US YOUR

DEER HIDES
HIGHEST PRICES
Winona Glova Co.
41* E. 2nd St

WOULD"
___P^^^B^^*"* ^H

|__8K_I

HBflH ^\gBH_
!BBaI
STARTS WED.

Mierau's
Mobil Station

St. Charlai

Jorstad's
Sporting Goods
La Craacant

so presented two plaques issued
to the local chapter by the Minnesota Division of the league.
One was issued to the chapter
for making its membership quota last year. The other was issued for sponsoring the formation of a new chapter in Wichita,
Kan. This new chapter is the
first organized in Kansas. They
already have 500 members and
it is believed it will have 1,000
members in the near future.
Harold Gates, a local delegate to a conservation workshop held ' in Minneapolis
last month and sponsored by
the Minnesota Division of
the league, gave a comprehensive report to the chapter. Such things as billboards and junkyards, polution and wilderness areas
were discussed at the workshop.

Shooting Hours
The following times for the
opening and closing of the local deer season are official
times for Winona. Today the
season opens at 7:01 a.m. and
closes at 4:41 p.m., on Monday
the opening is 7:03 a.m. and
closing at 4:40 p.m.
¦
The original dimensions of the
Washington Monument w e r e
changed as a result of research
by George Marsh, a United
States minister to Italy. A true
obelisk, he reported, would have
a height about 10 times its base
width, hence the monument's
f inal proportions:555 f eet 5-44
inches high to a base 55 feet
1-% inches square.

HOLLYWOOD (AP) - Bob President Stanley Ledebuhr
Hope, who never has won an announced the committee memacting Oscar, got an Oscar of bers for the coming year. He al»»""""a»aaaa>'ana»a-a»-MaM___M_____M
sorts Sunday from actors.
President Charlton Heston of
the Screen Actors Guild presented the comic with the
Guild's first annual award "for
fostering the finest Ideals of the
acting profession."
The award is an onyx and
bronze version of the ancient
Grecian masks of comedy and
tragedy.
Meanwhile , military officials
In Bangkok said Hope will visit
Thailand and Viet Nam next
month to entertain U.S. troops
during Christmas.

St. Casimir's
BAZAAR

FINALE
TONIGHT

By LESLIE J. NASON. Ed. D.
University of Southern Calif.
Parents are often not quite
sure whether or net the school
their children are attending is
up to standard. How can you
tell? In talking to your child, in
speaking with his teachers, in
observing activities during
events at the school, these are
things about which parents
should be concerned:
— That each of your child's
teachers and at least one person from the principal's or
counselor's office knows his
name, who he is end how well
he is doing in school.
— That the class size is appropriate to the course. For
example, according to the maority of elementary school
teachers, the best-sized class
for effective teaching is 20 to
25 pupils.
— That at least some of the
teachers experiment occasionally with new techniques in an
endeavor to improve their methods.
— THAT THE library Is open
for a period after school closes
as well as during study periods
in case the students wish to use
it,
— That assignments require
work with library books and paperbacks as well as with textbooks.
. — That teachers and counselors are readily available for
conferences.
— That the school runs smoothly; rules for satisfactory student conduct are set forth clearly and are firmly enforced.
— That the Student Government makes an honest effort
to work with the administrators
on methods of handling discipline, social events, the school
paper, sports and clubs.
— . That your child is exposed
to all types of examinations;
standard short-answer exams —
those in wheib he is asked to
write about something and
those in which he works out
problems in his own way. He
should as well get experience
in examinations of different
lengths from a 10-mlnute quiz
to a semester examination covering an entire course.

becoming a better student.
— That someone at school reminds your child about television shows, magazine articles
or new books that might interest him or supplement his
ichoolwork.
,
— That e x t r a - c u r r i c u l a r
school activities are not allowed to interfere with regular
classwork except on rare occasions.
, .
While this is not a complete
list of desirable characteristics,
any school that meets these
standards is an excellent one.

20 of 62 Houston
High Graduates
Attend College

Winona s
Friendliest

HOUSTON, Minn. (SpeciallOf the 62 students graduating
from Houston High School last
spring, 20 are in college ; 4 in
vocational schools ; one in
nurse's training; 5 in the armed
forces, and 5 are married. The
remainder are working either
in their homes or are at some
of the businesses in nearby
towns. Only two are working
more than 50 miles from home.
Eleven are enrolled at "Winona State College; 7 at the University of Minnesota, and two
at Rochester Junior College.
Two are in the U.S. Army and
one each in Air Force, Navy and
Marines.

(ENTER
LIQUORS
Comer Mark 4 Center
(Across From Tha '
Milwaukee Depot)

Wabasha Outlook
Meeting on Thursday

iaaaaaaa K

WABASHA, Minn. - The outlook meeting for livestock and
crops will be held Thursday at
8 p.m. in the Wabasha High
School agriculture room. It was
incorrectly reported Sunday that
the meeting would be Wednesday.
•• a a e e e e > d f e ® 4 >tv $® {$
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Luncheon
Including mashed pota- W
® toes, vegetable, roll, /g\
™
butter and beverage.
— THAT teachers talk to him >gi
about how well or how poorly
he prepares a paper or writes
E .
an examination. He should be /a. Serving from 11 a.m.^ (•)
JBr
W>
^
toJ:1S p.m. at tha
^T
Sven detailed suggestions for
lprovement.
— That your child be given
Telephone Your Want Ads
specific guidance from time to
time in the important task of ® ® @ ® ® © < t > 0 8 < j e a * T .Dial 3321 for an Ad Taker.
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From Sonotone research comes «n exciting new development to help solve your hearing problem. You'U be
thrilled with the amazingly clear hearing brought to you
by the magic of piezo-efectric sourd — CERA-PHONIC
LISTENING®—exclusi ye in our all-new Sonotone Mode]
300 Hearing Aid.
, /
Prove it to yourself! Go to your Sonotone office today.
A 60-second listening test will show how you can hear
better with this different hearing aid.
'¦

HEARING CENTER
Winona Hotel — Tint., NovMibir 16
Hourtt 1:M-SiM P.M.
-OR WRITI -

SONOTONE OF ROCHESTER

Zumbro Hot.I

Rochattsr, Minn.
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ONE WEEK ONLY!

Get an easy-zip Tapestry Tote Bag
FREE with purchase of Eskiloos Boots.

]9.oo
Choose from these fashion-right
Eskiloos
the style you want
to

keep you warm and dry.
Eskiloos are talented as well a»
beautiful. They refuse to
crack,chip,today
stain or scuff. Come tn
and tryonapelr.

ESKILOfl^
hV llllaiWVW

SflO O Visit Linahan s Inn

LOUNGE . . . Trying out stools in the
cocktail lounge are some of the 5,000 people
who examined facilities of the new motel

Two Incumbents
File at Utica
UTICA, Minn. — Two persons
have filed for Utica village office, according to Clerk Roderick Kreczke.
Treasurer Chalmer Perry and
Trustee A. J. King filed to succeed themselves. No one filed
for mayor to succeed Dale Hulshizer, grain merchant. The
election will be Dec. 7.
¦
' LODGE AT LEWISTON
LEWISTON, Minn. (Special)
— Harmony Lodge 43 will meet
at 8 p.m. today at the lodge
rooms. Russell Church and Earl
Drenckhahn head the refreshment committee.

Sunday. Some areas, still to be finished,
were closed to visitors. (Daily News photo)

Ettrick Man
97 Years Old

Creek. The couple celebrated
their 65th wedding anniversary
in 1961.
Legreid erected all the buildings on his farm, where he
has lived nearly 67 years. Still
active, he is up and about the
place each day. Mrs. Legreid,
90, also is in good health and
assists with the household
duties.
They have two sons, Lester,
Newark, N.J., and Melvin, who
operates the home farm. They
have five grandchildren.
¦
'

ETTRICK,Wis. (Special ) Close friends and relatives observed Henry Legreid's 97th
birthday with him at his home
near Hegg Friday.
He was born In Norway in
1868. When he was 12 he came
to this country with his parents. The family settled on what
now is the Stanley Herreid farm
PATIENT AT La Crosse
in North Beaver Creek.
Henry married C a r o l i n e
Mrs. Paul Hahn, 222 E. 5th
Quammen May 30, 1896, at First St., is a surgery patient at LuLutheran Church, North Beaver theran Hospital, La Crosse.

Six File for Elba
Village Election
ELBA, Minn. — Six persons have filed for the village
election at Elba Dec. 7.
Mayor Norman Boettcher is
opposed by Donald Kingsley ,
bulk oil tank service dealer. Opposing Miss Violet Loppnow for
trustee is Bernard Ellringer,
trucker.
Unopposed for re-election are
Peter Kronebusch, treasurer,
and B. F. Kirch, constable.

SEE AND HEIR

Paul Anka
ON SCOPITONE ST

LANG'S Bar
179 iAST THIRD

JOSWICK FUEL
& OIL
901 East Sanborn St,
Phona 3389

Where you get more Tieot
at lower cost.
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Your Social
Security
Q. I receive social security disability benefits. My
wife and daughter were entitled until February when
my daughter became age
18. I understand that rny
daughter can get benefits
again as a student under
age 22. Does this mean that
my wife can get benefits
again, also?
A. No. A wife is eligible only
if she is age 62 or has a child
under age 18 (or a disabled
child ) in her care who is receiving benefits. Benefits cannot be paid a mother whose
only child receives benefits after 18 because he attends school.
Q. How will I know I am
covered by the Medicare
program?
A. If you axe age 65 or over
and getting social security or
railroad retirement benefits,
you qualify automatically for
hospital insurance. An application for tbe medical insurance
has been mailed to you. U you
are 65 or over and have not filed for social security or railroad retirement , you should
got In touch with your social
security office.

Burns Cleaner
and Hotter

I
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After X . common »dney or Bladder Itntatlons often occurand may make you
tense and nerrom from too freaaent
passagesDoth day and night. Second*
aril*TOO may lose sleep and suffer Irom
Headache*, Backache and feel old, tired,
depressed. In such Irritation, CYSTEX
usually brings fast, relaxing aomfort by
curbing Irritating germs in strong, add
(t _ J _ »n»I|teaic_?.ln relief. Get
2£i2JJ£
OTBTKX at droggrsta. Veal better fast.

FUEL OIL

The full force of 50 employes
will begin work Tuesday , Linahan said. R. F. Potratz, formerly with Hotel Winona, is assistant manager.
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GETTING UP
NIGHTS KT"

Mobilheat

Furniture and decor are contemporary and
floors are carpeted. (Daily News photo)

Wednesday at 6:30 a.m. It will
be open seven days a week, Linahan said. The dining room will
be open every day except Sunday, according to present plans.

I

Advtrtlsemtnt
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... WITH TOPS OF FABULOUS
PORTUGUESE MODURA MARBLE

Encouraged by bright fall
weather, an estimated 5,000 people trooped through the new
Linahan's Inn Sunday in a daylong open house exposition.
Some parts of the new 80-unit
motor hotel, still days away
from completion, were cordoned
off. Several completed rental
units were opes, as were the
dining room, cocktail lounge,
coffee shop , and kitchen.
Tuesday will be the motel's
first business day, according to
William Linahan, president of
linahan's Inn, Inc., and general manager. Dining room facilities will open at 5 p.m. Approximately50 guest rooms will
be ready for use, Linahan
said, with the balance becoming
available later. Still to be completed are four double suites
and some other interior finishing.
The coffee shop will open

FOUNTAIN, Minn. - No one
filed for the Fountain village
election Dec, 7. Incumbents
whose terms expire the end of
the year are 0. D. Krogen, mayor; Herbert Kendall, trustee ,
and Hiram Johnson, treasurer.
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DINING ROOM . . . Seating 250 persons
at capacity, the motel dining room can be
divided into smaller units hy movable walls.

No Fountain Filinas

French Provincial and Italian Provincial Tables , handsomely
crafted in soft , brown tone Fruitwobd finish . Bases are

j

elegant ly detailed and marble tops are finished with

|
1

beautifully scrolled edges.

I

Make your choice from four most wa nted styles.
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I Famous Name J
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For Men
SPECIAL

fi
P

2.98 j

Reg. $500 - $7.50 and $10.00

|

I • FIRST QUALITY
1 • CHOICE OF CALF,COWHIDE
I AND FINE MOROCCO LEATHER

f
;

I # VARI ETY OF STYLES
I
I • YOU'LL RECOGNIZE THE
I
NAME IMMEDIATELY
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&
|
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1 • BUY SEVERAL FOR
CHRISTMAS GIVING

?
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Men's Department

'

Layaway Now for Christmas
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Thoughts at Random —
From Editor 's Notebook
THI PEDIRAL oovtrnment, being referred to more and more a» "Big Daddy,
will do and is doing lots of things for lots of
individuals and organizations hut some of
the policies Of the Small Business Administration, for example, are just plain stupid.
SBA makes or participates in loans up
fo $350,000 for all sorts of thlnga — ski
slopes, bowling alleys, restaurants, and the
like — and provides working capital for
plant construction, conversion or expansion, for machinery and other equipment.
All well and good. But it refuses to loan
«m8ll breweries a penny because its product is an alcoholic beverage.
The Fountain Brewery at Fountain City,
Wis , recently declared bankrupt undoubtedly could have been saved by a $75,000
small business loan. This-would have been
good business because when the brewery
was in full operation , it paid $100,000 a
year to Uncle Sam in revenue taxes. Think
of it — a million dollars in ten years ! Certainly seems to us that a loan of $75,000
to $i00.0O0 would have been worth it.
Another example: Recently Secretary
of Agriculture Orville Freeman ordered
timber cutting in the Canadian boundary
waters canoe area reduced by almost 50
percent. This at the same time the Small
Business Administration was making loans
to sawmills in the same area.
Did you know that it is perfectly possible now for a rural landowner to get federal cost-sharing funds for building a pond
or lake on his property and have that body
ef water stocked, free of charge, with fingerlings from federal fish hatcheries, that
you can get government loans for buying
boats, dealing camping grounds and buildtog lodges for fishermen?
But nary a cent for a small brewery
which would return $100,000 a year in revenue taxes!

* * •

THI CHAMBER OF Commerce hts
thrown in the sponge on Steamboat Days,
our highly successful summer promotion
which draws thousands of visitors and has
given our beautiful city much favorable
publicity.
Now, the question is, who is going to
carry on? Should it be pile organization
such aa the Winona Activity Group or a
combination of all civic organizations—the
Chamber of Commerce has excluded itself
-—such as the Jaycees, Lions, Rotary, Exchange and Kiwanis clubs, some of the
more active women 's groups and perhaps
even younger groups such as the Boy
Scouts or other Community Chest supported organizations.
Perhaps a non-profit corporation should
be formed to sponsor this event which has
come to be known aa one of the state's outstanding summer festivals and which promotes Winona as a scenic area and home
of our now-famous Steamboat Museum.
It would be a shame to see this event
go by the boards.
How about some Letters to the Editor
with constructive suggestions as to how we
can keep our great summer celebration
going — and make it even better?

• • •

THE BEST ARGUMENT we can make
against closing of more Milwaukee Railroad crossings is the situation which has
developed with the temporary closing of
Franklin Street for repairs — now in its
fifth week.
To reach the Daily News plant, for example, if you live north of the tracks, you
must drive six blocks out of your way east
to cross at Hamilton street or five blocks
out of your way west to cross at Main.
The delays in repairing the Franklin
Street crossing, one of the city 's most important thoroughfares, are intolerable.
Fortunately, the City Council has shelved the controversy over more crossing
closings for the time being.

• * •

AMERICAN SOLDIERS in Viet Nam
have developed a strange tongue compounded of American slang, military jargon, garbled Japanese, French and even
Vietnamese, reports the New York Times.
. . The soldiera call the Viet Cong
"Charlies " a contraction of Victor Charlie,
which Is V.C. in the U.S. military alphabet.
Occidental women are "round-eyed
chicks" or "Babes. " Orientals are
"slopes" or "slants. "
. . But the most popular phrase, successor to "that' s the way the ball bounces"
of Korean vintage is "sorry about that. "
It is the popular rejoinde r to all tales of
confusion , frustration and woe.
. .From the Japanese , the GI* s have
picked up "number one " as an expression
of approval , and "number ten " as one of
disapproval These two phrases seem to
have l>eon learned by every Vietnamese in
Saigon . "You Number One ," says the cab
driver if given a Rood tip. "You Number
Ten " says tlie street vendor if his books
are not bought
."Hootch'' means tent or hut or
apartment , apparently derived from the
Japanese ouelii , or house.

*

•

*

HOW A NEWSPAPER i» damned If it
does, and damned if it doesn 't , was neatly
demonstrated the other day by Charles
Withers , Rochester Post-Bulletin editor.
When it was revealed that a number of
employes of (he Rochester Public Utility
Hoard had alle gedly misappropriated some
of the city 's public propert y, the newspaper published the names of the employes

WASHINGTON CALLING

FREEDOM

— since the names were publicly given by
the Public Examiner.

London to Glow
For Christmas

The newspaper received a number of
telephone calls from people berating the
newspaper for publishing the names. The
callers said publication of the namea had
"humiliated and ruined" tha families ot
the employes, that it wasn't a very serious
offense, and the accused "good guys."

By MAMUS CfflLDS
affluent aurLONDON - They are preparing to give the

After the utility board punished the
employes with a three-week suspension
without pay, the newspaper received many
calls from people who said the "gutless "
utility board merely "slapped the wrist"
of the "thieves"; that much harsher punishment was warranted, and why didn 't
the newspaper do something about the
whitewash?

• •

The moral : You can 't win.

*

THOUSANDS OF old.r partem, it it reported, fire passing up a real bargain on
medicare. Thus far, about 12 percent of
those replying have refused the doctor coverage which begins next July at a cost of
only $3 a month. The reasons given show
some confusion They already have private
coverage (but lt costs more), or they don 't
want to change doctors (there's no need
to). Others give no reason, and officials
suspect they may be getting bad advice
from somebody.
If an older person elected "no, " he can
switch before March 33, 1066, by writing
to Social Security Administration, P.O.
Box 1363, Baltimore, Md. But be sure to
state your social security number in the
letter.

IN YEARS GONE BY
Ten Years Ago .

. 1955

Yvonne Erickson, 16-year-old Cotter High
School senior, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Erickson, has for the second consecutive
year won the Winona Jaycee-sponsored Voice
of Democracy contest.
Eighteen members of the St. Mary's College International Relations Club, accompanied
by Brother J. Robert, F.S.C., attended a regional IRC convention at St. Paul. Secretary
for the region is Robert Hoffman, Winona.

Twenty-Five Years Ago ... . 1940

A recently purchased set of colors consisting of a large silk American flag and similar
size American Legion Auxiliary banner were
dedicated at the meeting of the Auxiliary unit
of Leon J. Wetzel Post No. 9.
Edward J. Sievers and Ernest C. Mahike
have been named delegates to the state convention of the Izaak Walton League to be held
in Minneapolis Dec. 12 and IS.

Fifty Years Ago . . . 1915

W. G. Garlich of the YMCA and Merle
Jewell and Pyron Smith returned from-Minneapolis where they witnessed the defeat of Chicago by the Minnesota football team.
Macadamizing of the road up the hill to
Witoka at the head ol Pleasant Valley is now
completed and in fine condition for travel.

Seventy-Five Years Ago . . . 1890

The agitation for a suitable Opera House for
Winona has again started and this time it is
proposed to organize a stock company for $50,
too.
The dedication of the new Lutheran church
at Fountain City will take place and the Rev.
Phili p Von Rohr will take part in the services.

One Hund red Years Ago . . . 1865
The exhibition of the stereopticon at the
courthouse was well attended. The scenes were
illuminated by a genuine Drummond light, and
comprised views of our own and foreign countries.

Try and Stop Me
By BENNETT CEKF
Worshippers of Joe Dl Maggio , Mickey
Mantle , Stan Musial , and Sandy Koufax
will have to admit that the most glittering
baseball star of them all — in a class by
himself—was George Herman Ruth— "The
Babe." The Babe could generate more excitement by merely striking out than another player could by making a grand slam
home run.
First Baseman Lou Gehrig—a baseball
immortal himself—followed Babe Ruth in
the lineup for years, and was frank enough
to admit, "So long as I was the next hitter after the Babe, I could have stood on
my head at the plate and nobody would
have known the difference. When the Babe
walked back to the bench on those matchstick legs of his — whether he had slammed out a homer or fanned—the fans
were so busy buzzing about what the Babe
had done that they paid absolutely no attention to the next batter."
For what salth the scripture? Abraham believed <iod, and it was counted onto Mm for
richt^onsne»*.—Romans 4:3.
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Dominican Defense Chief
Transfers Funds in U. S.

By DREW PEARSON
W^HINGTON - The secretary of defense of the
Dominican Republic, Commodore Francisco J. Rivera
Caminaro, has transferred
$53,410 from Miami to New
York with notice of the
transfer being sent to his
former home at 4518 Gretna
Street in Bethesda, Md.
This column has obtained
a photostatic copy of the
notice of transfer sent by
the First National City Bank
of New York to "Francisco
J. Rivera" in Bethesda. The
date of the transfer was
June 14, 1965. It notes that
"a check from the First
National Bank of Miami
credited to your account.
Amount $53,410.00. " The account number of the Dominican secretary of defense
is 07615841.
From Dominican authorities it was learned that
Commodore Rivera Caminaro has been in the military
services of the republic on
a modest salary all his life .
His salary as secretary of
defense is about $600 a
month.
THE FIRST National City
Bank of New York has been
the official banker for the
Dominican Government for
many years. Many Latin
Americans have used Miami banks for depositing
funds when they leave their
country or when making
transfers from their country.
Francisco J. Rivera Caminaro was formerly naval
attache attached to the Dominican embassy in Washington, at which time he
lived first at 4631 River
Road, and later at 4518
Gretna Street, both in suburban Maryland. While
there, a daughter was born
to the Rivera family, and
she was named "Gretna"
for the street on which they
lived.
Chief problem of the present interim Dominican government has been that
President Hector GarciaGodoy, a moderate, has not
been able to control his secretary of defense. This column reported Nov. 3 that
the Pentagon had received
'"an intelligence report that
Secretary of Defense Rivera
Caminaro was regrouping
his forces around Santo Domingo as if planning a military takeover."
THE COLUMN also reported that "Rivera Caminaro was in command all
during the recent military
rule and it was under him
that political prisoners were
THE WIZARD OF ID

taken out at night, shot,
and then dumped into the
river. It's become a-creasingry obvious that the United States will have to 'persuade' the right-wing generals to step down in the
same way it persuaded
General Wessin Y Wessin,
the right-wing junta commander, to go to Miami . . .
Only then will peace, quiet
and civilian government be
restored to the beleaguered
Dominican Republic.
Neutral observers emphasize that President Hector
Garcia-Godoy, who was
picked by the United States
to take over during the
Dominican political imbroglio, is doing a statesmanlike
job but that his chief prob>- lem remains the remnants
of the old Dominican military junta under Rivera Caminaro.
THE MOST famous fine
ever assessed on a congressman for illegal hunting has not only been nolpressed but finally cleared
up.
It involves Rep. Bob Sikes
of western Florida, a max
who loves to hunt and who
has taken a vigorous stand
in Congress against any
regulation of firearms under the Dodd bill. Sikes is
a part-time major general
in the reserves, and an ex-

pert with a shotgun. Hunting on the vast Alabama
estate of Ex-Congressman
Frank Boykin of Mobile in
April 1964, Cong. Sikes, together with Gen. Nathan
Twining, former chairman
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff ,
Ed •'"" Ball of Jacksonville,
Fla., and R. A. Learnard,
vice president of Alcoa, was
arrested for shooting turkey
over a baited field.
Host of the hunt, Ex-Cong.
Boykin, like a proper southern gentleman, didn't want
to trouble his guests over
the hunting violation so sent
Dick Boykin to the county
courthouse in Chatom to pay
the fines. It was all supposed to be handled very
discreetly, but a reporter
recognized the big names
on the court record and
wrote a story that went out
on the Associated Press
wire all over the country.
Sikes was all upset over
the publicity and thereafter
began a series of legal manipulations to change the
court record. No less than
the head of Alabama's
game and fish department,
Charles Kelley, came all the
way from Montgomery to
Chatom to be ready to testify in person that he was
satisfied Sikes was innocent.
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"It caused my minister to forget most of his
sermon."

in idea's history are
fairly predictable. And given a pea-soup fog, rain and
drizzle, which are surely
predictable, the vital center
will be frozen into immobilityCries of alarm, plans, proposals - these are heard
on every hand. What to do
about it with approximately one passenger car for
every six persons and the
greatest concentration in the
London area is something
else again. For what is happening here is a worldwide
phenomenon — the strangulation of the cities by the
mass-produced auto:
In the past year this reporter has observed the phenomenon with its resulting
frustration, mounting cost
and, certainly not least, the
growing cloud of noxious
fumes poisoning the air in
cities around the globe. Rio
de Janeiro suffers from wild
traffic jams and, given certain atmospheric conditions,
smog like that in Los Angeles. Rome rates near the
top m traffic strangulation,
with not two jams a day in
narrow, historic streets but
four, hi Rome business people go home for lunch and
shops and offices are shut
for a three- or four-hour interval. Paris is high on the
strangulation scale, and New
York straggles in vain as
streets are clogged with
cars parked double and even
triple.
The word crisis is much
abused in our time, but it
would seem to apply to the
tyranny of the motorcar as
it threatens the life of cities constantly expanding.
The latest reports on air
pollution and lung cancer indicate a heavy toll of cancer
and emphysema in the nottoo-distant future with the
increasing concentration of
poisons. The future of our
urban civilization turns on
whether an answer can be
found.
OPENING UP the cities
for more traffic with freeways and under-passes is almost inevitable self-defeating, since the number of
cars constantly outstrips the
very costly means taken to
accommodate them. Three
years ago London completed the Hyde Park Corner
underpass at a cost of close
to $15,000,000. This was the
answer to one of the city's
worst bottlenecks. Today,
however, the jams that
froze traffic at Hyde Park
Corner are simply transferred to Picadilly and
Knightsbridge as the car
population grows each
month.
The remedy is freeways,
underpasses and elevated
highways is not only costly
and self-defeating but all
too often it destroys the
character and the beauty
of a city with every aspect
of life subordinated to the
juggernaut of the motorcar.
Screams of rage arise as
the engineers sweep away
dwellings and ancient landmarks te carve out new unobstructed thoroughfares.
Settled neighborhoods are
abruptly transformed with
the citizen having little cr
no recourse.
FOR T H A T matter,
snarled traffic has itself
transformed urban life, and
few would say for the better. The toll is not alone
in the ofcvious score in lives
in* traffic deaths and in money lost through wasted time
and motor fuel. One reason
the tourist trade has
dropped in Paris and Rome
is believed to be the crush
of traffi c which visitors find
intolerafcle. And tourism is
an important factor in the
economy of both France and
Italy.
In desperation , other remedies are being sought. One
proposal here is: No garage
or off-street parking place
— no auto license. This
would presumably help to
clear the streets. As one oi
the officials of the Ministry
of Transport put it: "Why
should you expect to keep
your car In the public
street any more than vou
By Parker and Hart

Letters to The
Editor
(Editor ** Note: let*;
ten must b$ itmptf oUi
o) reasonable ItngtH and
signed by thi oritur.
of alt
Bono fide names
letter-toritttrt ¦ mill b»
published. No religious,
- medical or. personal controversies are acceptable.)
Says Conditions at
Dog Pound "Terrible"
To the Editor:
An acquaintance recently came into my store and
during her stay began to
talk about her experiencein
trying to get a dog for her
child. She had read that
there were some nice dogs
at the dog pound at your
City and wished to look at
them but when she went
there the conditions were so
terrible not only dirty but
unsanitary.
The dogs were eating rats,
the grounds and houses
were so filthy that she just
turned around and left. Now
the Humane Society should
be notified about this and
also the city officials. Some
one is very negligent about
his job and should be reprimanded severely.
R. B. Lawton
Pepin, Wis.
Reader Disgusted
With TV Reruns
To the Editor:
It has been a long dreary
day and all I had to do was
to write letters and watch
television. I wrote letters
but the television programs
were terrible. Some weeks
ago we were promised
something new.
All I can get is mostly
old reruns and. for a good
part of the time the reruns
are run two days in succession. Sometimes I could
almost beat the speakers to
the words.,: Then the stage
is full of drippy nosed kids.
They speak for most part
like sixth grade kids in a
country school.
The advertisers are right
there to get theirs en the
reruns and all. It is little
more than a legalized racket. Whoever is responsible
for this condition should be
made to sit and watch the
program for a full week. A
day like this they have a
captive audience.
I could count on the fingers of one hand every kid
that does a real job of acting. We all know who they
are so I will not mention
any names.
Even some of the supposed
leading characters'talk like
a country boy at a school
lyceum.
Peter F. Loughrey
415 W. Sanborn St.
would expect to keep your
grand piano or your mother-in-law parked in the
street?"
ANOTHER remedy pat
forward in London as in
other cities <s to require
that ail commercial loading and unloading In the central city be done after peak
traffic hours in the evening.
That would keep out trucks
and it is being considered
as a temporary expedient
against the threatening holiday breakdown.
Advtrttssnwir
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DEAR ABBY:

Britain Won't
Buy Tobacco
From Rhodesia

Better Break
For Russian
Farmers Asked

his own to add to that raised on Plane Lands on
the state's farms. The more the
farmer could raise and sell Manual System
the House of Lords and Patrick constituted authority in Rhofrom his private plot, the more
Wall
and Robert Turton in the desia."
(AP)
DENVER,
Colo.
-Westhe would profit
House of Commons were opern
Air
Lines
spokesman
said
"I hold my officeat the pleasThe Kommunist a r t i c l e
posed to sanctions. But party ure
of Her Majesty the Queen
showed how difficult It has been a 720 B fanjet, Flight 701 from
leader Edward Heath, Reginald
and I will only resign if asked
to put this little bit of private Minneapolis, made a normal
Maudling
and
other
members
of
Her Majesty to do so," Gibbs
enterprise a c r o s s . It also fending here Friday after losing
the opposition party's dominant by
said.
Majesty has asked
showed how long it can take for its hydraulic system 10 minmoderate faction approved the me to"Her
continue in office and I
an order from top Soviet leaders utes prior to arrival. The sysgovernment'
s
action
so
far.
BUREN
therefore remain your loyal
to filter down to everyday prac- tem was switched to manual
Y:By ABIGAIL
reVAN
»d some
in your
recentt
The
chief
operation
and
the
landing
was
LONDON
a
c
t
i
o
n
s
governor
l
(APand tbe lawfully con(APtaken
MOSCOW
Britain'
y
advice
The
new
s
tice
column
1.1 ^^
5^__P
which
just
didn't sound like you, and it's bothered me ever Soviet leaders more than a year
made without incident.
Labor government planned to against the Rhodesian regime stituted authority in Rhodesia."
a
since. A mother who signed "OUT-MANEUVERED" tusked ago ordered a change designed The magasine cited these expush its emergency Rhodesian are a ban on import of Rhode- Smith made no immediate
what to do about her two little boys, ages four and five, to give farmersa break and to amples of "gross violations" of Higher
legislation through Parliament sian tobacco, which u s u a l l y move to eject Gibbs from GovTax on
who d sneak out of their beds in search of "eoodies" after put more food on the tables ef party and government orders:
today. Meanwhile, the British amounts to about $70 million a ernment House but in a statethe family had retired. They'd get into the Russian homes.
Diesel
Fuel
Asked
governor
of the rebellious cen- year, and various financial re- ment said the governor "is repFarmers who legally sell
strictions.
That decision is still being produce
cupboards and refrigerator and help themresenting not the queen but the
from their private plots ST. PAUL (AP) - A higher tral African colony rejected
selves to whatever was available. YOU told sabotaged by old-line local offi- have been denounced in' local tax on diesel fuel has been Rhodesian Prime Minister Ian
British prime minister, thus
The
Rhodesian
government
that mother to take the door off the boys' cii, tbe magazine Kommunist papers as economic speculators. urged by the Minnesota State Smith's demand that he get out
aiding
and abetting him in bis
after its declaration of inderoom and install a METAL GATE, which reports.
obvious
to create a
Automobile Association. Meet- of Government House.
Local
officials
have
illegally
pendence
Thursday
relieved division endeavor
could be opened only from outside ! Abby,
Nikita Khrushchev's succes- restricted farmers from obtain- ing here Friday, association di- The legislation to pave the Gov. Sir Humphrey
among
the
people of
Gibbs of his Rhodesia."
I'm surprised at you. You should have told sors ordered that farmers once ing the fodder they need for rectors said a higher state tax way for stronger economic
office
and
told
him
to
vacate
her it was time she started to discipline her more be allowed to work their livestock raised on their private would provide that diesel - pow- sanctions against Rhodesia's
Government House, his official
boys. A mother can't lock up her kids until own small private plots of land plots.
white minority government was residence and office.
ered
vehicles
carry
a
fairer
"
An early automobile manufac„' '
after finishing their chores on
they leave for college.
burden of their "cost responsi- expected to be rushed through In a statement addressed to turer of little faith equipped
Local
officials
have
illegally
large
the
state's
collective
DISAPPOINTED IN YOU
resolu- Parliament without a formal the Rhodesian people Sunday, each horseless carriage with a
forced farmers to sell products bility." A n o t h e r
farms.
vote.
tion
urged
stronger
penalties
from
their
private
plots
accordGibbs replied that Smith's gov- whip socket on the grounds that
DEAR DISAPPOINTED: That adThe
for
motorists
who
drive
idea was to encourage the ing to a plan of fixed sales tarafter Such Conservative diehards ernment was illegal and that the a horse would be needed sooner
ABBY
vice didn't "sound like me," because I
revocation of their licenses.
farmer to produce more food on gets.
as the Marquess of Salisbury in governor was the only "lawfully or later to pull the vehicle home.
didn't write it. (It must have appearedin another column.)
I wouldn't have told a mother to LOCK UP her kids beB^LT^K?)>^L»aBR«a^KBB^M
«l^>^?*
-r-to-m-r ^ttrwi
^tov^ r-j, -., r f »-«- * #• vv-sV. ^ r *» ^ ' sTsT**-^*. -* »'*•
rm.-r^a ^m \'T-ft -m\-r-rtt ~m-r^ttrm\'rtm --S '^#«^"r^»."^^,U"^^,r < ,^^^,^*T»J. *J* "««^^K V4 »¦*. H "h^^K
#• a*ff^lrV"V*V*n^
T^km f \ 9% 4UmU* nmel H '
cause, if a fire should break out, it could be disastrous.
*
^
^ '-tm ^^^a %
'•^fl
^
There are some crimes for which people are sentenced
to "burn"— but raiding the refrigerator is not one of
them.

This Advice She
Just Didn 't Give

DEAR ABBY: I wish you would say something to those
merchants who start In with Christmasthe day after Halloween. They should be asHamed of themselves for using the
natal day of our Lord to boost their sales! Why, I haven't
even started to plan my Thanksgiving when I have tfhristmas
things shoved in front of me. With a two-monthrunningstart,
Christmas is all worn out before it even gets here.
DISGUSTED IN NEWARK
DEAR ABBY: I have heard so many people complain
that the merchants are starting so early to cash in on the
Christmas season that Christmw has become just one big
commercial sales promotion. Abby, I for one am so thankful mat Christmasgifts, wrappings and ribbons are available
in October because that's when I have to do my Christmas
shopping. I have a son and daughter-in-lawin Japan, and if
they're to get their Christmasgifts in time, I must mail them
no later than November 1. I couldn't enjoy my Christmas at
home knowing my children were alone in a foreign country
without their gifts. Please tell your readers not to think the
merchants are trying to make all they can out of Christmas.
They are making it possible for parents to givetheir children
in faraway lands a merry Christmas.
Affi FORCE MOM IN RICHMOND, CAL.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "PERPLEXED": No, it's not
some newfangled custom: Neither is it proper to send a
gift with tbe price tag and sales slip enclosed. Had this
occurred only once, I would assume it was a case of
carelessclerkmanship.But since you've received THREE
such gifts from the same party on three separate occasions, you may assume that it was intentional, (Could the
giver be trying to tell you something?)
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Few Jewish
Children Get
JOHNSON CITY, Tex. (AP)Tbe 12 • member Father Mar- Into Trouble
Father Marquette
Committee Named

¦

F

quette Tercentenary Commis- MILWAUKEE, Wis. (AP) sion was completed when Pres- A Minnesota Judge, Lindsay Arident Johnson named ita four thur of tbe Hennepin County
Juvenile Court, said Friday
public members.
They included Mrs. Elizabeth every religious group contributes its proportionate share of
Kane of Minneapolis, state juvenile delinquents except the
chairwoman of the Minnesota Jews.
Democratic - Farmer - La- Judge Arthur, speaking at the
dor Partv and Kenneth Should- Conference
on Juvenile Protecice of Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.,
president of the Mchigan Tech- tion, said of Jewish children:
see them and
nology University in Houghton, "We almost never
when we do, they are children
Mich,
of professionalmen."
¦
Jaywalking Is not lightly condoned in tbe Himalayan State of Methodist Bishop
Swat. A personcaught in the act Of Pittsburgh Dies
is forced to run along the roadside at top speed until he drops MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - The
from exhaustion.
Rev. Mr. William Vernon Middleton, 62, Methodist bishop of
the Pittsburgh, Pa., area, died
in a Minneapolis hospital Friday minutes after he suffered a
At Scan In
CQ QC heart attack in a taxi.
^KFsW
McCalli
The bishop, with Mrs. Middleton, was en route to Seattle,
FLEISHER'S
Wash., for the opening Tuesday
a Council of Bishops
$10.95 of
Mohair Coat Kit
meeting.
They arrived by plane
Mohair Stela Kit
*5.?5
and were taking a cab to a railroad depot, where the couple iz
was to board a train to continue the trip.
Bishop Middieton's area inBalow Siabrachf s
cluded
about 1,000 churches.
_ __
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shopping at the beautiful Wine House
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You will see more American people
shoeing far their wines at the Wine
House than any dispensary in our
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Troubled? Write to ABBY, Bos 69700, Los Angeles, Calif.
For a personal reply, enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
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AWAY BY MIRACLE
MALL MERCHANTS

You Must Register With
Coupons on This Page!

DRAWINGS FOR PRIZES WILL TAKE PLACE NOVEMBER 18
OPEN UNTIL 9 P.M. DAILY-SATURDAYS TO 6 P.M.-SUNDAYS I P.M. TO 9 P.M.

St. Martin s
Fall Festival
Is Thursday

Community Childre n sXhorus

To Sing Parts of 'Messiah1
A portion of the performance
of Handel's "Messiah" here
next month will be assigned to
a community children's chorus
now being recruited.
GRADE SCHOOL children will
sing "He Shall Feed His Flock"
as part of the general performance, scheduled ior Dec. 12.

The Women's Guild of St.
Martin's Lutheran Church announces that its annual Fall
Festival will be held Thursday,
beginning at 11 a.m. in St. Martin 's School Auditorium.
Lunch will be served through
the sale hours by members of
Circle H, with Mrs. Lloyd Luke
in charge. She said that rapid
service is guaranteed during tbe
noon hour, when hot and cold
sandwiches, cake and coffee
will be offered.

Harold Cooke, former director
of the Rochester Symphony, will
conduct the performance at the
Winona Senior High School auditorium.
All parts of the presentation
are being sung or played by
residents of the community.
More than 300 singers from colleges and the general community are rehearsing the choral
passages. The newly formed
community orchestra also will
participate.
SINGING TEACHERS In city
elementary schools are being
urged to form special choirs to
join in the children's chorus, according to Paul Parthun, College of Saint Teresa vocal music director/ Teachers are asked to call him for details and
manuscript copies.
Chorus rehearsals are in
charge of K. H. McCIuer, Winona State College, Mrs. Gerald
Sullivan, St. Mary's College, and
Parthun.

FOR MOR QUARTET SINGING HERE
. . The Madison, Wis., For Mor Quartet
which will sing here Dec. 4 in the 10th anniversary Parade of Harmony of SPEBSQSA, is
comprised of , from left, Elwood Davidson,
bass; Ken Davidson, lead ; Harry Nesberg,
baritone; and Ron Ring, tenor. During 18
years of traveling to make guest appearances,
the For Mors have sung in 38 states and in
Canada. They have appeared in over 860 barbershop quartet shows. Also being featured
in the Dec. 4 concert will be the Impostors,

Chicago, 111.; Misterssippis of Winona; New
Lisbon Chorus, New Lisbon, Wis.; and the
Winona Hiawatha Valley Chorus. The Parade
of Harmony, sponsored by the Winona Chapter, SPEBSQSA, will be staged in Winoria
Senior High School Auditorium, starting at
8:0r p.m. Tickets may be procured from
members of the chapter, at Farrell's Barbershop on Main Street, Ted Maier Drug Downtown, ted Maier Drug Miracle Mall and
Dora's IGA grocery on Huff Street.

MRS. ALLYN Abraham, guild
president, announced the chairmen in charge of various committees and booths. They are
as follows : Mrs. Fred Fakler,
booths and arrangements, the
Mmes. Robert Verchota, Frieda
Bublitz and William Richman of
Circles O, C and I, baked goods;
Mrs. David St.ark and Circle P,
candy; Mrs. Herman Luedtke
and Circle B, aprons; Mrs. Fakler and Mrs. Richard Janikowski of Circles D and K, variety
booth; Mrs. H. F. Wilk and Circle F, grab bags ; Mrs. Par Peterson and Circle M, Christmas
and other greeting cards ; Mrs.
Ella Woodward and Circle E,
country store.

DOVER-EYbTA PTA
matics will be discussed. There
EYOTA,. Minn. (Special) — will be a flag raising by the EyThe Dover-fiypta PTA will meet ota Cub Scouts. Speaker of the
Tuesday evening in the high evening will be from St . Mary's
THE ENGAGEMENT of
CALEDONIA, Minn. ( Special) school cafeteria. Modern mathe- College, Winona.
Miss Regina Gamboni, Le—Holy
Family Altar Society of
mont, 111., to Fred Williams,
GALESVILLE, Wis. (Special) St. John the Baptist Church met
son of Mr. and Mrs. Bruce —Officers of the Gale-Ettrick
0PEH MONDAY NIGHT
WiUiams, Mabel, Minn., is FHA are: Diane Lebakken, Wednesday evening at the St.
UNTIL 9 O'CLOCK
announced by tier parents, president; LornaLebakken, vice Mary Club Rooms.
Q)
Mr, and Mrs. Ralph Gam- president; Sheryl Sagear, secre- Mrs. Delmar Cochran, presiboni, Lemont. The wedding tary, and Betty Byom, treasur- dent, announced ' that there
er.
will be Feb; 20.
would be a Retreat Institute at
Danna Wason, Jane Remus, the Retreat House in Austin,
Janice Stellpflug and Mary Wa- Minn , Tuesday through ThursST. MATTHEW'S CIRCLE
Circle I of St. Matthew's Lu- son participated in candlelight- day. She urged members to attheran Church Roman's Club ing initiation ceremony Wedneswill meet at 8 p.m. Wednesday day night. Lorna described the tend if possible.
in the social rooms. Mrs. Elmer club emblem and explained its Mrs. Lloyd Becker, Mrs. MilHarders aad Mrs. William H. significance and Jane Remus ton Mellick, Mrs. Ralph Eikens
gave a reading. Barbara Smith, and Mrs. Genevieve Jahn' were
Eoessler will be hostesses.
~
Jane and Sheryl, . seniors, pour- appointed on the nominating
MINNESOTA CrTY AID
ed at the tea following the pro- committee to nominate a slate
MINNESOTA CITY, Minn. - gram. Mothers of the new mem- of officers to be presented at
Lutheran Ladies Aid wlil meet bers were guests.
the December meeting.
In tbe church basement at 1:30
Initiates included /Carol Sev- Mrs. Lloyd Jennings, vice
pm. Thursday, with Mrs. Hai- erson, Karen Geske, Mary Mc- president, will be president for
ry Jessie as hostess. Members Clanaban, Joan Caption, Kath- the coming year, and Mrs. Gale
are to bring mite boxes.
leen Cantion, Vlckd Fairbanks, Buxengard will continue as
Linda Kopp, Vicki Oanes, Bar- treasurer for her second year.
FLOWER SOCIiETY
bara Pervisky, Elsie Pederson, The Rev. Thaddeus Derezinski
LEWISTON, Minn. (Special) Bonnie Smith, Mary Willis, Box- spoke briefly and announced
—Lewiston Flower Society has anne Casey, Judy Dick, Kathy that the Thanksgiving clothing
postponed its meeting f r o m Elstad, Dorothy Emerson, Carol drive would start Nov. 21. ClothTuesday to Wednesday at 8 p.m. Enghagen, Susan Gunderson, ing is to be left in the chapel
Mrs. Marvin Sackreiter will be Nauicy Haug, Patsy Henthorn, in the church for members of
Nov; 30.
hostess.
Sheryl Johnson, Betty Schmidt, the circles to pack
Wehrenberg will
Charlene Stenberg, Kay Tran- Mrs. Lottie
lead the Rosary at early Mass
HOMER PTA PARTY
berg and Janine Truax.
and Mrs. William Mulvenna for
HOMER, Minn. — The Homthe
late Mass during Decemer PTA is sponsoring a special
ber.
party at the school at 8 p.m. Dorothy Brenengen
Plans are being made for St.
Thursday, following a business Engaged to Wed
John's and St, -Peter's parishes
meeting. Lunch will be served.
to have entertainment at the
The party is open to the public. ETTRICK, Wis. (Special) - St. Mary Auditorium every MonMr. and Airs. Milton Brenen- day evening, starting today.
PYTHIANSISTERS
gen, Route 2, Ettrick, announce Funds will be used to defray
Winona Temple, 11, Pythian the engagement of their daugh- the debt on St. Mary's School.
Sisters, will meet at 8 p.m. ter, Miss Dorothy Ann Brenen- St. Rose Circle was in charge
Thursday at the home of Mrs. gen, to Ronald Lee Johnson, son of the lunch and entertainment.
B. R. Wandsnider, 508 Johnson of Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Johnson, Mrs. Harlan Ingvalsbn received
St. Lunch will be served follow- Galesville, Wis.
the special prize.
¦
ing the meeting.
The wedding will be Nov. 27
at St. Bridget's Catholic Church, Osseo Girl Scouts
Ettrick.
Miss Brenengen is employed Awa rd Night Set
at the Fashion Beauty Shop, La OSSEO, Wis. (Special) — OsCrosse and her fiance is with seo Girl Scouts will have an
the Trane Co., La Crosse.
award night Wednesday, at 8:00
¦
p.m. in tbe Cabin-in-the-Pines.
Brownies also will take part
PICKWICK PTA
• Lefse Grills and
in the program and receive
Rolling Pins
Pickwick PTA will meet in their pins.
\ lKw^_£ffl_ S\
Smart,warm coats,car
the school basement Tuesday at
• Sandbakkelse Sets
It is hoped that all the Girl
8 p.m. There will be a silent Scouts and their parents will
Rosette
Sets
coats! See these today!
•
auction. The Rt. Rev. Msgr. J. attend this program. A lunch
\ ^^^ |^^ bw
• Krunkake Irons
Richard Feiten, Winona, will will be served.
show slides of Viet Nam and
DAD12 BR0SIIVIDD STORE
other places in the Far East.
V A S HARDWARE
Hostesses are the Mmes, Ray Patriotic Program
S7« E. 4th St. Phons 4007
Carpenter, Harley Greenwood Given by WRC
and Earl Ladewig.
Woman's Relief Corps met at
Red Men's Hall Thursday afternoon for a Veterans Day observance, which opened with Joint
singing of "America."
Mrs. John Reszka gave a
reading on the Unknown Sold¦vSK^JS_3
WW* cnuPlgls^
ier. "God Bless America" was
sung by Miss Bertha Miller, the
Mmes. Henry Mauas, Mae McGill, Leonard Helgemoe and B.
R. Wandsnider. s
There was a discussion of the
The all-time favorite for
Christmas party Dec. 9, when
school . . , for football games / Mrs. Helgemoe will be chair. . . and for nippy daye ^ man.
Four tables of cards were
ahead! Made of heavy wool
played after the meeting and
melton . . . quilt lined aad / lunch was served. Mrs. George
S Hall and Miss Miller were chairhooded. "BIG ZIP" front closmen.
B'
ure. Choose from Navy, BurA
BBBBBBnHH
iiflSB^EBBB^ESBaaSS-i
^avV ubiSBBBnBBBa^BBE^BBBiBS
gundy and Camel.
/ LARSONS' ANNIVERSARY
ALTURA, Minn. - Mr. and
PRI-TEEN SIZES 1-14
Mrs. Earl A. Larson of rural
Altura will be honored at an
5£|A tfffl^ltBC SJ ^_________ ^_____ * lE^^DnJtk-J^isflEl
i J^h%*'s.\
Open House on Sunday, November 21, at the Immanuel Lutheran Church parlors, Plainview,
Minn., In observance of their
silver wedding anniversary. The
hours are 2 to 5 p.m. No inALSO AVAILABLI
vitations have been sent.
,
ZIPPE D LINED
ST. MARTIN'S CIRCLE
Circle B of St. Martin's Lutheran Church will meet at the
Save] Big! Heavy ! Fi rst
Save now! Choose her
home of Mrs. Minnie Deilke,
«
673 E. Howard St. at 1:30 p.m.
quality Cannon towejs!
dream-doll for Christmas!
Wednesday,
So many dolls! Famous name,
Our lowes t -ever pricesl
DA
IL
perfect quality every one! All
Stripes, solids, new colorsl
2.00 values, 1.66. All 3.00
Hand size 3 for 1X)0; wash
4,00
values,
2.44.
All
,
values
SA
Q |0ths 4 for 1.00; 24 x 36"
5.00
v
a
l
u
e
s
.
.
.
.
.
.
3.22. All
,\ . 2 FOR
bath size
Accounting and

Altar Society
Meets at Caledonia

Gale-Ettrick FHA
Officers Named,
Initiation Held

¦ ' ¦'

MR. AND MRS. LYLE ELDRED HELKE are at home
on Route 1, Stoddard, Wis., following their wedding Oct. 23
and a Northern Minnesota honeymoon. Tha bride Is th*
former Miss Ardell Ruth Winsky, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Samuel Winsky, La Crescent, Minn. The groom's parents
are Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Helke, Stoddard. The wedding was
in First Lutheran Church, La Crescent, with lhe Rev. E. G.
Hertler officiating. Attendants were Miss Judith Strelow and
Arvin Helke. Mrs. Lester Lemke was hostess at a reception
for 400 guests in the church parlors. The groom is employed
by Waldorf Paper Products. ( Don Meyers Studio)

.
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Scandinavian
HOLIDAY
COOKWARE
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4»h and M«l»

Phon. 2697 <

Charles A. Zlegler
Bookkeeping Services
• RELIABLE SERVICE
• REASONABLE RATES
Phone 895-2535
524 Ind St. No.
LA CRESCENT, MINN.

THIS WEEK ONLY j "

THIS WEEK ONLY
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Reg. 4.99 Lavish-fitted
convertible shoulder bag
Compartment! galore, even
a purae-w1thln-a-pim»l Trim,
neat, Ideal gift for all busy
gals. Just one of many 4.99bags on salel

Save 1.88! Capri pants
permanentl y pressed!
The creases are Inl The wrin*
"Mas ere outl 50% Fortrel® ,
50% cotton. Black, berry,
green er blue. 10 to 18. Reg.
-3.99

THIS WEEK ONLY 3^

THIS WEEK ONLY

j }*

Property Transfers
In Winona County

House of the Week

Separate Staircases Feature Home

G-l« STATISTICS
Design G-10, a two-story
traditional, has a living
room, dining room, kitchen,
dinette, family room, spare
room, full bath, optional lavatory, main reception foyer, secondary foyer, • laun* .
dry and two-car garage on
the first floor, with a habitable area of 1,768 square
feet.
On the second floor are
a master bedroom suite,
three children's bedrooms,
two full baths, a dressing
room and a balcony, with a
livable area of 1,330 square
feet. Overall dimensions,
including the garage, are
77 feet 5 inches by 33 feet
4 inches.

By ANDY LANG
In the daya of our gracious
past, many two-story homes featured separate entrances and
stairs for the servants.
This enabled families to entertain and otherwise enjoy their
daily lives while all of the
necessary chores and tasks of
cooking, cleaning, et«., were
carried out with no interference.

AS THE YEARS have passed,
and our society has become
largely servantless and childcentered, these entrances have
changed function, while the second stain have virtually disappeared, often to the dismay
of many a big family. There
are probably many times when
the adults of such a family, with
teen-age children, wish they
had two separate houses, not
just separate baths.
Our newest House of the Week
may come as close to that goal
as practical in a traditionallystyled home. It's a two-story designed by architect Samuel
Paul expressly for a family of
three or more children, with a
distinct separation of the private, adult areas and the every*
day family areas. It's a house
for two generations, but under
one attractive roof.
ALTHOUGH a fairly affable
home, the styling is not pretentious; rather, it Is a subdued
and tasteful adaptation of the
New Orleans two-story with its
overhanging second - floor balcony and ornamental Iron railings.
The planning of the home far
exceeds the conventional zoning
concepts prevalent in many twostory designs. The ground floor
is a "spUt-down-the-middle" between the formal and informal
zones. The children could be
having a party in the family
room without ever disturbing the
bridge club meeting in the din*
ing room.
The formal (or adult) entertaining section is composed of
a large living room and a separate dining room, plus a striking reception foyer that is two
stories high. The foyer is the
only opulence to be found In
this borne; it Is highlightedby a
circular staircase sweeping up
to the second floor and backed

IF YOU WANT A

NEW ORLEANS TWO-STORY . . . The here by the tasteful design of the overhanging
charm of tbe type of house seen so often hi - .second-floor balcony.
the New Orleans area has been captured

Buildinq in Winona

1965 dollar volume «,MM2«
Commercial . . . . 1,794,524
Residential
782,302
Public (nontaxable)
3,369,800
New houses
26
Volume same
date 1964
$5,883,509

PLEASE
INVESTIGATEOUR

LENNOX
*

__________________ B
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Don't be satisfied
with loss than Lennox!

NOW! Mon-conodlng
GLASS b fused to
tho remarkable
LENNOX
DURACURVE
Heal Exchanger!
This means that your Lennox Gas Furnace will last
and last with hew DURAGLASS . . . because it resists acids and jnoUture, it
won't burn off . oxidize , scale
or pee] . . . and at the same
time Improves heating efficiency. Before you buy any
furnace, get the complete
etory of DU1UG1.ASS. Only
Iyonnox has it!
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FLOOR PLANS . . . Split zoning is highlight of traffic pattern on both floors. On lower level, living and dining rooms have sepa-

WM\

Full study plan information on this architect-designed House
of the Week is included in a 50-cent baby blueprint With it in
hand you xan obtain a contractor's estimate.
You can order also, for $1, a booklet called "YOUR HOMERow to Build, Buy or Sell It." Included tan it are small reproductions of 16 of the most popular House of the Week issues.
Send this coupon to the Daily News or you may purchase
the plans or the booklet at the information counter at the Daily
News.
Enclosed Is SO cents for baby blueprints on Design G-10
D
Enclosed fs fl for "YOUR HOME" booklet
?
NAME
CITY

STATE

up with wood paneling and arti- used as a sewing room, TV room
ficial planters.
or extra bedroom, with the rear
foyer serving as its mam enA POWDER room and two trance. Or it can serve as a den
large closets adjoin the foyer or library , with the main foyer
via an ante-room. This setup is then serving as its principal
much too formal for everyday entry. In either event, it has
use by the children. Thus, lo- access to a bath or lavatory.
cated on the other side of the
house, is another full entrance OTHER features inclnde fireensemble, complete with its places in both the living room
own foyer and closets. This en- and family room, and space
trance gives access to the every- for built-in shelves in the living
day rooms; in other words, the room, a cWna cabinet in the dinkitchen, the bay dinette and ing room and Hi-Fi cabinets in
the family room with Its cathe- the family room. In the kitchen
dral ceiling. A lavatory can be are a wall oven, dishwasher,
located here also, if desired, or peninsula range and hood, and
the space used for a walk-in a planning desk.
pantry if the lavishness of 3Vi This Is a truly interesting and
baths is felt to be excessive. workable design for a family of
A second staircasein this axea five or more persons.
gives access to the second floor
and the basement It provides a
means of going from the daily
activity areas to the children's
bedrooms without moving o-ver
into the formal part of the
house. Upstairs, this arrangement eases movement, since ISET JUST ONE CONfltOL i
the master suite can be reached
With Milt All-New Fattcttf }
directly via the circular stair f
from the main foyer.
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REMARKS
fa the primary heating areas of our country where comfort and "onomy are of utmost importance, oil heat is
instiled in an overwhelming majority of homes.
savlnji wirh oil haat in MintMiora area will range up to
$12,000 over th* term of your mortgage, daperiding upon
*ltlc,t *"•• '« compared. (Based on current rates with

comparable homes.)
There are virtually no cates on record of a property,
damaging explosion avar resulting from the proper use
of No. 2 heating oil. In fact, it won't even burn unless
properly atomized as in an oil-burner.
Most household dirt is caused by cooking and cigarette
smoking. Modern heating equipment of any type is not
a major cause.

Scores of oil heat dealers in this area compete actively
for your business. This open competition is the American
way of assuring you of sat i sf a'ctory serv ice .

-.-../.a.
... nrr rrt
TO
SUBJECT
PRICH .
FREE COMPETITION
,

» c»

Heating oil prices Beek their own level In our free enterprm SyStem. Natural gat prices in Minneapolis have
,ncr»eiwi 1^100% mora than Heating OH prices since
l»il.

COMPORT IN STORAGE
ON PREMISES

v E5

You havo comfort "in the bank" when you have oil in
your tanl( - You know vou 're readv for ccl d weather because your fuel supply is stored right on your premises.

¦
MM ¦«• SLOW ow
M
££ ™£r^WAT
MOT WATBR
DOMESTIC

YES

WATER HEATER which produce, hot «at.r 6 HnSS
er than electricity and 3 timet fatter than natural gai.

ENABLES HEATING
BASBMHNT AREA
MOST ECONOMICALLY

YES

With Oil Heat you can enjoy a heatwi l)asemcnt area
economically with comfortable tem,H,ra turcs for your
recreation room, lamlly room or workshop.
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Plume: Ml*. 1035

"»AVB » WITH lENitr

QUALITY SHEET
METAL WORKS

304 LAKE STREET

Winona Plumbing Co.
MM East Broadway

,

WM
II

875 W

'
BRUCE McNALLY ¦{&

rate foyer and staircase; so does activity
area at right side. Upstairs, master suite is
completely separated from three bedrooms.

.How to Build , Buy
Or Sell Your Home
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HAROLD OFENLOCM
Ml East Broadway
Phone STfJ

PHONE 74M

'i mMa

THE MASTER tulte features
a large room with its own fireElace , sliding doors to the front
alcony, a spacious dressing
room and a full bath. On the
other side are the children's
three bedrooms with a full bath
and dual-basin vanity.
Dark on the main floor are
several features that should not
go unnoticed. Note the spare
We Hov» a Furnace for Any room which bridges the formal
and informal foyers, lt can be
Heating Need
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STREET

GAS FURNACES

Mar/orle Miller et al to Winona National & Savings Bank-N. 5. ft. of Lot
6 and N. 55 ft. of W . ID ft. of Lot 7 and
E. 50 ft. of Lot 7, Block J8, O.P. of
Winona'. Ralph 0. Beeman et ux to Jule Whetstone et ux—Part of th* SE1/. of NEV4
of Sec. 33-107-7.
Harry Czarnowskl ef ux to George C.

lENIi

POLACHEK
ELECTRIC

QUIET

HEATING SYSTEM,

WARRANTY DIID
Wehtr Icftamf sf ox fo Stats or Minnesota-Pert of NWA or NEK of S«c.
11-1054.
Wllllsm Samuel Lot to Statt of Minnesota-Pert ef WW of SE'A of Ste.
1-78S-. lying t. of county rood,
.
Blmtr P. Watter et ux to Robert l
Carrwtwll tt ux-Stt of tot 3 and NV_
of Lot t. Block «, Sanborn's Add. to
Winona.
Clarence H. Schafftwr at el to Hllke
Homss, Inc.—Part of Lot Ii, Subd. Sec.
20-ICM.
Leon Henderson at ux to Stat* ot
MlnntMte—Part ef SVS of NE'A of Sec.
7-10M.
. Roy, A. Hacfcbarth et ux to Stat* of
Mlr*»tot»--Part of W»* ot SI. of NE's.
arts of. NEM of SEV« of Sec. MOM.
Raymond M..'.Ruppert et ux to Allyn
R. Rutpert-Lot 1, Block 3. Curtis First
and Second Adds, to Winona.
Lawrence Mertej et ux to Hllke Homes,
l-c.-Parf of Lot 23, Subd. ef See. 20'
107-7. . .' . .
Alois. X PhlUpp. et ux to Richard E.
Hemker ef ux-S. 32 rods of W. lo
rods Of SWM of NW/4 of Sec, 35-106-7.
Anastasla B. Smith et al to Nellie
Rcsslrt—Part of "Exception" In Block
t, Belmont Add. to Winona.
Edgar 0. Bunke et ux to M. L. Boerst
—Lot 2 except, the W. 10 ft. thereof
and Lot 1. Block *, Clark A Johnson's
Add. to Winona.
Herbert D. Hakes et ux to Georg* J.
Yakllh At al—Lot 3, Block 3, E. R .
Boller'j Third Add. to Goodview.
George Frle et ux to Ivcll Humphries
—Lot 10, Block 3. Bolcom's Add. to
Winona.
Kenneth W. Mulholland et ux to Kenneth L. Slebenaler et ux—Lot 7, Block
1, Hllke'i Subd. to Winona.
J. P.. Keller et ux to Richard M.
Seeling at ux—Lot 20, Block "C," Goodview Subd.

HubKostner et ux-Lof *, Hock 17,
bard's Add. to Wlnont.
H.
Richard E. Hsmker et ux to Dennis
ol
Prudoetil ef ux-Psrt of the SE'A
33-1CU.
NWA et Sac.
Hsnry Boahm ef ux to «W McCollum
a. sV-Part ot tha SWA «t Sac. M-«*
3 lying S. of Town Road.
Dorothy Owen et el to Winona Were10
house Corporatlon-S. 1» ft. of Lot
».
and E. 2 ft. Of S. 100 ft. of Lot
Block 22, O.P. of Wlnont.
Marlorle Schwalbe to Otto Werner Jr.
at al-E . WVi ft. ol W. 351% ft of S.
210 ft. of Lot tt, Subd. Sec. 20-107-7.
Henry Olson et ux « Barry NeiwrtNO.
NV. of Lot 1, Block 2, Curtis Add.
i to Winona.
QUIT CLAIM DERD
The American Bank fa Elmer P. WolJ,
ter-S % ot Lot 5 and NV_ of Lot
Block ». Sanborn's Add, to Winona.
L.
to
E.
trustee,
Inc.,
by
Owl Agency,
King Jr -Part of N'/lKef NWVi. pen
of SE'A of NWV4, part W SWA of NEA
and part of NWVi of NEVi of Sec. 33;
part of SE'A of SW'A of Sec. 2. and
part o( NE'A of NE'A of Sec. 32-107-7.
Jacob Johns to ' Marietta Erdlng—W.
35 ft. of Lot 7, Block 13, Mitchell's
Add. to Winona.
Thomas E. Madland to City of Wlnona-Part ot Lot 21, Jubd. ot Sec. 30'
107-7.
,
Merchants National Bank of Winona lo
City of Winona—Wft of Lot 3 and E. 2
ft. of Lot «, Block 14, O.P . of Winona.
Fawcett Funeral Homo, Inc., to City
of Winona— Part of Lot 66, Subd. of Sec.
11-107-7.
Adoli* Ellinghuysen et ux to Wallace
R. Northouse et ux—Part of NW'A ct
NE>/4, Sec. 29-107-B.
LaVerne Decker et ux to Harry A.
Tied et ux—Lot 1, Block 9, Fairfax
Add. fo Winona; part of Gov 't Lot 2,
Sec, 25-107r7.
PROBATE DEED
Victoria Galewskl, as representative,
to Joriri M. Swlnsen et ux—N. 70 ft. ot
S. ISO ft. of W. 100 ft. of Block 25, Hamilton's Mi. to Winona.
Stlrneman, decedent, by
Margaret
representative, fo Winona National &
Savings Bank—N. 55 It. of Lot 6 and
N. 55 ft. of W. 10 ff. of Lot 7 and £.
50 ft. of Lot 7, Block 28, O.P. of Winona.
Bertha Park, decedent, by adm., to
Jeromi C. Mahaffey et ux—Lots i and
3, Block 15, O.P. of SI. Charles.
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Week Permits
Only $9-700;

Airman
Survivors Tell Defecting
Honored in Death
' Of Escape From
Lets' Get GwtM
Burning Liner
¦

Store Included »

Three building permits for
work estimated to cost a total
of $9,700 were issued last week
at the city engineer's office.
This raised the total valuation of new construction, repairs and alterations for which
permits have been Issued this
year to $5,M6,626, compared
with $5,863,509 at the same date
a year ago.
There have been 26 new
house permits written this
year. At mid-November last
year 49 had been drawn.
LAST WEEK'S permits went
to:
Murk J. Schneider, 4260 7th
JSf.,^troodview, for construction
of an office and. storage building at 1763 W. 5th St.
The btulding will be 24 by
50 feet and will house Schneider
Sales & Service, now located
at 3060 6th St., Goodview. Cost
of the project was listed at
$7,000 and the contractor is
Lewis Albert.
Airs. Karl Grabner, 1670 W.
5th St., $2,100 for remodeling
of a building which has housed a store to allow for two first
floor apartments. The contractor is Curt Malmin.
Violet Underwood, 615 Walnut SL, $600 for installation*A
kitchen cupboards.
OIL-BURNER permits were

DUTCH
TREAT!

s .
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'
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Chiang Loses
85 Sailors
TAIPEI, Formosa (AP) Communist Chinese radioman In Sea Battle

• ¦

. . Ry A. P. SHIRA
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Action of Phosphorus In Soils

CONTINUING our discussion of plant nutrients, let us take
up the element phosphorus which is one of tbe minerals
most necessary for plant growth. It is one of the "Big Three"
— Nitrogen, Phosphorous and Potash.
- - /
Although phosphorous does not move about in the soil like
nitrogen and is not so easily washed out, it is sometimes , quite
difficult to keep it in the soil in such form as to make it available
tor plants. Tins ia aue to we
taken by Abrams Furnace Co., fact that it readily reacts with
for Lydia Mathees, 213 Kansas other chemicals and as a reSt., and Cletus Bubacb, 80 Otis sult may become locked up in
the soil by them in such a state
St.
Permits for GAS-FIRED in- that the plants cannot use it.
This is especially the case, if
stallations:
Abrams, for James Dew, the soil is strongly acid, or alka1100 W. Howard St.; Winifred line.
Steinke, 553 Macemon St.; Some soil specialists go so
Grace Presbyterian Church par- far as to state that plants are
sonage, 272 Market St., and able to use less than one perGeorge Holt, 575 Sioux St. Jer- cent of the total phosphorous
ry's Plumbing Service, for content of a given soil. It is
Andy Blasko, 470 W. Broadway. usually more available to
the soil Is well
Associated Services, for Da- plants when organic
matter, or
supplied
with
niel O'Brien House of Beauty,
which helps to hold the
humus,
Westgate Shopping Center, and necessary moisture. In moist
Randall's Super Valu, West- soil the phosphorous crystals
gate (two installations); .Quali- are smaller and go into soluty Sheet Metal Works, for Hal- tion more readily. Also; organic
ver Engrav, 186 E. Howard St, matter in itself usually contains
and Wilber Polachek, 875 W. a good amount of phosphorous
Howard St.
depending, of course, upon its
Kraning's Sales 6 Service, for msike-up.
Lackore Electric, 120 W. 2nd
When the beneficial bacteria
St.; Walter Skeels, 1274 W. 3rd and other organisms that are
St.; Mrs. Florence Howard, instrumental in decomposing the
469 E. King St.; Arnold Larson, organic matter die, the phos460 Minnesota St.; H. O. Chris- phorous that they contain is
ten, 418 Wilson St.; Floyd Sil- released in the soil for use by
baugh, 220 W. 5th St.; James the plants. Sometimes under
Boyntott, 1109 W. 5tb St.; A. conditions that are very favorM. Oskamp Jr., 465 W. 5th St.; able for them these beneficial
Donald Kruse, 53 W. King St., soil organisms may become so
and City Hall, 4th and Lafayette numerous that there is a defistreets.
ciency of nutrients in the soil
until they die.

Johnson Back
AfWhiteHouse
Looking Well

MIAMI, Fla. (AP) - Survivors of the Yarmouth Castle are
coping with problems of replacing money, keys, personal
papers and other belongings
that went down with the cruise
ship. They also tell vivid stories
of their escape.
"I was lucky. I never got
wet," said Terry Wise of Markham. Ont. As flames swept the
white-hulled vessel, Wise, purser aboard the ship, said he was
Bicked up by a lifeboat from the
ahama Star.

An East Cleveland, Ohio, couple, who lost their eyeglasses as
the ship sank, said finding a
lifeboat wasn't that easy.
"We asked several passing
crewmen, who wore lifejackets,
'where is a lifeboat?' " said
Dale Herman. "Some didn't pay
any attention to us, but one
pointed to a companionway
leading up to the deck." He
said they tumbled into a boat
along with 50 others.

Lien Pao-sheng, who defected
with two others aboard an Hyushin 28 jet bomber, has been
given the posthumous rank of
captain in the Chinese Nationalist air force.
Lien died Friday of injuries
reportedly suffered when the
Soviet-built plane veered off the
runway at Taoyuan air. force
base, 20 miles west of Taipei.
¦

Albert- Lea Man
Back in Hospital
ALBERT LEA, Mixta. (.\P) A 43 - year - old Albert Lea
man, a former patient at
Rochester State Hospital, has
been returned to the hospital
after he appeared nude in First
Lutheran Church here and did
heavy damage in the chapel.
The man smashed a railing,
tipped over the organ and
caused other damage in the

DENNIS THE MENACE

TAJPEI, Formosa (AP) More than 85 Nationalist Chinese navy men are feared lost
in the sinking of a minesweeper
in a weekend battle with Communlst^gunboats off the Chinese
mainland.
Navy headquarters said 15
crewmen of the 180-foot minesweeper had been rescued.
The navy said eight Communist gunboats attacked the minesweeper and a Nationalist gunboat Saturday night in the Formosa .Strait. The Nationalists
claimed four of the Communist
boats were sunk and a fifth
damaged.
church Thursday. The man,
who had put on some clothing
by the time police reached the
church, told officers God had
told him to damage the church.

• 'cm iKNEW 'twKEe 'Ox/otf Bfft&.'wte wwi*

GRIN AND BEAR IT

BIG GEORGE

Three Iowa vacationers recall
seeing "some pretty bad
sights." They said they had to
pick their way through milling
fellow passengers — some injured — and scramble aboard a
lifeboat to escape the inferno.
Mrs. Leo Simons, 56, Cedar
Rapids, said, "We had to step
over a badly burned man who
apparently had been brought
from elsewhere on the ship and
placed on the main deck."

13 Routed in
Wisconsin Fire

GENERALLY K has been
thought that plants made the
most use of phosphorous iff
their later stages of growth as
the flowers and fruits reached
maturity. However, it is now TWIN LAKES, Wis. MV-Thirknown that this element is very teen guests were routed Sunday
essential in the carry growth as as fire swept a motel in this rewell.
sort community Sunday.
Some plant physiologists state Mark Pelz, 19, Racine, said
that phosphorous is so impor- an explosion ripped through his
tant in the early stages of room when he Ot a match to reWASHINGTON (AP) - Presi- growth that, if the supply is start a gas heater after awakendent Johnson, looking well after not sufficient for the needs of ing in the cold and hearing the
KENTILE VINn
a recuperative stay of more the entire plant, it may be heater hissing.
than three weeks at his Texas drawn from the older foliage Pelz was hospitalized in KeHOLLAND
ranch, is back at the White and transferred to the younger nosha in satisfactory condition
House today and plans to stay parts of the plant that are in with burns over 75 per cent of
there at least until Thursday. most active growth. From this, his body. Other guests escaped
But despite a favorable medi- the importance of phosphorous with only minor burns.
| at only 22c
cal report over the weekend, can be readily understood. Yet, Twin Lakes Fire Chief Gilbert
per sq.ft.
Johnson has told friends he still plants take only a small amount Amborn listed the nine-unit, Lit from the soil as compared shaped Lake View Motel as a
doesn't feel 'as well as he did of
to the quantities that may have
before his Oct. 8 gall bladder- been applied in order to supply total loss with damage estimakidney stone operation and has it. As an example of this, it ted at $40,000.
some pain from the operation. has been stated that , a good
up only Former Chatfield
In the final days of his Texas crop of corn may take
phosphorous
about
25
pounds
of
stay Sunday, Johnson was visit- from sa ace of l£ind, even
ed at the LBJ Ranch near John- though much more than that Mayor Seeking
son City by two Army enlisted had been applied.
men, both veter.ans of Viet
To Regain Office
Nam. They accepted Johnson's As previously stated, phosinvitation to accompany the phorous is very prone to be CHATFIELD, Minn. - Two
First Family to church services locked up in the soil due to its contests have developed for the
to react with other Dec. 3 election.
in St Barnabas Episcopal readiness
especially in strong- Frank Favlish, former mayor,
chemicals,
Church in Fredericksburg.
or
alkaline, soils. How- opposes Lloyd Kivell, incumly
acid,
Neat new floor stylo for
"Come on, we've got a lot to ever, it may become available bent. Kivell, native ot LeRoy,
*
any roomf
pray for — particularly for our later to the plants through the has been in the
retail hardware
"
Johnson
told
Nam,
men
in
Viet
activities
of
the
beneficial
bacEasily cleaned vinyl asbusiness at Chatfield 27 years.
Vandiver
of
teria
in
the
soil.
Therefore,
it
I.C.
Robert
S.
He is serving his first two-year
bestos tile. Greaseproof. Sgt.
Orleans and Spec. 5 Robert might be stated that phes- term as mayor. Pavlish, who
Textured. 5 fashion colors. New
G. Sullivan of San Antonio, Tex. phroous is always present in the served three terms as mayor,
soil in sufficient quantities for
'
Vandiver and Sullivan showed plants, if conditions become was defeated in his re-election
bid
by Kivell two years ago.
up at the ranch at 8 a.m. and such as to make it available
There are two candidates for
Phone Stt* made their wishto see the Pres- for their use.
227 E. 3rd St.
the councilman poet held by
ident's home place.
Open Fridays 'til * p.m.
IN THE vegetable garden Kenneth Eerrick who didn't file.
Johnson made no advance phosphorous
is especially importhe position are Cecil
commitment to see them, but tant for root crops such as Seeking
Rhodes and Kenneth McCrae.
arwhen
they
ready
had coffee
potatoes, beets and carrots, Richard Theel, the other counrived. Vandiver and Sullivan Also, tomatoes, beans and mel- cilmanwhose term expires, filed
told the President about their ons do best, if there is a good for re-election and isn't opposed.
experiences in Viet Nam.
supply of it in available form. Ira Lambert is unopposed for
Next he drove them 16 miles One of the most important re-election aa justice of the
to Communion services at St. functions of phosphorous is to peace. He is completing his
stimulate root growth. It, also, third term. Resident of the ChatBarnabas.
tbe maturity of plants field area since 1924, he is a reThe car was jampacked. In hastens
and encourages flower, seed tired farmer.
there
was
to
Johnson
addition
and fruit production. Of course,
sssssssssssssfissssssssW^sssslis
nsWp-l his wife and daughter Lynda nitrogen and potash must be
Sullivan,
Vandiver
and
Bird,
present in sufficient supply for $70,000 Lose in
Sullivan's wife Maryellen, Van- a balanced growth.
diver's wife Patricia and the
Fire at Superior
BSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS
B I ^41M____ ^^^E____1
two Vandiver daughters, Cyn- Since phosphorous does not
move
about
readily in the soil,
SUPERIOR, Wis. W - The
thia Ann, 7, and Kathleen, 5.
it should be dug in when applied second major fire in less than
by
the
prayer
heard
a
They
just like any other fertilizer.
rector, the Rev. Jack Langford, For general use, a fertilizer a month tuts caused an estimatfor all veterans and particularly with a formula of 5-10-5 will ed $70,000 damage at the Superior Fibre Products Co.
those In Viet Nam.
supply the necessary phosAn explosion in a board dryAfter tbe services Johnson phorous requirements for the
ing
oven touched off the latest
again piled all kinfolk and average soil.
blaze Saturday. There were no
.. .but not lust for tha fun of It guests into a white station wagWt thoufhtttiit by taWnt four of
injuries.
back to the
the finest waxes made — each on for tbe trip
A fire blamed on an explosion
ranch. Trailing newsmen and in the same oven Oct. 17 resultcreatedtor a specific purpoaalike
cleaning.,.hardening and duraphotographers were invited in ed in (80,000 damage.
bility .,.easy flow.. .and effort*
for coffee and cookies.
¦
less sWnlng-thanWsmllnf and
ETTRICK PATIENT
homogsnlzTng tham, wo could
1 /
OIAI
ETTRICK, Wta. (Special) come up with the beat wood wax
Mrs. Alex Nelsestuen, French
exactly
That's
aver. Know what*
i*yMmmmmmmmm <aia.
what happened. Ws did one mors
Creek, had maior surgery at a
thing to MW vaispar wood WtaLa Crosse hospital Friday.

'fn replyto lhechargeof burning my draff card, wouldYour
atfQ«kMAiriwkan
r^nof co» fo he<ira$cerfriirig
foreignpelkftleve/tymt hmutk?"
| "Meet George, here—before I mop the floor with him."
By Alex Kotzky
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we removed every last bK ofwater,
•imply because water lent food
for wood, The result !• a rteh luxurious wax that cleans, protects
and beautifies hsrdwood floors,
paneling, woodwork and furniture
•s never before-and all in one
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BUILD HOME AT ETTRICK
ETTRICK, Wis. (Special) Mr. and Mrs. Elroy Dahl of
Beach are erecting a home on
a lot between the Donald Skorstad and Rudolph Hanson farms.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Kuchel
of the Beach community have
purchased a mobile home. Miss
Ida Hegge, Ettrick, has moved
to the Nyen Rest Home at Blair.

Bill Weaver

JOE:or CONTRACT WORK
PORTABLE IQUIPMBNT

Our Servicet Also Includ e; ,
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MARY WORTH

By Saunders and Ernst
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e Sheat, Plala and Structural
ftael Work
• Boiler Rapalr Work

WINONA BOILER
& STEEL 00.
PHOMISHS
163-167 Wart Front Straaf

• Palnrlng-Dacorarlna
0 Drl-Wall Taping
• Interior and Exterior
Painting
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The Daily Record
At Community
Memorial Hospital
visiting (tours: Msdlcsl «M surgical
Mt(_nts: ito 4 and 7 to 1:90 p.m. (No
children urtfar 12.)
MttvrnltV P»tl«flts: 1 l:M and 7 to
t-.X p.tn. (Adults only.)t*

SATURDAY
ADMISSIONS

Michael Savoy, 521 E. Front
Mrs. Julie Schmidt, Cochrane,
Wis.
Lynn Kay Sobeck. 1802 W.
Mark St,
Mrs. Emma McGarv.y, Watkins Memorial Home.
DISCHARGES
Harold O'Brien, 455 E. King
St.
Miss Grace Chadwick, 224 W.
Sanborn St.
Mrs. Grace Virok, Rushford,
Minn.

SUNDAY

„

ADMISSIONS
Patrick Flanary, St. Charles,
Minn.
Mrs. Margaret Schaffer, 125%
E. 3rd St.
Mrs. Grace Kahoun, Rochester, Minn.
Mrs. Mary Beck, Alma, Wis;
DISCHARGES
Mrs. Randy Stockman and
baby, Fountain City, Wis.
Miss Heidi Johnson, 853 W
Mark St.
Frank Duffy, Winona Rt. 3.
Lynn Kay Sobeck, 1802 W.
Mark St. - . . :. .
Wallace Voss, Fountain City,
Wis., Rt. 2.
Gary Lockwood, Winona Rt. 3.
BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Alf Mindrum,
Peterson, Minn., a daughter.

TLEJL
& SPOUSE

C5$
PROTECTOR

You're amart to protect your
houst In case of lira, theft ,
damage to contents and
liability with a alnpls State
Farm Homtowntrs policy
—at a low packaga rata. And
you 're twic* aa amart to
protect your spouse with a
Slat* Farm life Insurance
policy that covers your mortgage, For full details, aee
your friend for life,

£V | "Pete" Polits

:" lM 12* *• Broadway

Ldf Smm

Pb"™ 4$M

but* Farm IIU In- fi»«'« MSM I
mm.
suranca Company
and S4»ta Farm Fir* MMk
and Csaualty Com- mkmW
pany. Mom* Office*: HMMAHCI
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Winona Deaths

Two-State Deaths

Carroll L. Fish
Carroll L. Fish, 47, 1625 W.
5th St., died at 8:30 a.m. Sunday at Methodist Hospital,
Rochester, after an illness of
one year.
Vice president of AKCO , Inc.,
here, he was born at Soldier's
Grove, Wis., Sept. 12, 1918, to
Lyall and Susan Dean Fish. He
married Vivian Rohrer, was a
Navy veteran of World War II ,
was a foreman for the Burlington Railroad 20 years and came
here five years ago. He was
a member of the Reorganized
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints, La Crosse.
He also had lived in La
Crosse and Minneapolis.
Survivors include his wife ;
his mother, of Winona; two
sons, Gary and David, at home,
and one sister, Mrs. Lars (Arlene) Granberg, Winona, One
brother wan killed in World
War II.
Funeral services will toe at 2
p.m. Tuesday at Breitlow Funeral Home. Burial will be in
Woodland Cemetery.
Friends may call at (he funeral home from 7 to 9 tonight
and until 2 p.m. Tuesday.

Susan Maria Schmit
KELLOGG. Minn. (Speclal)Graveside funeral services for
Susan Marie Schmit, infant
daughter of Edwin and Wilnelmine Schmit, rural Kellogg,
were today at 10:30 a.m. at St.
Felix Cemetery, Wabasha. The
Rev. Leroy Eikens, St. Felix
Church, officiated.
She was born Saturday afternoon at St. Elizabeth's Hospital, Wabasha, and died there
Sunday.
Survivors are : Her parents;
paternal grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. John C. Schmit, Eyota;
maternal grandfather , John
Wills, Red Wing; three brothers,
Earl, Gerald and- Larry, and
three sisters, Elaine, Judith Ann
and Betty Lou, at home.
Buckman - Schierts Funeral
Home was in charge.

John K. Cieminski
John K. Cieminski, 85, 865
E. 5th St.. died at 11:35 p.m.
Saturday at Community Memorial Hospital after a brief illness,
The retired owner and manufacturer of the Sugar Loaf
Brand Broom Co., he was born
Sept. 29, 1880, in Poland to Mr.
and Mrs. Kasimir Cieminski. He
came to this country when he
was 6 months old, lived at Erie,
Pa., and came here when he
was 2. He married Julia Worzalla, was a member of St.
BIRTHS ELSEWHERE
Stanislaus Catholic Church and
EYOTA, Minn. (Special) - was a member of the Latsch
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Kreider- Bath Board from 1933 to 1934.
macher, a daughter Nov. 7 at Survivors include one daugh«. Elizabeth's Hospital, Waba- ter, Mrs. Walter (Anna) Winsha.
iecki, Winona; one granddaughter, Mrs. Harold (Loretta) Chu,
Minneapolis; one great-grandFREE TB X-RAYS
daughter Diane Chu, MinneapoLast week . . . . . . . . . . . .
44 lis; one sister , Mrs. Rose RomTotal since 1959
57,647 balski, Los Angeles, and one
half-sister, Mrs. Clara Lorbiecki, Fountain City. One daughWINONA DAM LOCKAGE
ter has died; his wife died Sept.
1958.
Flow — 22,900 cubic feet per 16.
Funeral
services will be at
second today at 8 a.m.
8:30 a.m. Wednesday at WatSaturday
8.40 p.m. — Emily Jean, 4 kowski Funeral Home and at
9 at St. Stanislaus Church, the
barges, up.
Rev. Dennis Worzalla, a nephew,
Small craft — none.
Sacred Heart Seminary, Oneida,
Sunday
Wis., officiating. Burial will be
1:16 a.m. — Charlotte Ann, 8 in St. Mary's Cemetery.
barges, down.
Friends may call at the fu7:80 aun. — Defender, 4 neral home after 2 p.m. Tuesday. A Rosary will be recited
barges, down.
1:30 pm. — David Vickers, 2 at 8.
barges, up,
Mrs. John Considine
Small craft — none.
Mrs. John Considine, 468 W.
Mark St., died today at 3:45
Today
a.m.
at St. Marys Hospital, Ro12:25 a.m. — Frank R. Alter,
chester, She had been ill folI barges, up.
lowing heart surgery.
1:25 a.m. — Hawkeye, 10
The former Agnes Catherine
barges, down.
Lucas, she was born at Hart
4:80 a.m. — EleMor Gordon, to Mr. and Mrs. Frank W. LuII barges, down.
cas and lived in this area all
7:30 a.m. — W.S. Rhea, 16 her life. She was married to
barges, down.
John Considine Oct. 29, 1927,
9:35 a.m. — Captain Howder, at St. Thomas Pro-Cathedral,
Winona. She was a graduate of
7 barges, down.
Holy Trinity High School, Rollingstone, and a member of
FIRE CALLS
Cathedral of the Sacred Heart,
its St. Claire Guild, National
Sunday
Council of Catholic Women and
7.01 pm. — SllVi E. Sanborn Catholic Daughters of America.
St.. Richard Mulkr residence,
Surviving are: Her husband,
oil burner flare-up, firemen and six s i s t e r s , Mrs.
stood by until cooled down.
Leonard ( Irene) Reiland, Mrs.
Frank (Angeline) Mats and
Mrs. Herbert (Sophia) Speltz,
Municipal Court
Rollingstone, and Mrs. Herbert
(Virgil) Haack , Mrs. Edward
WINONA
Forfeiture: LaVerne L. Pe- (Marie ) Kohner and Mrs. Thoterson, 20, Whalan, Minn., $25 mas ( Edna) Sonsolla, Winona.
Funeral services will be
on a charge of speeding 65
m.p.h. in a 50 zone on Highway Thursday at 9:30 a.m. at
43 Nov. S at 7:10 p.m. Minneso- Burke's Funeral Home and at 10
to Highway Patrol made the a.m. at Cathedral of the Sacred
Heart, the Rt. Rev. Msgr, Hararrest.
old J. Dittrnan officiating. Burial will be in St. Mary 's Cemetery.
Friends may call Wednesday
afternoon and evening at the
funeral home. Rosary will be
said nt 8 p.m. by Msgr. Dittrnan and the Catholic Daughters.
The Daughters will furnish an
honor guard vA the church.

HOUSE

MONDAY

Ronald E. Keeler
DURAND, Wis, (Special) Ronald E. Keeler, 65, Superior,
Wis., formerly of Durand, died
of a heart attack Sunday at Superior.
He was born Jan. 30, 1900, at
Eau Galle to Mr. and Mrs. John
Keeler. He worked at the Security National Bank, Durand, and
served in the Army in World
War II. He married Sara Brown,
Durand, and the couple lived in
Whitehall 11 years while he
worked for the Internal Revenue Service. Ten years ago he
was transferred to the Superior
IRS office. He retired last
month. He was a member of the
National Association of Internal
Revenue Employes.
Survivors are: His wife and
two sisters, Miss Lucy Keeler
and Mrs. Amy Fox, Wisconsin
Rapids.
Funeral services wiil be Wednesday at 9:30 a.m. at St.
Mary 's Catholic Church, Durand, the Rt. Rev. Msgr. Stephen
Anderl officiating. Burial will
be in St. Mary's Cemetery.
Friends may call at Rhiel Funeral Home Tuesday from 2
p.m. The office of the dead will
be read at 8 p.m.
Mrs. Arnold Schmidt
COCHRANE, ( S p e c i a l) Mrs. Arnold Schmidt, 47, Cochrane, died Sunday at Community Memorial Hospital, Winona,
after a long illness.
The former Julie .Ann Deneff,
she was born Oct. 16, 1918, at
Platteville to Mr. and Mrs.
John Deneff. She attended New
Diggins High School. She was
married to Arnold Schmidt
May 1, 1943, and was a member of Christ Lutheran Church,
Cochrane.
Survivors are: Her husband;
one son, Robert, at home; her
father, .Alma, and four brothers,
Jasper, Buffalo City; Delvan,
Alma; Ivan, Denver, Colo., and
Delbert, Joliet, 111. Her mother
died Dec. 4, 1956.
Funeral services will be
Tuesday at 2 p.m, at Christ
Lutheran Church, Cochrane, the
Rev. T. Kuske officiating. Burial will be in Buffalo City Cemetery.
Pallbearers will be Larry
Fink, James Griffin. Palmer
Henkes, Harry Laufenberger,
Merlin Haeuser and Rudy Zeller.
Friends may call at Stohr
Funeral Home, Alma, from this
afternoon until time of services.

dred) GJerdrura Mabel; Mrs,
Carl (Doris) Lucky Gig HarCarl (Doris ) Lucky, Gig Harbor, Wash., and Mrs. Casper
(Ella ) Ladsten and Mrs. Grace
Torgerson, Rushford.
Gunnar Scott
BLAIR, Wis. (Special)—Gunnar Scott, 77, died Sunday at 9
a.m. at the Trempealeau County Hospital, Whitehall, while
reading a newspaper. He had
resided there since January. ;
He was born Dec. 9, 1887, to
Andrew I. and Gunhild Kosi
Scott. He attended the Blair
schools and the University of
Wisconsin school of agriculture.
He was a butterrnaker at Blair,
Austin, Minn., and Elk Creek.
He retired about 10 years ago
and moved to the home in Blair
which he had owned since youth.
He never married. He was a
member of Blair First Lutheran
Church.
There are no immediate survivors. One brother, Iver, and
two sisters, Gena and BergLt,
have died.
Funeral services will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. at Blair First
Lutheran Church, the Rev. K.
M. Urberg officiating. Burial
will be in Rest Haven Cemetery
here.
Friends may call at Frederixon Funeral Home Tuesday afternoon and Wednesday morning,
and at the church after noon.
Tom Hadoss
WHALAN, Minn. (Special)Tom Hadoss, 63, Rochester,
died Sunday at 11 p.m. at his
home after an illness of seven
years. He was a retired farmer.
Mr. Hadoss was born July 9,
1902, in Russia to Zardak and
Surmae Hadoss. He came to
the U.S. in 1914. He married
Cora Sveen, Whalan, in November 1927 and the couple farmed
in the vicinity until 1959. They
retired and moved to Rochester.
Survivors are: His wife; one
son, Truman Hadoss, Whalan ;
four daughters, Mrs. Sam (Ada)
Fowler and Mrs. Matt (Genevieve) -Pavlisich , Spring Valley ;
Mrs. Robert (Imogene) Jacobson and Mrs. Sheldon (Charlotte ) Gee, Rochester, and 16
grandchildren. His parents, an
Infant daughter, four brothers
and one sister have died.
Funeral services will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. at Whalan Lutheran Church, the Rev. Jacob
Enderson officiating. Burial will
be in the church cemetery.
Friends may call at Johnson
Funeral Home, Lanesboro, from
2 p.m. Tuesday and at the
church Wednesday after 1 p.m.

Rev. Robert M. C. Ward officiWinona Funerals WISCONSIN HAS 10 DEAT Hj
ating. Buried was in Decorah
Prairie Cemetery.
Albtrt Pallowski
Pallbearers were Capt. Allen ARCADIA, Wis.-FuneralserFiedler, Milo Nelson, Edward vices ior Albert PeUowski were
Sing, Basil Hampton, Vernon held tM* morning at the Sacred
Gibbons and Edward Berg Jr. Heart Catholic Church, Pine
Creek, the Rev. Auguatyn Sulik
officiating. Burial was in the
WEATH ER
church cemetery.
Pallbearers w e r e Clarence
OTHER TEMPERATURES
Pellowski,
Richard Lilla, AnHigh Low Pr.
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Albuquerque,, cloudy 60 47
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Funeral services for Mrs. Wisconsin weekend traific
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been married in a Chinese cere- along Interstate 90-94 south- chest pains occurred this last
DAILY RIVER BULLETIN mony.
However, Miss Garland east of Mauston Saturday Wednesday, we were advised at
Flood Stage 24-hr. and her lawyer issued
that time the period of greatest
a denial, night.
' Stage Today Chg.
danger would be four or five
saying her divorce from Sid
Red Wing
3.3 + .1 T Luft was not final.
Two Madison youths return- days from that point on.
Lake City
.6.5 —
ing from a hunting trip, Dennis "That time period has endWabasha . . . . . . . 7.0 —
will average near normal ex- M. Thorp, 20, and Steven M.
" John added. And, said tha
Alma Dam, T.W. 4.3 — .1 T treme south, 2-6 degrees below Hoene, 19, were killed Saturday ed,
two
Eisenhowers, the reporta
Whitman Dam . .2.0 — .1 T normal central and north; nor- night as their auto collided with
from
physicians have been enWinona D., T.W. 3.6 -f .2 T mal highs are 27-35 north, 35- a state highway patrolman's
couraging.
WINONA ... . .. 5.5 + .2 - 41 south and normal lows are car at the intersection of high"He seems to me to be really
Trempealeau Pool 9.7 + .3 — 13-18 north, 18-25 south; a little ways 51 and 60 east
of Arling- in excellent condition, " said
Trempealeau D. 4.7 + .1 — colder Tuesday and Wednesday, ton in Columbia County.
Dresbach Pool 9.5 —
— warmer Thursday and Friday, Mrs. Charles Gatten, 66, Web- Milton Eisenhower, who obDresbach Dam . 2.1 — .6
colder again next weekend; pre- ster, died Sateurday after her served that Ike "seems to ma
La Crosse
4.8 — .4
cipitation will average .10-.25 husband's car struck a deer, ever so much better" than he
Tributary Streams
inch central and north in occa- hurling it through the wind- was at the same period after hit
Chippewa at D. 2.4 + .1 T sional rain or snow Tuesday and shield on the passenger side of 1955 heart attack in Denver.
Zumbro at Theil. 28.5 — .1
about Friday, with little or none the auto, in an accident on
He feels good enough, they
Tremp'Ieau at D. 0.7 —••
extreme south.
Highway 35 about 40 miles south said, to read "one Western story
Black at Gales. 3.0 + .6
WISCONSIN — Temperatures of Superior.
after another," and has had a
La Crosse at W.S. 5.1 — .2
Tuesday through Saturday will
Root at Houston
5.8 —
average near or slightly below Three other persons died in record player installed so he
RIVER FORECAST
normal. Normal high 33 to 41 accidents in Milwaukee suburbs can listen to music. He chatted
(From Hastings to Guttenberg) north. 40 to 44 south. Normallow in the early hours of the week- with Milton about the musical,
"The Sound of Music," and inPredicted stages at Winona 18 to 27. Turning colder in mid- end.
for next several days: Tuesday west possibly warmer again to- Michael Radi, 17, Hartland. spected his wife's birthday
5.6, Wednesday 5.4, Thursday ward the end of the week. About was struck and killed by a car cakes from his bed.
5.4.
one-tenth inch of precipitation. in Brookfield. Gregory Emelity, Mrs. Eisenhower remained in
EXTENDED FORECAST
Rain or snow most likely early 18, West Allis, died after his bed Sunday for what son John
MINNESOTA — Tempera- in the week and mostly in the motorcycle and a car collided called a "very modest birthday
tures Tuesday through Saturday north half.
in West Allis. Mrs. Grace L. celebration."

Ship, Deer , State
Highway Patrol Car
Figure in Fatality

Ike Remains
In Bed But
Feels Bettter

Elmer R. Rud
GILMANTON, Minn. (Special) — The Town of Gilrasuiton treasurer, Elmer A. Rud,
62, was found dead in his bed
Sunday morning,
Dr. E. A. Mfeuli, Cochrane,
•
Buffalo County coroner, called • •
by Mr. Rud's son, Doyle, attributed death to a coronary
heart attack and estimated he
had been dead since sometime
Friday night
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law, Glen Hutchinson, who had
taken his car to Rud to have
it repaired. He left there after
3:30 p.m. Friday, and Rud was
ail right then. He had been
seeing a doctor for about a
month.
Rud lived alone in a house
on Highway 88 about one mile
north of Gilmanton. He operated a garage adjacent to his
home.
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time for H. 0. Tiffany, Nelson
lumberman. He was elected
treasurer at the town election
in 1963.
He married Gladys Hutchinson, who died in 1946. They
lived at Marshfleld a few years
before returning here.
Survivors are: Three sons,
Doyle, Mondovi Rt. 3; Dale,
with the U.S. Army in Germany, and Merle, Mondovi; seven daughters, Mrs. James
(Bernlce) Dregney, Mondovi;
Mrs. Roger (Bernlta) Forthun,
Modena; Mrs. Bernard (Marjorie) Davis, Milwaukee; Mrs.
Lyle (Lila) Kent, Racine; Mrs.
?^^i^-ti-£>_V
Noel (Cora ) Davis and Mrs.
(Helen)
Robert
Bartholomew,
Kenosha, and Mrs. Donald
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Bear Lake, Minn.; 43 grandchildren; two great-grandchildren; two brothers, Lo*al, St.
Cloud, Minn., and Alfred, Spo¦
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kane, Wash., and one sister,
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Mrs. Ray (Clara ) Lindeberg,
Elk Mound.
Arrangements are in charge
¦¦
of Kjentvet h Sons Funeral
'
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Home, Mondovi.

Mrs. Clarence R. Martin
PRESTON, Minn. (SpeciaDMrs. Clarence R. Martin, 57.
died suddenly Saturday morning
at her home in Fountain Township.
The former Marie Wimmer,
she was born May 10, 1908, in
Fountain Township to Andrew
and Ida Wimmer. She spent
her entire life in the area where
she died. She was married
Dec . 1, 1926, in the township.
She was a lifelong member of
the EUB Church, Preston.
Survivors are: Her husband
and her mother, Mrs. Ida
Durst, Fountain Township. Her
father and one brother, Donald,
have died.
Funeral services will be
Thursday at 2 p.m . at the United Methodist Church, the Rev.
John H. Payne officiating. Burial will be in Crown Hill Cemetery here.
Friends may call at Thauwald
Mrs. Grace M. Barnes
Mrs . Grace M. Barnes, 85, Funeral Home all day Wednes226 E. Howard St.. died Sunday day and on Thursday until
at 4 p.m. at her home after a noon, and at the church after
long Illness. She retired in i p.m.
1950 aft er 23 years as head cook
Irvin B. Westby
at Morey Hall , Winona State
RUSHFORD, Minn. (Special)
College.
The former Grace Myrtle Del — Funeral services for Irvin B.
nay, she was born Aug. 5, Westby will be Tuesday at 2 Two-Sta te Funerals
1R80, at Reno, Minn., to Mr. p.m. at United Church at Red
Malcolm Butler
and Mrs. Anton Del Hay . She Wing, the Rev. Howard T. Cole
EIJ3A,
-will
in
the
Minn. — A requiem
officiating.
Burial
be
was married Nov. 1, 1905, U>
Mass for Malcolm Butler, Plum
Thomim Barnes and had lived church cemetery.
He was born May 17, 1899, at City, Wis., former resident,
at Clinton , Iowa, and Red Wing.
Her husband died Aug. 1, 1954 Highland Prairie to Christian will be at 10 a.m. Tuesday at
Survivors are: Two duughters, and Dora Westby. Later he went St. Aloysius Catholic Church,
Mrs, Marguerite RoRuIIn and to Kindred, N.D., where he the Rev. Francis Glynn officiatMrs. Alanson Hamernlk , Wino- married Clara llertsgard in Au- ing. Burial will be in the church
na; seven grandchildren ; 21 gust 1925. He worked in a flour cemetery.
grent-firandchildrcn , and one mill at Red Wing 20 years, re- Friends may call at JohnsonSchrlver Funeral Home, Plainbrother , Bert Del Rny, Minne- tiring five years ago.
Survivors are: His wife; two view. A Rosary will be recited
sota City.
Funeral services will be sons, Niles , Albert Lea, and at 8 tonight.
Pallbearers will be Chester
Wednesday at Burke's Funeral Ronald, Bay City, Wis. ; two
Home , the Rt . Rev. Msgr. Har- daughters, Mrs. Jack (Barbara ) Bartseh, Jerome Majerus, Clarold J. Dittrnan officiating. Bur- Thompson, Minneapolis, and ence Hendrickson, Ted Selpel,
ial will be in St. Mary 's Ceme- Mrs. Rod (Catherine) Holthe, Roy Hewitt and Eugene Heltery.
Sioux Falls, S.D.; five grand- mueller.
Friends may call a! the fu- children; three brothers, Or.
Roy G. Samson
neral home Tuesday afternoon J a m e s , Washington, D.C.;
GALESVILLE, Wis. - Funerand evening. Rosary will bu "George, Cressklll , N.J., and Jo- al services for Roy G. Samson
said by Msgr . Dittrnan at II seph, Forest City , Iowa , and were held Saturday afternoon at
p.m.
four sisters , Mrs. J . B. ( Mil- First Presbyterian Church, the
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There are 38 more tigersIn between-all Wide-Trackball Pontiacs/'SB.
Do you want a no-apologles luxury car? A 360-hp sports
cor with a back seat? A long-wheelbase family car that
doesn't cost an arm and a leg? A a-laek town car? An
economy car with a 6 you'll swear Is an 8 until you count
cylinders? Como to tiger country. You nama It. we'va gat
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Bad Time Ahead for Someone

By GARY EVANS
Dally Newt Sports Editor
BLOOMINGTON, Minn. — You sat at
Metropolitan Stadium here Sunday and felt
next weekend someone is going to be embarrassed.
Not that the Vikings weren't embarraaaad Sunday, you understand, but rival
Green Bay ii next up.
Now when the punchless Packers and
tha hwqpitabla Vikings get together, something haa to give.
It was Impossible to keep from itaring
at the Met scoreboard Sunday. It seemed
more impossible that the Packers and Los
Angdea Ram. were tied 3-3 for the better
part of four quarters.
Then — with the Vikings controlling their
game — the figures fluttered and the Packers had won theirs.
But later on tbe Vikings got extremely
generous, cornerback Earsell Mackbee got
somewhat smarter and the Baltimore Colts

got a 41-21 victory.
If you examine the statistics for the past
three games, you find the Packers have
scored but two touchdowns. Except for Sunday's defensive breakdown, the Vikings have
been stingy.
But still Sunday, something will have to
give.
If you listen to Minnesota's Norm Van
Brocklin, there is no reason to expect good
things for the Vikings: "To bid for the title,
you've got to learn how to beat the top clubs.
Apparently we haven't been willing to pay
the price for greatness."
Not only that, but the Vikings will go
into. Sunday's game out of the race . . . out
of the race for the championship, and probably for second place, since Baltimore sow
is 8-1, Green Bay 7-2 and Minnesota 5-4.
Sunday lt was simply a case of too much
Gary Cuoszo and too little defense.
Cuozzo, the little-heard of replacement
for Mr. Quarterback, John Unitas, drilled

Record — By
Hair of His
Chinny . ..
Chin... Chin

Gary Cuozzo, the fellow who came out of
obscurity to pitch the
Baltimore Colts to a 4121 victory over the Minnesota Vikings Sunday,
is just about to let go
(left) of the toss that will
give him a team record.
Cuozzo fired to Willie
Richardson (right) for
14 yards and a touchdown. It was Cuozzo's
fifthTD pass.That now
is a club record.
(AP Photofax)

downthe Vikings with five touchdown passes,
a Baltimore team record.
Yes, that's right, a record for the team
that has for ten years operated behind one
of the quarterback greats.
In fact, it took Unitas' first day off since
Nov. 16, 1858, to get CUQZZO a start. Now
there are those people — including Unitas
himself — who Wonder if John will get back
in.
CUOZZO, A 24-year-old dentistry student
at Tennesseein the off-season, has no doubt
of his status: "Johnny is No. 1 and everybody
know he is. I don't uke to sit on the bench,
nobody does. But if I've got to, this is the
place/'
At any rate, Don Shuia hoped for a complete day off for his prize . . . and he got it.
It took Mr. Cuozzo time to warm up. But
he did. The Vikings let their chances to star
slip away early, two potential scoring drives
being blunted on a fumble and a series of

plays that saw Tarkenton thrown for losses.
BUT THE Vikings finally did get on tha
board aa Tarkenton hit Bedsole for six yards
and a TD with 5:54 of the second period
elapsed. Fred Cox kicked the point.
Cuozzo then got his team into position
for a 17-yard field goal by Lou Michaels
and began to break the Vikings apart by
flinging a 43-yard touchdown pass to Jimmy
Orr with but 19 seconds to play in the half.
Michaels added the point.
Shortly, it was over. Cuozzo hit eight of
nine third-period passes (seven in a row at
the start of the string) for three touchdowns.
The first went 22 y.*rdsto Orr, who beat
Mackbee for the second time, and came with
4:58 elapsed. The second was good for 29
yards to Lenny Moore with 10:02 elapsed
VIKINGS
(Continuedon Page 14)

Cuozzo Worry?
Don 't Be Silly

MINNEAPOLIS <*>-Scholarly, articulate Gary Cuozzo
passed up a career as a
medical doctor to play professional football.
Sunday, he operated on
the Minnesota Vikings for
five touchdown passes as
the Baltimore Colts swept to
their seventh straight National Football League victory, 41-21, and held their
Western Conference lead
over Green Bay.
Cuozzo's passing was aa
incisive as a surgeon's

scalpel, but instead of the
decorum of the operating
room, he performed with
47,428 Metropolitan Stadium
fans yelling and massive
linemen chasing him.
If anyone had a reason
to be nervous, it was the
former Phi Beta Kappa
from the University of Virginia.
He stepped into the shoes
of Johnny Unitas. the Colts'
great quarterback who was
waiting on the sidelines
with a sore back tightly

trussed — in case Cuozzo
met disaster.
To add to the drama, the
Vikings held the Colts to a
minus four yards in six offensive plays the first two
times Baltimore had the
ball. At the same time,
Minnesota was controlling
the ball for 30 plays and
accumulated 145 yards. For
all of that, however, the
CUOZZO
(Continued on Page 14)

Defense Keeps
Packers Alive

MILWAUfcEE (fl — The
Green Bay Packers are still
alive in the National Football League title chase
thanks to a fumble-forcing
defense that's made the
Packers most dangerous
when the other team has
the ball.
The second-place Packers
were their futile selves on
offense again Sunday as
they beat the Los Angeles
Rams 6-3 to remain one
game behind the Baltimore
Colts in the Western Conference race.
But the defense made tha
Rams'; attack just as impotent, forcing three fumbles and an interception
while ' seldom giving the
Rams good field position.
The final nimble was tha
only one the Packers capitalized on. Ron Kostelnik
forced the break by smack-

ing Ram quarterback Bill
Munson as he faded to pass
from his own 35 with less
than three minutes to play.
Lionel Aldridge, a bear
on defense all day, captured
the ball at the 20. Jim Taylor, who netted 68 yards to
take game honors, teamed
with Paul Hornung, a late
entry in the game, to bring
the ball to the shadow of
the goal line in five plays.
With a fourth down, and
less than six inches for a
touchdown, Don Chandler
came on to boot a seven
yard field goal with 37 seconds left.
The score was the first
for (keen Bay since the
opening period when Cbandled was true with a 22-yard
effort to tie the score.
In between, the former
New York Giant had missed on tries of 48 and 45

yards.
The only Ram score came
in the first few minutes
when Bruce Gossett hit on
a 35-yardfield goal
A Tom Moorse fumble on
the third play from scrimmage set tip the kick. Chuck
Lamson recovered for tha
Rams on the Packers' 23.
Gossett, like Chandler,
later to miss on two field
goal attempts.
Bart Starr was at the
helm for the Packers
through most of the game
and although dumped three
times for a total loss of so
yards. Starr had generally
!;oon proiecuon up inure un
ew tunes he tried to pass.
But the Packers stayed
for the most part on tbe
ground as the game quickly By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
COLUMBIA, Mo. — Branch
settled down to a punting
duel between Chandler and Rickey, 84-year-old b a s e b a 11
Billy Lothridgeof tbe Runs. great who collapsed at the
3leaker's rostrum Saturday
ght, remained in a coma today in the intensive care section of the Boone County Hospital.
"Ha is holding his own but
still is in critical condition," a
hospital spokesman said. He
was being administered oxygen.

SPORTS
SHORTS

Aldridge Becomes
Comp lete Footballer
MILWAUKEE MV- If recovering a fumble
that led to a last minute victory is all that's
needed to give Green Bay 's Lionel Aldridge
confidence, then he is now a complete football player.
"He haa great potential, " said teammate
WiUle Davis, "the only tHintf he lacks is
confidence and after today I doubt it ne
lacks that."
The 245-pounddefensive end spearheaded
the Packer defense in another of its outstanding performances for a 8-3 National
Football League victory over Los Angeles
Sunday.
Packer tackle Ron Kostelnik crashed into
the Rams' backfield to smash quarterback
BIH Munson and force a fumble pounced on
by Aldridge. The recovery at the Rams 20
set up the decisive field goal by Don Chandler
with 37 seconds left.
The fumble recovery topped a great day
for Aldridge.
.
.
He also blocked a Munson pass, dropped
Munson twice brhhnself for losses and was

in on several gang tackles that thwarted the
Rams' ground game.
The fumble that led to the winning field
goal did not come about by pure accident.
Two missed blocks by the Los Angeles line
led to the victory.
Kostelnik said the Rams' backfield had
rolled to the left and the guard in front of
him pulled with the play.
"The center was supposed to hook back
and block me," said Kostelnik. "But I was
by him before he could recover. Munson
didnt see me coming and he was a dead
duck."
"Joe Carrollo (Rams' tackle) was supposed to hook me on that play," said Aidridge. "He missed me and I neat him on the
inside to get in there. That was tbe biggest
fumble recovery I ever made,
"I didn't know what time it was. After
I recovered the ball I looked up and saw the
clock and only then did I know how big a
play lt really was." ,
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CAGE, S-BALL
MEETINGS SET
Park-Recreation officials
today reminded managers
•of potential taama to compete in the City Basketball
League that an organisational meeting wilt be held
tonight at 7:15 at the PukRee office la the City Binding.
An organizational meeting
for Indoor scftball managers will be held at the office
Tuesday at 1:lt p.m.

EXCELSIOR SPRINGS.
Mo.—North Dakota University will play Northern Illinois Nov. 27 in the 17th
annual Mineral Water Bowl
football game, the team selection committee announced
over the weekend.
North Dakota closed its
season Nov. 8 with an 8-1
record, losing only to North
Dakota, 6-3.

•

•

•

Top-ranked Michigan State,
Arkansas, Nebraska, Princeton
and Dartmuoth were among 21
college football teams which remained unbeaten, untied after
games of Nov. 13.
Of the teams on the list, 11
have completed their seasons.
North Dakota State, topranked in The Associated Press'
small college football poll, is
the only unbeaten, untied team
with 10 games. The Bison have
rolled up 363 points to their opponents' 80.

Toronto Can f
Fool Parent
Bruins Triumph
NHL
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SUNDAY'S BBIULTl
Monlril a, Detroit 1 (lis).
Boston 1, Toronto (.
New Yort 4, Chicago l.
TODAY'S OAMBI
No flsmal sctisstulod.

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
New York stalled Bobby Hull
and Montreal stymied Gordie
Howe. But Toronto couldn't put
anything over on Bernie Parent.
Parent, rapidly aging beyond
his 20 years in the goalie pads of
Boston's lowly Bruins, blanked
Toronto 2-0 Sunday night for his
first National Hockey League
shutout.
While the last-place Bruins
rallied around their rookie goaltender, New York checked
Hull's scoring spree and
whipped Chicago 4-2 and Montreal stopped Howe short of his
mark in a 2-2 tie with Detroit.
Hull, who had scored 12 goals
in Chicago's first eight games,
failed to connect against the
Rangers, who built a 31 firstperiod edge and held on to protect their third-place standing.
Howe, one goal short of the
000 mark in his 20th NHL season, was blanked at Detroit.
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New Car Buyers!

Special New Car Loan Rates
$4.00 PER $100 PER YEAR
Loan
Amount
1000.00
1500.00

2000.00

2500.00

24 Months
Payment
Interest
45.00
10.00
47.50
120.00

to.oo

112.50

iao,oo

200.00

3* Monthi
Payment
Inraratr
31.11
llf.M
44.67
IS012

ii.n
77,78

iww

300,08

MINNESOTA LOAN & THRIFT
IM Walnut, Winona, Minn.

Phone 8-»7«
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HE RUNS BACKWARD, NOT FORWARD

Mr. Robinson Just Isn't Offensive

Wisconsin
Lets Down
Collapses
MADLSON UH — "K total collapse," said Coach Milt Bruhn
after Wisconsin's worst football
defeat At home in history.
His beleagured Badgers beaten and buried 51-0 by Illinois
Saturday, Bruhn bemoaned,
"The fumbles hit us and there
was a letdown and then a total collapse."
For 20 minutes of the second
half Wisconsin neither made a
first down nor encountered a
fourth down. Each time the
Badgers fumbled or flung the
football away as Illinois struck
for 30 points in that short span
alone.
Only twice before in 76 years
of football have Wisconsin
teams lost by greater margins, 54-0 in 1916 and 63-0 in
3890. Both were road defeats at
Minnesota.
The Badgers end the 1965 season this Saturday by traveling
to Minnesota.
Wisconsin lost four fumbles
and had three passes intercepted in the rout by Illinois. The
IUini gained 358 yards on the
ground, the Badgers finished
with a rushing net ef minus
four.
The Badgers had possession
three times in the third period
and never completed a single
series of downs. Two pass Interceptions and a lost fumble
led to an IUini touchdown each
time.
The Badgers started the
fourth quarter with another
quick fumble for another Illinois touchdown.
"Everything Just went our
way and that's all there was to
it," said Illinois Coach Pete
Elliott.
The fumbles and pass interceptions that led to Illinois' 23point outburst in the third period triggered the rout, said
Elliott.
"Our boys got to thinking
then that they could do no
wrong," he said, "and the way
it looked most of the time in
the second half they couldn't"

CUOZZO

playing offense. There's more
I League. He eventually was I Jack Spikes.
[ like the idea. However, he since J satisfaction — more of a feeling
now
and
mind
BAITBRN DIVISION
awarded to the AFL but found Facing that situation. Robin- has changed his
of accomplishment • •— playing
W. L. T. Pet. >T 0»» his path to a first-string job son was made into a defensive pointedly Says:
Buffalo
I 1 a .aN 111 14*
defense."
their
time
waste
I
"Ball
players
Houston . . . . . . 4 I I .444 MS Ml blocked by Abner Haynes and back but be admits be did not
New York
1 I 1 .171 114 IN ]
Robinson certainly got that
Boston
I l l .111 )J7 ns
against the Chargers.
feeling
WI1TBRN DIVISION
W. L. T.Pct. »T OF
His first interception, at the
tan Dlt.0 .... a 1 1 ,7ia Ml IM
two-yard line, halted a 96-yard
Oakland
1 4 I MS m tat .
Kansas City . . . S 4 1 JM IN IIS
San Diego drive and protected
Denver
4 4 I .4» 1)1 147
Kansas City's 10-0 lead. Then,
SUNDAY'S RBSULTS
New York X, Boston M.
after the Chargers closed to 10Denver Jl, Houston ll .
7, he stole another John Hadl
Kansas City 11, San Dies* 7.
Buffalo 17, Oakland 14.
pass
at midfield and set up a
SUNDAY'S OAMBS
Kansas City touchdown by re«
Houston at Mew Yam.
Kansas City at Boston.
hirnini?14 vards.
Oakland at Denver.
Only gsmts scheduled.
Buffalo, meanwhile, moved to
within one victory of clinching
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
the Eastern Division title by
Kansas City's Johnny RobinOakland 17-14 on Billy
edging
son, who started his pro football
Joe's one-yard smash with, sevcareer by signing with two
en seconds to go, Denver
teams, has developed one theowhipped Houston 31-21 and New
ry that would shock most playSork defeated Boston30-20.
ers.
Clem Daniels scored on a 41.
Robinson thinks playing' ofyard run and a 25-yard pass
fense is a waste of time.
,
from Dick Wood as the Raiders
An offensive player turned
tied with Kansas City, built a 14corner back, Robinson wasted
7 lead in the fourth quarter.
no time Sunday by intercepting
But Pete Gogolak's 38-yard
two passes in crucial first-half
field goal and a 62-yard closing
situations as the defense-minded
drive engineered by Jack Kejnp
Chiefs rolled to a 31-7 American
and climaxed by Joe pulled it
Football League victory over
out for the Bills, now 8-2.
Western Division - leading San
Abner Haynes pulled Denver
Diego.
into a 14-14 tie with Houston in
It was another typical perthe third period by racing three
formance for the 26-ye4ar-old
yards for a touchdown, then put
former LouisianaState star who
the Broncos ahead to stay in tha
started bis career on the wrong
fourth quarter by returning a
foot and then had to learn how
punt 57 yards for another touchto run backward instead of forward.
STEALS PASS . . . Johnny Robinson (42) , and a few plays later tlie Chiefs scored. At down.
Joe Namath hit Don Maynard
A running mate of Billy Can- Kansas City Chiefs' defensive halfback, right is Kansas City's E. J. Holub (55) who
non at LSU, Robinson became eludes a San Diego tackier, Sam Gruneisen came ahead to block for Robinson. The with 22 and 36-yard touchdown
a double signee by winding up (65) after intercepting a Charger pass. Rob- Chiefs won the AFL game 31-7. (AP Photofax) passes and Jim Turner kicked
,
threefield goals in the Jets' vicwith two contracts — one with
inson
made it to the San Diego 35-yard-line
tory over the Patriots.
the Detroit Lions of the National
American League

BROWN CRACKS 1,000 . , . Jim Brown's five-yard run
in the third quarter of Sunday's game against tbe New York
Giants put the Cleveland Browns fullback over 1,000 yards
for the seventh time in his nine-year career. Brown is
dogged by Bill Swain (52) of the Giants. He rushed for 156
yards and scored three touchdowns in the Browns' 34-21
victory before 82,426. The Browns have a two-game edge
over the St. Louis Cardinals in the National Football
League's Eastern Conference. (AP Photofax)

(Continued from Page 13)
and the third came on a sixyard bootleg bullet to Ray Barry with 11:50 elapsed.
It was over at 31-14 at the
end of the third period. Minnesota, however, had made one
futile effort to stay with the
Colts, Tarkenton's 17-yard scoring pass to Paul Flateley paring
the margin to 17-14 with 7:32
elapsed.
THEN IN the fourth quarter,
Baltimore tallied on a 38-yard
field goal by Michaels and a
14-yard pass from Cuozzo to
nesota Vikings 41-21 ih the Na- Willie Richardson.
tional Football League.
That one came alter Lance
The victory, their seventh
straight, kept the Colta one
STATISTICS
game in front of the Green Bay
Vikings Colli
Packers in the Western Confer- Total first downs
M
M
First
downs
rushing
7
It
ence.
First dowrn passing ..... •
11
First
downs
by
ptnslty
...
S
«
In other NFL games, Green
yard!
MS
Ml
Bay edged Los Angeles 6-3, Total
Yards rushing
in
1*4
passing
U
Ml
Cleveland thumped New York Yards
Tlmn thrown and yard!
34-21, Chicago trounced St. lost attempting ta pan 4-U
1-7
11
2s
Louis 34-13, San Francisco de- Passas attampttd
conpltttd
»
l
i
feated Detroit 27-21, Dallas beat Pass**
Avsrsgt gain psr pass
attempt
1.7
IS.t
Pittsburgh 24-17 and Philadel- Passas
phia topped Washington 21-14. Punts Intercepted by ...4-170a s-uta
Punting avtraga .,
413
M.7
Don Chandler's second field Yards
panallitd
IU
5-45
goal of the game, a seven-yard- Fumblei and fumbtts lost 1-2
t-«
Number of mailing plays. 22
31
er with 37 seconds to play, car- Avsrage
gain par rushing
ried Green Bay past Los An- play
1.1
4.2
offemlve plays (inc.
geles. Lionel Mdridge set up the Total
times thrown passing) .. 57
U
4.1
5.7
score by recovering a Bill Mun- Avg. gain par oft. play
son fumble forced by Ron Kostelnik.
Jimmy Brown ran for 156 Rentzel fumbled a kickoff reyards and scored three touch- turn at the Minnesota 19.
himself by
downs while Ernie Green Rentzel redeemed(the
longest
running
101
yards
caught seven passes for 160
yards and one touchdown as kickoff return of the NFL seaCleveland opened a two-game son) with tbe ensuing kick. Cox'
lead in the Eastern Conference. conversion made it the 41-21
Earl Morrall passed for all final.
Perhaps as much as anything,
three New York touchdowns.
a strategic move following
Gayle . Sayera committed a Baltimore's third touchdown
costly fumble against St. Louis broke tha Vikings.
but came beck with an 86-yard Shula, believing tbe moment
kickoff return that set up an 11- was psychologically right, callyard touchdown run by Jon Ar- ed for aa on-side kick and Wennett. The flashy Chicago rookie dell Harris grabbed it at the
also ran seven yards for another Viking 46. It took Cuozzo three
plays to get a score.
touchdown.
"It wasn't the kick that hurt
Clark Miller raced 75 yards us," said Van Brocklin, "it was
with Milt Plum's fumble, high- the fact that we let them take
lighting San Francisco's tri- it right in."
umph over Detroit. Earlier,
Dave Wilcos scooted eight yards SHULA SAID that, "We felt
for a touchdown with a fumble it was a good psychological
by Tom Watkins.
moment for the kick , anal we
Dallas defenders intercepted were right."
five of Pittsburgh's last nine Earlier he said that the Colt
passes, the next-to-last by Dave staff had noticed the Viking
Edwards setting up the winning blocking wall was falling back.
touchdown. That came on Don Van Brocklin summed up the
Meredith's 28-yard pass to Bob game: "The Vikings learned today what it means to be outHayes.
played, outbit and outscored by
Earl Gros dove less than one a team which wanted to win a
yard for Philadelphia's winning little more badly."
touchdown against Washington
SUMMARIES
after a 78-yard pass from Norm
% 1» 11 \%-j ,\
Snend to Pete Retelaff carried BALTIMORB
MINNESOTA
«
r
7
7-11
the ball to the Redskins' seven. Mlnn.-«fcdso*e (a, pass
from Tarkan.
ton).

Cleveland in
34-21 Victory
National League

(Continuedfrom Page 13)
Vikings had scored only
once.
Cuozzo never flinched,
and neither did Colt Coach
Don Shula.
"I didn't get nervous,"
Cuozzo said, "and I don't
know why — I should have."
"I wasn't tempted to use
Unitas," Shula said. "Even
if I had used him, it would
only have been for one series on a certain situation."
When Cuozzo finally found
the range, he fired a 43yard touchdown pass to
Jimmy Orr, giving the
Colts a 10-7 halftime lead.
But that was just a warmup toss.
In the third quarter, Cuozzo completedeight of nine
passes for 101 yards and
threemaretouchdowns— 22
yards to Orr, 29 to Lennie
Moore and six to Raymond
Berry.
He capped his performance with a 14-yard scoring
shot to Willie Richardson in
the final quarter.
Cuozzo's 16 completions
in 26 attempts for 208 yards
and the five touchdowns,
needless to say, were his
biggest thrill — "even bigger than when we (Virginia)
heat. Maryland in 1962 and
knocked them out of the Gator Bowl." He had three
touchdown passesthat day.
Unitas has thrown four
touchdown passes 12 times
in his career, but he never
§ot as many as Cuozzo did
unday.
"It didn't look like they
missed me," Unitas said.
"But I'll be back next week
— if he'll let me get in
there."

BAiTBRN CONFBRINCS
w. i
, T. Pd. PT or»
cievaiaita ..... 7 i a .771 n* JM
». L*Ml»
5 4 • JU 117 171
NOW Y»rk
4 II .444 145 IN
Dallas
4 II .444 Itl ITS
WaiMsfrao) ... 1 4 a JU 1)1 252
PMIaoMspMa ..HI .]» 217 212
PlttSBOrah .... I T S .222 141 M7
WISTIRH CONFIRINCB
W. 1
. T. »»et. PT OP
Battlmsre .... 1 1 a j e t JM 154
Orson Say .... 7 2 a .771 171 its
MlMMOre .... I 4 a .555 274 272
Detroit
5 4 a JUS 147 its
Chicago
s 4 a JM IM K>7
Un Francisco 4 5 a .444 215 l
l
i
Let Angela*... I I a .in lis isf
IUNDAY1 RBSULTS
•rseo)Bay t, Los Angolas 1.
BsHo-tore 41, Mlimssots ll.
CMcaga 94, it. Louis 11.
San Francisco17, Detroit 21.
Cltvotind 14, Now York 11.
Dallas 24. Plttaburgh 17.
PMUaMpM* », WisMivgHn 14.
SUNDAY'S 5CHSOUH
CMcaga at Detroit.
CIsvMand at Dalits.
Orota Bay at Mlimssota.
Los Angeles at San Francisco.
Nsw York at it. Louis.
PMMtlpMa at Baltimore.
WesMnsNM at Ptttsbonh.

By THE ASSOOATEO PRESS
Gary Cuozzo, who passed up a
scholarship to Yale Medical
School and instead took Johnny
Unitas' free-agent course, has
passed Unitas in his first test.
Cuozzo, subbing at quarter
back for the injured Unites,
threw a team record five touchdown passes Sunday as the Baltimore Colts crushed the Min-

PAREN TS' NIGH T
SET BY HAWKS
The annual Winona High
School basketball parents'
night will be held tonight
at (he auditorium.
Coach John Kenney will
pot his team through its
drill* beginning at 7 p.m.
This la a prelude to Winona's opening game against
Harmony at the auditorium '
Friday.

Two Sophs Crack
Badgers' Lineup

Jl

DELICIOUS, HOT

U

Delicatessen Sandwiches

AA

Tasty Shrimp Cocktail

M

TRY THE

fl

E

DC
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[MM Many othars aarvad dally 11 a.m. ta 12 Midnlta SQ
DB
CARRYOUTS
gTW

H
Htt

nAA

VIKINGS

Slev&h fi
JBE
COCKTAIL LOUNGE
1C7 W. JrdSt,

JTW

MADISON (fl - Two sophomores have cracked the Wisconsin starting lineup for tho
Badgers' annual preseason basketball game wilh a tall and
talent freshmanaquad Saturday
night.
Six-foot-four Joe Franklin at
Madison will start at forward
and 6-foot Mike Carlin of Valparaiso, Ind., will be at guard,
Coach John Erickson said.
a
BREEDLOVE ROLUS
BONNEVILLE SALT FLATS,
Utah Mi—Craig Breedlove cracked the 600 mile per hour barrier
today and set a world land
speed record on the western
Utah salt flats , the Utah Highway Patrol rc|iorted. His twovay average was 600.6 miles
per hour.

PAT-Cox (kick).
Batt.-FOi Michaels (17),
Belt.-Otr (41, pass tram Cuene).
PAT-Mlcttaela (kick).
»slt.-Orr (22, pas* tramCuum). PAT
-Michaels (kick).
Minn.—Plattoy (17, pass fram Tarkenton) . PAT-Cox (kick).
Balt.-AOoora (to, pass from Coons).
PAT-Mlctiaele (kick).
BBalt.—aarry (4, pase from Cuene).
PAT-Mldiaela (kick).
Batt.-F«i Michaels (»),
aalt—Rlctiardsso) (14, pass tram C«OIIO). PAT—Michaels (Met).
Mlnn.-ftenlnl (ill, kicked return).
PAT-cox (kick).
Atl.-47,<U4 (sellout). T—till.

Small Engine
Service & Repair
Fast - Economical

DADD

BROS.

nvPD STORB
576 E. 4th St. Pliona 4007
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BE SURE TO SEE NCAA COLLEGE FOOTBALLSATURDAY and NFL PRO

FOOTBALL SUNDAY ____¦
'
BROUGHT TO YOU BY GOODYEAR-CHECKYOUR PAPER FOR TIME and STATION
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ANOTHER BIG HOLIDAY BUY!
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CHICAGO I* - Michigan
State, the nation's No. 1
team, and fourth • ranked
Notre Dame, both of whom
newly got caught looking
ahead, can put everything
else aside and concentrate
on their climactic meeting
Saturday.
Michigan State came up
with 17 points in the final
quarter Saturday to overcome a 13-10 Indiana lead
and nail down its first undisputed Big Ten championship.

Tha Spartans , who need
only the official word to
represent the Big Ten in the
Rose Bowl, can capture the
mythical national championship with a triumph aver
once-beaten Notre Dame.
Notre Dame, undefeated
since losing 25-21 to Purdue
early in the season, was
held scoreless for three
quarters by North Carolina .
But the Irish came up with
17 big points in the final
period on Ken Ivan 's field
goal and a couple of touchdown jaunts by Nick Eddy
to score their seventh success of the year.
Coach Ara Parseghian insisted his Irish weren't
looking ahead to Michigan
State but were hampered
with injuries topped by
George Goeddeke's appen-

dectomy.
Goeddeke, the No. 1 center , had a flare-up an hour
before the game and then
underwent surgery shortly
after the game ended. Injuries kept star halfback
Bill Wolski and end Tom
Rhoades out of the contest.
Except for Goeddeke , the
Irish should he in top shape
for the big game against
Michigan State in South
Bend.
Both teams rely mainly
on defense and powerful
ground attacks. If anyone
has an edge, it would be
Michigan State, which can
call on the passing of Steve
Juday if the going gets
tough.
Juday, who doesn't pass
unless it's necessary to loosen up the opposition, threw

three touchdown passes to
end Gens Washington to
pull the Indiana game out
of the fire.
While both Michigan State
and Notre Dame were having troubles, other Big Ten
winners all romped with
ease. Northwestern turned
in a surprising 34-22 victory
o v e r Michigan, Illinois
smashed Wisconsin 514,
Purdue pounded Minnesota
35-0 and Ohio State crushed Iowa 38-4).
The Big Ten season closes
Saturday. In addition to the*
Michigan State-Notre Dame
scramble, Purdue will be at
Indiana , Ohio State at
Michigan, Wisconsin at Minnesota, Illinois at Northwestern and North Carolina
State at lowa.

S. Schwanke
Laces 525 in
H.S. League

For the past several weekends, the High School Girls
League at Hal-Rod Lanes has
been receiving the lion's share
of bowling attention . Things did
not change last weekend.
Sandy Schwanke, who competes for Tigerettes, came up
with games of 157, 104 and 174
in posting a whopping 525 series.
Those scores led her team to
769-2,200.
Leona Lubinski came up with
202—528 in the Guys and Dolls
League at Westgate Bowl. Ray
Pozanc's 525 . and Barb Poranc's 512 led Fenske Pozanc
to 743—2,132. Peg Streng rapped
221 for Streng-Kuhlman .and
Lois Schacht 514.
In the Ladies League at Red
Men's Club, Bernice Kratz shot
211—514 to pace Schmidt's Beer
to 888-2,520.
HAL ¦
ROD LANES: High
School Boys—John Y/alski whip?ed 196-158-190—544 for Good
'layers. Kirk Brandmire's 203
pushed Dodgers to 756—2,120.
Park-Rec Jr. Boys — Pin
Smashers whipped 620—1,188
behind 177 from Terry Risser.
Kraig Lang tapped 329 two-game
Bet tor Unknowns.

HAPPY LANDING . .. Jimmy Orr of the
Baltimore Colts falls into the end zone after
catching a 43-yard yass from the Colts' quarterback Garry Cuozzo during the Colts-Vikings National Football League game in Min-

nesota Sunday. Viking defender Earsell Mackbee watches from the ground after falling
while chasing Orr. Baltimore led at the half
10-7. (AP Photofax)

He Lost Fight BASKETBALL TIME
On Over-Training Badger

Schools
Open Tuesday

S/IN JVAN, P.R. (AP) - Ismael Laguna of Panama leaves
for home today, convinced that
he lost his lightweight title to
Carlos Ortiz because of overtraining.
"I'm ready to fight Ortiz
again, at any time or any Two of Wisconsin s most powplace," Laguna said. "Ortiz out- erful "Little 16" schools of a
fought me Saturday night, but year ago swing into action Tueshis punches never hurt. I lost
simply because I overtrained." day night as the Badger State
The 22-year-old Laguna stuck kicks off the cage season.
to an arduous schedule of daily A total of 13 area games are
exercises, roadwork and spar- scheduled.
ring until the two days before Headlining the card are games
the 15-round fight at Hiram at Cochrane-Fountain City and
Holmen where Alma and HolBithorn Stadium.
Lacking Ortiz's punching pow- men will be playing.
er, he counted on speed and enunbeaten in 23
durance to win on points. This ALMA WENT
was his formula for taking the games before {ailing before Eau
lightweight crown from Ortiz in Clare Memorial in the final
game of the sectional tournaPanama last April 1C.
DIXIE WALKER DIES
ment
at La Crosse.
with
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. (AP) - But the 29-year-old Ortiz ,
Greg Green's Rivermen, behis
training
under
months'
)
father
of
two
Walker,
(Dixie
Ewart
set by early season injuries, will
Pittsburgh Pirates' Manager belt , kept the pace. His left hook be playing their traditional rival
Harry Walker , died In a aubur- and rights had Laguna in trou- in Cochrane-Fountain City. The
ban hospital here Sunday. Ha ble briefly in the 8th, 12th and Pirates wore playing under new
13th rounds.
was 77.
coach David Feindt this year.
Holmen, operating without 7*1
Eino Hendrickson who graduated last year, will make its debut
at home against Onalaska Luther. The Vikings of Dean Uhls
went through 21 games before
losing to La Crosse Central in
tournment play last year.

WESTGATE: King and Queens
—Nord Overland's 222—546 and
Viola Overland's 183-493 paced
Double O's to 794—2,316. Fabulous Four got 200—558 from Ben
Gorder.
Jacks and Qaeeos — Ruth
Cierzan with 169-443 and Joe
Cierzan with 204—536 led Rockets to 784—2,233.
Junior Boys — Bob Hughes
ditched 170-475 for Team II
while Team IV was producing
746-2,042.
Junior Girls — Daun Schuminski tipped 161 - 386 for
Strikettes and Ash Trays 703—
1,947.
WINONA AC: Nite Owl—Irene
Newfeldt ripped 174-441 for
Curley'8 and Tempo came up
with 861—2,450.

^^^^
Let's count the cost
of the college problem

It could hurt our prosperity,our jobs and world posirion.
For lack of room, many colleges are forced to turn
state of affairs conaway qualified applicants, If this
in
short supply.
be
may
leaders
tinues, our future
leaders.
They mako
mwfhavccollege-educated
Butwe
skills.
human
and
manpower
,
resources
wise use of our
maintain
a
high
helps
This powen our economy,
opportunity.
individual
itandard of living with
shortage
We must help higher education make up the
qualified
teacher*.
and
facilities
In classrooms ,
ita urgent. Give to
It's everybody 's problcm-and
the college of your choice.

College Ie America's best friend
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OTHER TOP matches dot the
scene. In area games:
Gilmanton will play host to
Osseo, Arkansaw debuts at
home against Elk Mound , Pepin
entertains Prescott, Blair will
be at Taylor, Cashton at Melrose-Mindoro, Trempealeau at
Whitehall. Independence at
Gale-Ettrick, Eleva-Strum at
Durand , Merrill at Eau Clnire
Memorial, Fall Creek at AugusBLANCAS TRIUMPHS
MEXICO CITY (AP) - The
Mexican Open Golf Championship belonged today to Homero
Elancas and winning it was the
27-year-old
Dallas,
Tex.,
rookie's biggest thrill.
MRS. HEGGE WINS
SAN ANTONIO , Tex. (AP) Mrs. Marlene Hagge won the
$10,000 Alamo Open Golf Tournament Sunday — her third in
the last four weeks — and vaulted into second place among the
money-winners along the women's tour.

ta and Neillsviile at Alma Center.
All games are non-conference
matches.
Minnesota schools swing into
action Friday.
NON-CONPIRENCB—
Ostee at tllrnantsfi.
¦Ik Mound at Arkansaw.
Alma at Cechrana-FountalnCity.
Prescott al Pepin.
Blair at Tsyler .
Onalaska Luther al Holmen.
Caihton vi. Molrose-Mlndero al Mindoro.
Trempealeiu it Whitehall.
I»lependenee at Oale-Bttrlck.
ElVva-Strum at Durand.
Ms rill at Eau Claire Msmarlsl.
Fall Creek al Augusta.
Alma Center at Neillsviile.

Indians Cop,
Huskies Top
Wayne State

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
St. Thomas threw a kingsized scare into powerful North
Dakota State and Mankato
State and St. Cloud State posted
victories to highlight
the
final weekend of action on the
Minnesota state college football
front Saturday.
The Tommies, concluding
their season with a 4-4-1
record , bowed 13-7 to the Bison ,
ranked No. 1 in The Associated
Press' small college grid poll.

Huskers Select,
Cloud Picture

By THE ASSOCIATED PBESS
Nebraska has made Its decision. But instead of clarifying
the college football bowl situation , it's just confused things.
You see, 'most everyone figured unbeaten Nebraska for a
return appearance in the Cotton
Bowl, opposing the Southwest
Conference champion .

Purdue
ie
in
«4
aviJ
i
>->4.l
•
N

ida_s*^*.^*»^>-*>-«^%#»V^'V*

consin always seems to play
extremely well against us. The
record doosn't mean much. "
He was still ¦
little ihellshocked by the stunning ease
with which the Boilermakers
dispatched his Gophers.
"There's nothing to say about

Advarllsam.M

Science Shrinks Piles
New Way Without Surgery
Stops Itch—Relieves Pain

Now Y*r», N. *. <Sp«U» — Tn tn* to .borough that suffarars made
Drat tlma sclent* haa found A rut? astonishln . statement! like "Pilas
BAVA ceasid to ba • problaml"
healing aubatance with tha astonTh* aacrat la • new healinf sub.
Ishitif Ability to shrink h.rnoratanc* (Blo-Dyna*)-disrov«rjr of
vholda , atop Itchinr. And »IUve
A world-f.m oua research In.i tut*.
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Garden Sta te Meet
Highlights Racing
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
A return meeting between
Fathers Image and Spring Double in the $300,000 Garden State
Stakes for 2-year-olds at Garden
State Park Saturday highlights
thoroughbred horse racing this
week.
Fathers Image beat Spring
Double by one length in the
$213,990 Pimlico Futurity at the
Maryland oval last Saturday,
but was disqualified from first
and placed second for bumping
Spring Double at the head of the
stretch.

We Played Badly,
They Played Well'

Mlnnesela
first downs
I
Rushing yardaga
—17
Passing yartaat
1.1
Paesst
17-M
Passas Inlsrcsptsd by
1
Punts
a n.*
PumMss loil
4
Yards psnillMMl
M

Princeton , 8-0, vs. Dartmouth,
fl-o — The winner gains the Ivy
League title but no bowl bid
since the conference prohibits
it . Princeton , with place kicker
Pete Gogolak setting still more
records , crushed Yale 31-6 for
its 17th straight, while Dartmouth took Cornell 20-0.
That makes the major bowT^"
situation — with lots of ifs at-^
tached — look something like
this:
Rose Bowl — Michigan State
vs. Southern California or
UCLA.
Cotton Bowl — Arkansas or
Texas Tech vs. Tennessee, 4-1-2,
or Auburn , 6-2-1.
Orange Bowl — Nebraska vs.
Alabama, 7-1-1.
Sugar Bowl — Missouri, 6-2-1,
vs. Florida. 6-2.
Gator Bowl — Georgia Tech,
6-2-1, vs. Tulsa , 6-2, Texas Tech
or Arkansas.
The Cotton Bowl is the biggest
puzzler , since Alabama , 35-14
victor over South Carolina and
the nation 's fifth-ranked team,
appears headed for the Orange.
Cotton Bowl secretary Howard Grubbs listed six teams as
likely contenders Sunday—Tennessee, Louisiana State, Syracuse, Auburn , Kentucky and
Florida.

And with Alabama apparently
headed for the Orange Bowl , it
left the Cotton Bowl selectors in
something of a scramble.
A lot of the questions — not
only about bowls but on such
other Items as national and conference titles — will be cleared
up in four key games this weekOnly Nebraska , unbeaten and end. Those are:
ranked third in the nation , Michigan State, 9-0, vs. Notre
decided to accept an invitation Dame, 8-1 — Has no bearing on
It gave North Dakota State a to the Orange Bowl after a 21-17 bowl berths but could determine
decision over Oklahoma State the national champion . Michiperfect 10-4) season record and Saturday.
was the Bison 's 15th straight "The players thought it would gan State currently is No. 1,
Notre Dame No. 4. The Irish
victory last year and this. be a new experience," ex- blanked North Carolina 17-0 for
NDSU, expecting a bid to the plained Nebraska coach Bob their seventh straight victory.
Pecan Bowl at Abilene, Tex., Devaney, whose Comhuskers
within a week, had hoped to be were beaten by Arkansas 10-7 in Southern California, 6-1-1, vs.
UCLA, 6-1-1 - The winner will
more impressive.
the Cotton Bowl last Jan. 1.
claim
at least a share of the
St. Thomas Coach Nate Har- Missouri also accepted a spot
lan rated NDSU b e t t e r in the Sugar Bowl and Georgia Pacific Athletic Coast Conferthan Minnesota Intercollegiate Tech a berth in the Gator. Mich- ence title and almost certainly
goes to the Rose Bowl opposite
champion St. John's University. igan State,
the nation 's No. 1 Michigan Slate. Southern CaliMankato State chilled South
Dakota State, 14-7, while St. team, came from behind for a fornia , No. 6, beat Pitt 28-0, No,
Cloud State nipped Wayne, 27-13 victory over Indiana. That 7 UCLA clipped Stanford S0-1S.
wrapped up a 7-0 Big Ten seaNeb., State r*»12.
son
for the Spartans and it ap- Arkansas, 9-0, vi. Teiai Tech,
In the other season - ending
pears
that selection as the con- 8-1 — Arkansas, No. 2 in the
games,- St. Olaf mauled Knox
ference
representative to the nation, rolled over Southern
53-0 and Carleton lost to GrinRose
Bowl
is only a formality. Methodist 24-3 for its 21st
nell 42-20 in the Midwest ConUnofficially
Florida will op- straight victory, ninth this seaference. Ellendale, N. D., bestpose
Missouri
in the Sugar son. Texas Tech trounced Bayed Minnesota - Morris , 20-0.
Bowl. Neither Florida nor the lor 34-22. The winner gets a spot
North Dakota State's defense Sugar Bowl can announce it yet. in the Cotton Bowl, the loser
allowed St. Thomas only 106 Florida whipped Tulane 51-13 probably going to another major
yards passing and threw the last Saturday to boost its record bowl.
Tommies for a minus 27 yards
rushing. The Bison scored in
the first and third quarters on
runs of 14 and 9 yards by Ken
Rota.
John Burke passed 11 yards
BL'^i, Your General Tire Specialist says: j£jf
to Marty Kennan for St. Thomas' score in the second period
ST "GET THE JUMP ON SAFE WINTER
that netted a 7 7 halftime
tie. Fumbles at the Tommie 11
CHRISTMAS SHOPPING
y^O*DRIVING AND
AT
and 2-yard lines cost NDSU
NOW
GENERAL T1RE1"
other bids.
J^A lte ^
^
Tom Schultz' two thirdquarter touchdown passes of 11
yards to Jim Tetzloff and 23
yards to Roger Droegemueller
got Mankato its winning margin. SDSU scored on Reed
Sanderson's 6 - yard run.
Mankato wound up 5-3-1 and
St. Cloud" 2-6-1.
Dave Kahn set a new St.
Olaf s e a s o n rushing record,
gaining 210 yards to pace the
Oles' rout of Knox. He scored
twice and ran his season rushing mark to 942 yards. St. Olaf
finished 5-3, Carleton 3-5.

it ," Warmath added . "We
played badly, and they played
well. Two things stand out : Purdue has a fine football team
and we played a very
bad game."
The Goohers, their hopes for
a tie for second in the Big Ten
with Ohio State behind Rose
Bowl-bound Michigan S t a t e
down the drain , now gun for a
share of third in the final standings with Purdue.
Both Minnesota and Wisconsin will have to take giant
steps to right themselves in
their annual battle. The Badgers got blasted for the third
straight same, 51-0 by Illinois.
Wisconsin has a l l o w e d 146
points in its last three games.
The Gophers appeared to
come out of Saturday 's debacle
at Lafayette in reasonably good
physical shape, leading Warmath to comment , "It looks as
though we only Injured our
pride. "
Purdue stormed through the
Gophers (or 262 yards rushing
and smothered the Minnesota
running game for minus 17
yards on the ground,
It wns the worst defeat of a
Warmath - coached Minnesota team , and also was the
lowest rushing total for the Gophers In his 12 - year tenure
here.
MINNBIOTA
a
a
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Pur-Kutnlawmi <,, run)), PAT-Orlsas (kick).
Pur—Itlrsis (II, aaia from Orlsts).
PAT—Orlssa (kick).
Pur—Kumlswskl (1, run), PAT-llrlais
(klckl.
Pur—Kuiislewskl (J, run). PAT-Orlf
aa (kick).
Pur-C«rhn> (It, pais Inttrcapllen).
PAT-P.atlis.il(kick).
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WARMATH'S OPINION:

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - The
Minnesota Gophers went about
the business today of picking
up the pieces of Saturday 's 35-0
lambasting by Purdue at Lafayette, Ind., and began pointing for their 1965 season windup this Saturday against archrival Wisconsin in Memorial
Stadium.
"We'll juat have to pull ourselves together," Coach Murray
Warmath said Sunday . "Wis-

o 6-2.
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Slain ,
Hunters
7
Lakers Take
Football
3 Asphyxiated in
West
Lead
in
Scores
Trip Bullets State Accidents
College*.

EAST-

Syrncuse 41, West Vlrelnle If.

Army 13, Wyoming 0.

Prineflon Jl. Yale 4.
Dartmouth JO. Cornell I.
Term State 14, Navy 4.
Harvard 17. Brown I.
Penn 31, Columbia Jl.
Kutotrt 14 Holy Cross $.
Boston Colleoe 30, Wm. 8V Mary 17.
Buflalo 31. Colgate 0,
Davidson 14. Lafayette It.
Delaware M. Boston U. 7.

Bueknell 41. Lehigh 0.

Mass 46, N. Hemp. 0.
Hofstra 27, Wittenberg 1* .
Amherst 45, Williams I.
SOUTH—
Florida 51. Tulane 11.
Alabama 35, South Carolina 14.
Geonjia Tech 43, Virqlnia If.
Mississippi 14 , Tennessee 13
Louisiana State 37, Miss. State 30 .
N C. State I, Florida Stale 0.
Maryland A. Clermon 0.
Puke 40. Wake Forest 7.
Auburn 71. Georgia If.
Va. Tech Jl, Villanova 19 .
Miami (Fla.) 31. Vanderbilt 14.
E. Carolina Jl . George Washington 30
VMI II, The Citadel 7.
Furman 14. Richmond 8.
IWIDWESTMichlqan State 37 , Indiina 13.
Nefcreska 31, Oklahoma State 17.
No1r* Dame 17. N. Carolina (.
Ohio State 31, lowi 0.
Purdue 35, MMInneiota a,
Illinois Si, Wisconsin t.
Missouri 30, Oklohimo 0.
Northwestern 34, Michigan 31.
Wichita 21, Utah State If.
lowa State 31, Kansas Stats e.
Miami (Ohio) I
I
, Dayton 0.
Xavier (Ohio) 14, Toledo 7.
Bowling Green 17, Ohie U. 7.
Cincinnati 41, S. Dakota 0.
W Michigan 17, Montsna 14.
Louisville 3J, Drake 17.
SOUTHWEST—
Houston 31, Kentucky II.
Texas Tech 14, Baylor 31.
Arkansas 14, SMU 3.
TCU 25, Texas 10.
Texas ASM 14, Rice II.
Arlrona State 7, Weshlnoton Sitae t.
N. Mexico State It, N . Mexico 4,
FAR WEST—
Southern California If,, F»ltt 0.
Washington Jl, Ortgon Stata It,
Air Force 34, Arliona 7.
UCLA 30, Stanford 13.
Texas Western 20, Utah lt.
Colorado 21, Kansas 14 .
California 24, Oregon o .
Cols, state U. 34, Brlgham Young 21.
Idaho 15, Idaho Slate 7.

Minnesota Colleges

N.D. State 13, St . Thomas 7.
Mankato 14, South Dakota Slate 7.
St. Olaf 53, Knox 0.
Orinnell 41, Carleton JO .
Ellendale 10, Mlnn.-Morrli t.
St. Cloud 13, Wayne (Neb.) I
I.
UPPER MIDWBSTCincinnati 41, South Dakota a.
Westmar 14, Yankton 13.
Dakota Wesleyan St, Sioux Falls (.
Keerney (Neb.) 17, Northern (S.D.) «.

Wisconsin College*

Beloit u, Lawrence 11.
Carroll 11, Auguttina 1J (lie).
Bridley IS, Wisconsin-Milwaukee 11.
Carthage 41, Slmhurst ll.
Concordia (River Forest, III.) N, Lake.
Hnd M.
Northwestern (Wis.) 47, Illinois-Chicago
Ripon 11, Cornell (lowa) 4.
Whitewater 41, Illinois State 7.

¦

BOWLING SCORES
PARK RBC. JR. BOYS
Hal Rod
W.
Spartans
fVi
Pin Pushers
4
Sting Rays
jVi
Pin Smashers
S
Fritr B' s
S
Crusaders
J
Unknowns
5
Eieht-Balts
4^
li^
Hopto
Cutter Dusters
1
GUYS « DOLLS
Westgate
W.
•ctimlti -Llca
10
Penske - Poianc
10
Lubinski • Sobeck
14
Streng ¦ Kuhlman
1)
Colbenson - Armstrong
15
Emmons - SchecM
11
Konkel - Olrtler
11
Hutchison - Lidtke
*
NITB OWLt
Athletic Club
W.

Tempo

Alley Cats
Bawlerettes
WESTOATB
Westgate

I
II
III
IV

L.
10
11
14
IS
15
17
17
11
L.

10'* •'*

Curlys
If
Masonry-Mikes
H'i
Dick's Marine
14
Local 11
15
Blttner Oil
3
WESTOATI Jit. OIRLS
Westgste
W.
Ash Trays
I
I
Slrlkettes
... 14
Lucky strikes
13

Alley Oops

L.
V»
4
4Vs
S
S
S
J
5V .
7', _
I

4

11
13)4
11
15
14
L.
3
7
I

15

t
15
0 II
JR. BOYS
w . L.

»
t
7

t
7
•

4
»
JACKS a QUEENS
Westgate
W.
L.
Rockets
14Vi 11',4
Jolly Jacks
14 14
Four Aces
IS 15
Penny Cards
141. im
il4« . ISVs
Jokers
Deuces Wild
ll'i 14Vs
KINGS I QUEENS
Westgate
W.
L.
Double Os
II
f
fingtlt
If
11
Cherry Pickers
W i 141*
Vauqhn I. Mlyciek
15
15
C and Kt
13"i 14' s
fabulous Four
11 17
TroUns
11 17
Jnkert
10 10
HIGH SCHOOL BOYS
Hal Rod
W. L.
Raccoons
3
•
Clydes
1
1
Tipcr Roos
2
I
Oood Players
1
2
Dodders
1
1
Troiins
0
1
LADIES
Med Men
W.
L.
Schmidt' s Bi'tr
17
7
Pallrath Paint
14
I
Inch! Press
14
10
Wn\. Miller Scup Iron
7
17
Merchants Nat l Bank
4
11
HIGH SCHOOL OIRLS
Met Rod
w. L.
Irre niblrrs
3
0
I locrft llt't
3
0
Gutter Girls
J
1
Fl Ult Loops
1
2
Alley Gator s
0
3

Hi F IS

»

3

SATELLITE
W ntkowskl' s
34
10
Cnly Corner
30
14
Srlunifll's
Jt
Is
I. Cove
17
If
Rollingstone Lumber
14
31
Jon Lee Maintenance
11
35
LAKE1IOR
Westgate
Points
Kline Electric
32
Wd lly 'i A F C . Llouor Store
31
Winone Prlnttno Co
31
H4>uter Studio
30
Jl
E mil' s Mensweer
l|l ,
Slim ty ' _ B«r
Spnngdeit Dairy
U
Linahan 's Inn
Il' i
MAJOR
Winona Alhlellc Club
W
L
Honxi Furniture
31
»
Mi Ikon llrrs
17
13
W/ilkins Products
is
I)
fvwimiippaen
14
u
Dobs Bar
. . 1]
ll
Pen Hii Chain
11
If
lECION
Points
' IUI Rod Lams
Hamrimks bar
4
Winona I'lbs Co
4
Williams Annex
4
U IP ,
4
r ri-ddien Bar
1
Mutual Service
1
tumins Betr
J
/^•yall Groc
1
l „tl !nde Bar
.
0
Watkins Pills
0
fi4Mjcr Elect .
0
0
Bunk* Apco
PIN D U S T E R S
Hal Rod Lanrl
W
L
bie he in A McGuiie
37
II
Jl
11
T t e i m l' i t
II ct.oale A Co.
JJ
11
Doiii ' t I.G A.
13
lt
Wliioiia Rug Cleaning
30
I)
Hl„,i<l;c ,
IS
17
Viking Sewtna Machine
17
I*
nit irhlmrse Bollle Club
14
17
Viumdt' e Beer
14
It
Sieve s Lounge
10 lt

NBA

¦
ASTERN DIVISION
W. I. Pel. «B
1
.737
Philadelphia
.. .. 8
Cincinnati
......
4
.tn
Boston
9
4
.44 7
Vt
New York
4
»
Ml I
WESTERN DIVISION
W.
L. PCI. 01
Lot Angeles
.
4
.400
San Franclice . . .
4
.571
Vt
St. LOUIS
5
I
.455
J
Baltimore
S 11
.311 «V>
Dtlroll
4 II
.347 S
SATURDAY'S RESULTS
Boston 13], Detroit .3.
Philadelphia 137 , Ntw York 119,
Cincinnati 111, Bslllmore I]}.
St. Louis 13), San Franciica 111,
SUNOAY'S RESULTS
Lot Angeles I3f, Btltimors IM.
TODAY'S GAME
Baltimore vi, San Francisco at San
Josi .
TUESDAY'S GAMES
St. Louli vi . Philadelphia si New
York .
Detroit at Ntw York.
Boston at San Frenches .

LOS ANGELES (AP ) - The
Los .AnReles Lakers emerged in
first place In the Western Division after a weekend of National
Basketball Association play in
which two more players joined
the ranks of those who have
scored 30.OOO points in their
career.
The Lakers did it by beating
the Baltimore Bullets 129-114
Sunday in the only league action
of the day.
Bailey Howell became the
255th man to crack the 10 ,000point mark. He dropped in a
field goal for the Bullets' first
score of the game when the
Lakers were leading 2-0.
The Lakers ' Jerry West , who
needed only 26 points to reach
the 10,000 mark , got just that ,
then sat out most of the fourth
quarter.

Carthage Wins
42-12 Verdict
From Elmhurst

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Northwestssrn College swamped the University of Illinois-Chicago 47-6 Saturday to wrap up
the Gateway Conference crown
as Wisconsin 's smaller schools
concluded their 1965 college football campaigns.
With all facing Illinois opponents on the final weekend , the
Wisconsin teams emerged with
a $-2-1 mark.
Whitewater , runnerup in the
Wisconsin State University Conference, romped over winless
Illinois State 48-7. Carthage ,
bridesmaid of the College Conference of Illinois, smashed
Elmhurst 42-12. But the University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee
bowed to Bardley 25-13.
Northwestern's Dave Toepel
scored four touchdowns and
gained 243 yards to lead the
Trojans as they completed an
unbeaten march over their four
Gateway opponents. Northwestern finished with a 6-1 over-all
record.
Lakeland, third in the Gateway behind Milton , wound up
al 5-3 after a 20-14 non-conference loss to Concordia .of Riv•;r Forest , 111. Trailing 20-0,
Lakeland scored twice in the
last period on touchdown runs
by fJary Richert but the third
Muskies drive faltered at the
Concordia 26.

Pole-to Pole
Round-World
Flight Starts

HONOLULU (AP)-A Boeing
707 jet — crammod with instruments , scientist s and observers
—flew out of Honolulu todny on
an nround-t he-world flight over
both the earth's poles.
The jet will cruise at between
:i0, (K)fl and 41 , 000 feet to allow
scientists to study high-altitu de
meteorology and clear-air turbulence The plane was to land
in London for its first refueling
stop.
Then . It is lo sp«'t'«l on , passing Buenos Aires , Argentina ,
and Christ church , New Zealand ,
before reluming lo Honolulu in
52 to 56 hours.
Tlie planned 2fi ,2fl:i-mile flight
over the noles has never before
been accomplished .
Agencies participating include
llu> National Aeronautics and
Space Administrat ion. Aboard
are 4(1 persons- -13 crewmen , fl
scientists , IS observers and 5
newsmen.
Louisa 's
,
» 14
PiKrtrite. Insurance
t 14
SUOAR LOAF
Westgate
points
LCove Bar
14
Bauer Electric
31
Vikings
I
I
BUikhoi se Bottle Club
33
ritrilmen 't Oh) )lyl«
v
Kelly Fuant luic
jl
Metier Constiuclion
.
14
Oocd.ll
10
BRAVB5 f, (QUAWS
Westgate Bowl
w
L
M/ egmen-Qrerkowtkl
11
14
Mouse McDonald
IP, 14",
Alonuoii stork
. 70
14
r.t/ink«lo liar
JO
ll
(luellmanWIoek
14' , U",
Vi m l y i
tlai Ctli
II
II
Fnklfi Nlemeyer
1»
1'
Knopp l ubinski
It
10
Ol»on lultle
14
31
¦ink Tlialan
11 11

B) THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Minnesota deer hunters took
to the woods in perhaps record
numbers as the season opened
Saturday — but were counting

Sen. Byrd to
Follow Dad's
Fiscal Line

WASHINGTON (AP ) - Sen.
Harry F. Byrd Jr. is demanding
the same kind of fiscal responsibility his father advocated as
the price of cooperation with
President Johnson.
Congratulating the 50-year-old
Virginia Democrat on his appointment to fill the seat Sen.
Harry F. Byrd, 78, resigned last
Thursday, Johnson said in a
telegram he wants to work
closely with the new senator.
On this score, Byrd made it
plain he will apply as his father
did before him the yardstick of
how much Johnson's programs
will cost and how they will be
paid for.
The younger Byrd said Johnson has his support in the
course the President is pursuing
in the Viet Nam war. But on the
domestic front, the new senator
said he will examine each White
House legislative proposal on its
merits but will not be committed in advance to blanket opposition to the "Great Society "
programs.
The elder Byrd, who sat
beaming as his senatorial successor son was interviewed Sunday at Rosemont . the family
home in Berryville, Va., has
gone down the line in opposition
to practically all of the social
welfare legislation Johnson has
sponsored.
The junior Byrd made it clear
that while he expects to follow
the course hewed out by his father in 32 years in the Senate,
he regards himself as a forward-looking conservative in
tune with the changing times
and conditions.
Byrd will be running tn the
Virginia primary next July not
only on the Byrd name but on
the record he hopes to make in
six months as a senator.
"My father has made his
record ; now I must make
mine," he said.

2 Duluth Girls,
FloodwoodMan
Dead in Crash

By THE ASSOCIATF,D PRF.SS
Two Duluth girls and a Floodwood, Minn., youth were killed
when two cars smashed headon
along U.S . 210 about 2'_ miles
west of Wright in western Carlton County, Minn., Sunday night,
Dead are Debra Jean Hanson ,
6, Duluth ; her sister Karoline,
2, and Robert Beckman, 20,
Floodwood. Six other persons
were injured.
Hospitalized at Cloquet were
the girls' father, Palmer, 40,
who was driving; their mother,
Shirley, 30, and two other sisters , Sherri , 5, and Diane , 3.
The conditions of the four
were undetermined earl y today.
Hospitalised tn serious condition at Duluth were two boys
riding in the car driven by Beckman. They are Gene, 7, and
Gary Dropps , 9, of Elmer , Minn.
Coroner
Carlton
County
Robert Bnrr said the girls were
dead at the scene and Beckman
died en route to a hospital.
The accident , along with four
separate fatalities in other weekend crashes , raised Minnesota 's
ms highway toll to 716 , compared with 7.'i9 a year ago today.
The Stevens County sheriff's
office nt Morris said officers
were seeking a hit-run driver
whose car struck the rear of a
bicycle riden by LeRoy Alvin
Guibrandson , 9 . of nearby Donnelly, throwing liim into a ditch
along Minn. 9 north of Donnelly.
The boy 's body was found Sunday night by neighbors who
were searching for him after he
failed to arrive home. He was
the son of Mrs . Irene Guibrandson, a widow ,
Mrs. Myrtle Warrington , about
50, of Richfield was killed Sunday night when a car hit a utility pole on the south .side of the
Minneapolis • SI . Paul International Airport , llaspilnli/.ed were
her husband, .1. L. Warrington ,
about r>0 ; their son David and
David's wife of one day, Carol .
Douglas A. Freiheit , 19, of
Bloomington was killed Sunday
when his car and a creamery
truck collided on Sherburne
County road 11 about one mile
north of Monlirello . Truck driver Stanley Dolinski of Santiago ,

up this toll after only two days
of hunting:
Seven men shot to death, three
hunters asphyxiated and more
than half a dozen others died of
apparerient heart attacks.
The dead included an Owatonna father and son who died of
asphyxiation when a portable
propane gas heater consumed
the oxygen in their station
wagon , where they were sleeping overnight.
The Itasca County sheriff's
office said Max Herschberger ,
35 , Owatonna , and his son Steve ,
13 , were found dead in their station wagon Sunday morning at
the Lyle Andrews farm 18 miles
northeast of Grand Rapids.
Officers said the two had spent
Friday night using the same
heater that killed them Saturday night.
Mrs. Herschberger , staying at
the Andrews home, was treated for shock. A daughter was
with her.
Dale Harstad , 28, Wayzata ,
died in a similar accident. He
was found dead in his station
wagon Sunday outside the home
of a deer hunting companion,
Earl Burham of Lake Alice,
about 20 miles north of Park
Rapids.
Authorities gave this list of
hunters shot to death:
Warren Lee Sievers, 23, St.
Paul, shot in the neck Sunday
while examining the scope on
his gun north of Isabella, Lake
County.
Arthur Hayes , 44, Montrose ,
shot by a member of his party
Sunday while driving deer south
of Hill City, according to the
Aitkin County sheriff's office .
Darold Paulsen, 26, St. Paul ,
wounded in the chest by a member of his party east of Northhome Saturday. He died at Bemidji early Sunday.
Barry Miller, 13, rural Grand
Rapids, shot under the right
arm near there when a companion stumbled Saturday.

David I. Wilson , 26, St. Paul,
shot by a member of his party
near Nickerson, Pine County,
Saturday. His wife is expecting
their third child.
Darrell Olson, 18, Columbia
Heights, shot by a hunting partner north of Big Fork Saturday.
Robert Shetka, 26, Montgomery, fatally wounded near Rice
Lake.
Authorities said these men
died of natural causes, apparently heart attacks:
Theofil George Stulc, 57
Blaine, stricken Sunday north
of Funkley, near Blackduck .
Melvin J. Lind, 57, Proctor,
who died about 20 miles west
of Duluth Sunday. His body was
found by a brother, Conrad.
Anthony N. Kossa, 28, Minneapolis, who stumbeld out of the
woods along Minn. 34 Sunday
near Hill City. Authorities said
he flagged down a passing car,
but collapsed and was dead on
arrival at a Hill City doctor 's
office.
Wendell L. Ledin, 69, Bethel,
stricken Sunday along the Ash
River Trail southeast of International Falls.
Alva T. Grey, 62, Minneapolis,
who died Sunday east of Beroun
in Pine County.
William Jones, in his 60s, Minneapolis, stricken Saturday after trying to start a boat motor
south of Grand Rapids.
Eino Henry Manninen, 57, of
Minneapolis, formerly of Hibbing, who died Saturday in the
Big Bear Lake Country north of
Nashwauk.
Authorities said at least one
shooting was not accidental.
Donald Rossback , 40, of Red
Lake was reported in poor condition at a Duluth hospital today
after he was shot in the chest
following an argument outside
a tavern at Island Lake Saturday night.
Beltrami County Sheriff John
Cahill said Rossback argued
with four hunters in a station
wagon before the driver pulled
a small-caliber pistol , shot him
at close range and drove away.
Authorities are seeking the
man.
Last year 's record 27R ,00fl
hunter turnout appeared certain to be exceeded . A general
snowfall across northern Minnesota, and cold that would
keep snow on the ground, indicated that the 122.225 deer taken last year also could be exceeded.
In Sherburne County, was unhurt.

1 P.M. New York
Stock Prices
Allied Ch 46*4 I B Mach 538 %
Allis Chal 31% Intl Harv 40
Amerada 735/s Intl Paper 31
63%
Am Can 56V8 Jns & L
17%
Am Mtr
10V* Jostens
63?. Kencott 125%
AT&T
Am Tb
40V_ Lorillard 45%
Anconda 81 7/s Minn MM 64%
Arch Dn 37 l4 Minn P&L 30%
Armco Stl 69% Mn Chm 83%
Armour 377,g Mont Dak 39%
Avco Corp 24% Mont Wd 34%
Beth Stl
37 Nt Dairy 88%
Bowing
119% N Am Av 58%
Boise Cas 58% N N Gas 59
Brunswk
8% Nor Pac 54%
Catpillar 49-% No St Pw 35%
Ch MSPP 44% Nw Air 120
C&NW
112% Nw Banc —
Chrysler 55% Penney
67%
Cities Svc 41% Pepsi
78
Com Ed 55
Pips Dge 77
ComSat
41% Phillips
59%
Con Coal 63
Pillsby
45%
Cont Can 61% Polaroid 106%
Cont Oil 72% RCA
49%
Cntl Data 44% Red Oil
22%
Deere
46% Rep Stl
41%
Douglas 65% Rexall
48
Dow Cm 76s/4 Rey Tb 46%
du Pont 242 Sears Roe 67
East Kod 109% Shell Oil
65%
Ford Mtr 5» Sinclair
61%
Gen Elec 115% Socony
92
Gen Food 85% Sp Rand
IS
Gen Mills 60% St Brands 76%
Gen Mtr 107% St Oil Cal 78%
Gen Tel
46% St Oil Ind 48%
Gillett
40V . St Oil NJ
83
Goodrich 56% Swift
49%
Goodyear 45% Texaco
8 1
Gould
32V _ Texas Ins 17614
Gt No Ry 57% Union Oil 52%
Greyhnd 22% Un Pac
42%
Gulf Oil
59% U S Steel 49%
Homestk
47% Wesg El 57%
Honeywell 74 Wlwth
28

Science Issues Want Ads
Start Here
Advance in
NOTICE
Stock Market
BLIND ADS UNCALLED FOR—
D-94, 91. E-2, J, 8.

NEW YORK (AP) - Aerospace issues, electronics and
other "science" issues were at
the forefront as the stock market advanced early this afternoon.
Motors, chemicals and nonferrous metals joined in the rise.
The performance of many
other major groups was spotty,
so the advance on average was
limited.

Steels were unchanged to a
little lower. Rails, utilities and
drugs were mixed. Some key
oils were .down rather sharply,
others showed scant change.
The Dow Jones industrial average at noon was up 2.34 at
958.63.
The Associated Press average
of 60 stocks at noon was up .4
355.6 with industrials up 1.3,
rails off .2 and utilities unchanged.

Designations as to sex In our Help
Wanted advertising columns Is matte
only (1) to Indicate bona fide occupational qualifications for employment which an employer regards are
reasonably necessary to the normal
operation ot his business, or (2) as
a convenience to our readers fo Inform them as to which positions the
advertiser believes would bs of more
Interest to one sex than the other because of the work Involved. Such
designations do not Indicate or Imply
that any advertiser Intends to practices any unlawful preference, limitation, specification or discrimination In
employment practices.

Card of Thanks

Personals

T

ATTENTION COIN collectors, sss page
71, Nov. 9th Issue Numismatic Newt. I
have them. OKolns t. Supplies, , 227 W.
2nd, Winona, Minn.
ARE YOU A PROBLEM DRINKEM—
Man or woman your drinking creates
numerous problems. If you need and
want help, contact Alcoholics Anonymous, Pioneer Group c/o General Delivery, Winona, Minn.
Characters normally dont have mentor,
les, but this one does — Chsrartsr
Sensor with Memory. What Is It? Ask
about It at WINONA TYPEWRITER
SERVICE, 1*1 E. 3rd St., Winona,
Minn.
LET'S TALK TURKEY! The next flneneIng you require should be obtained al
the MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK
Installment Loan Department. That way
you save money and receive the greatest convenience and friendly service
possible. You will also be building personal credit with the largest financial
Institution In Winona County. Drop In
and see Frank, Dick or Max, and be
convinced.
BETTER
BREAKFASTS mean
days. Start the day right with
at RUTH'S RESTAURANT, 136
St. Open 24 hours every day,
Mon.

better
a stop
E. 3rd
except

CURRAN Words cannot express how much we apMAKE THAT NEW Christmas watch
preciate the kindness, sympathy, floral
one from the complete selection at
and spiritual tributes received during
RAINBOW JEWELRY, lit W . *1r>.
our darkest hours of sorrow, the death
Men's and ladles' Bulova, Caravelle,
of Mrs. Florence Curran. We especially
Benrus and electric Tlmex. Put one
thank AAsgr. Harold Dlttman and Fathon layaway now !
er James Fltzpatrlck lor their services,
the choir, those who contributed the KEEP your carpets beautiful despite
use of their cars, the pallbearers and
constant fooisfeps of a busy family.
all our friends, neighbors and relatives
Get Blue Lustre. Rent electric shamwho assisted us In any way.
pooer, 11. R. D. Cone Co.
Mr. & Mrs. Bernard D. Curran
Mr. 8< Mrs. Charles Linden
TRUSSES-ABDOMINAL BELT!
Mr. & Mrs. Warren Mueller
SACROILIAC SUPPORTS

In Memorlam

GOLTZ PHARMACY
274 E. 3rd

Tot. ' 3547

fM LOVING MEMORY of Mrs. FranK
Mullen, who passed away ] years ago
today.
In our hearts your memory lingers.
Sweetly tender, fond and true.
There Is not a day, dear Mother,
That we do nol think of you.
Frank Mullen & Family

Boeing rebounded 3 points on
Business Services
14
news that the government did
DEER PROCESSING, skinned, cur snd
not plan to ground its Boeing
wrapped, $7. Tel. 3204 or 3244 or come
to 366 St. Charles St.
727 jets, despite the latest air
crash in which one was inPlumbing, Roofing
21
volved.
Lost
and
Found
4
United Aircraft gained 2, GenKEN-WAY electric SEWER CLEANING
THE PLUMBING BARN
eral Dynamics 1.
LOST—Medium size black hound with
Tel. 9394 .
3rd & High Forest (rear)
Fairchild Hitler gained more brown on legs, vicinity of Galesville,
Trempealeau, and Holmen. Please call
than a point , as did SCM Corp. Louis Miller collect at Whitehall KE ELECTRIC ROTO ROOTER
For clogged sewers and drains
Control Data and IBM rose 6-6/55.
Tel. 9509 or 6434. 1 year guarantee.
about 2 each.
Personals
7 CALL SYL KUKOWSKI
Prices advanced in active
trading on the American Stock OUR ADDRESS Is new but we offer the FAUCETS DRIP? DRAINS GURGLET
PRODUCE
same fhie servica. See us now at 227
Call 2737 for
Exchange.
«th, across from Ihe Red Men's. W.
CHICAGO (AP ) - ( USDA) - Corporate bonds were mostly E.
SANITARY
BETSINGER, Tailor.
Live poultry : Wholesale buying unchanged.
Serviceman Now !
U.S.
Treasury IF YOU ARE still wa lling fo find out
prices unchanged to 1 higher ; bonds advanced.
what the surprise scheduled for the
roasters 23%-25; special fed
corner of 3rd and Johnson Is, please Septic Tank & Cesspool
have patience. It takes 100 men and
White Rock fryers 18%-19%.
Cleaning Service
CHICAGO (APT- (USDA) Potatoes arrivals 165; on track
196; total U.S. shipments for
Friday 372; Saturday 288; Sunday 2; supplies moderate; demand moderate ; market about
steady; carlot track sales: Idaho russets 4.25; Minnesota North
Dakota Red River Valley round
reds 2.80-3.00.

CHICAGO (AP) — Chicago
Mercantile Exchange - butter
steady; wholesale buying prices
unchanged to % higher ; 93 score
AA 63 , 92 A 63; 90 B 62'/.; 89
C 61; cars 90 B 63; 89 C 62.
Eggs firm; wholesale buying
prices unchanged to 1% higher; 70 per cent or better grade
a whites 42%; mixed 42%; mediiums 35; standards 37; dirties
unquoted; checks 29.
NEW YORK ( A P) - (USDA)Butter offerings light; demand
active.
Wholesale egg offerings adequate to short; demand good today .
Wholesale selling prices :
Standards 40-41%; checks 3233.
Whites: extra fancy heavy
weight (47 lbs min ) , 45%-47%;
fancy medium (41 lbs average)
40%-41%; fancy heavy weight
(47 lbs min) 44%-45%; medium
(40 lbs average ) 39-40; smalls
(36 lbs average ) 34-35.
NEW YOR K TA P) - (USDA)
— Dressed turkeys: Sales reported on frozen young hens 8-16
lbs ' 36%-36% cents ; young toms
14-20 lbs 33Vi-33%, 20-22 lbs 33%.
CHICAGO (AP)-Wheat No. 2
red 1.65%n; No. 2 hard 1.65%n.
Corn No. 2 yellow 1.17% ; No. 4
yellow 1.11,; No. 5 yellow
1.01%-05 '/4; sample grade yellow 95. Oats No. 2 heavy white
721/4n. Soybeans No. 1 yellow
2.55%; No. 2 yellow 2.55%.
Soybean oil 11.35n.

23 Minnesota
Counties Get
1965 PWA Aid

WASHINGTON (AP)-Twentythree Minnesota counties and
four Indian reservations have
been named as eligible for aid
under the Public Works and
Economic Development Act of
1965.
Congress authorized $5O0 million a year for aid to counties,
cities of 250,000 or more and
labor areas with severe population losses, as well as Indian
reservations.
The Economic Development
Administration announced areas
eligible under the lour-year
grant and loan program.
The list of areas , by states,
includes (areas are counties unless otherwise designated):
MINNESOTA

WINONA MARKETS
Swift & Company

West Highway «1
Buying hours ara from ( a.m. to 3:31
p.m. - Monday Ihrough Friday.
Thara will bs no calf markets on Fridays.
These quotations apply ata to noon to
(fay.
HOGS
Tha hog market is steady.
Tcp butchers, 200-230 Ibs
22.50
Butchers, 3<V38
22.75-23.00..
Top sows
20.00-21.25
CATTLE
The cattle market Is steady.
Prime
24.50-25.73
Choice
23.50-24.50
Good
21.00-23.00
Standard
19.00-21.00
(First Pub. Monday, Nov. «, Ifit)
Utility cows
12.00-13.50
Cutters
10.00-12.00
State of Minnesota ) ss,
VEAL
County of Winona ) In Probata Court
The veal market Is stesdy.
No, 14,497
Top choice
. 27.00
In Re Estate of
Good and choice
18.00-25.00
Edward S. Burns, Decedent.
Commercial
13.00-17.00
Order for Hearing on Petition
Boners
12.00-down
to Sell Real Estate
The representative of said estate having filed herein a petition to sell certain
East end of llh Stretf
Buying hours 6 a.m. to i p.m. Mon real estate described In said petition;
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
day through Friday.
These quotations apply as to noon to thereof -be had on December 1, 1965, at
10:3 o'clock A.M., before this Court In
dev on a yield (dressed) oasis.
the probate court room In the court
Canners and cutters 26.25 .
house In Winona, Minnesota, and that
Froedtert Malt Corporation
notice hereof be given by publication of
Hours: 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.) closed Saturthis order In the Winona Dally News
days. Submit sample before loading.
and by mailed notice as provided by
(New crop barley)
$1.14
No. 1 barley
Deled November 4, liSS.
No. 2 barley
1.08
E. D. LIBERA,
No. 3 barley
.98
Probate Judge.
.91
No. 4 barley
(Probate Court Seal)
Streater, Murphy & Brosnahan,
Winona Egg Market
Attorneys for Petitioner.
Truss quotations apply as Ol
10:30 a.m. today
(First Pub. Monday, Nov. I
, 1965)
Grade A (lumbo)
.40
Grade A (large)
.35
State of Minnesota ) ss .
Grade A (medium)
.26
County of Winona ) In Probate Court
Grade A (small)
.14
No. 16,041
Grade B
26
In Re Estate of
Grade C
14
Anna V . Fehrlng, Decedent.
Order for Hearing on Final Account
Bay State Milling Company
and Petition for Distribution.
Elevator A Grain Prices
The representative of the above named
Starting Oct. 15, 1965, 100 bushels ol
estate having filed its final account
grain will be the minimum loads ac
and petition for settlement and allowance
cepted al the elevator.
thereof and for distribution to the per1.62
No. 1 northern spring wheat
sons thereunto entitled;
No. 2 northern spring whtat .... 1.60
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
1.56
No. 3 northern spring wheat
thereof be had on December 1st, 1965,
No. 4 northern spring whtat .... 1.52
at
10:45 o'clock A.M., before this Court
No. 1 hard winter wheat
1.52
In Ihe probate court room In the court
No. 2 hard winter wheat
1.50
house
In Winona, Minnesota, and that
No. 3 hard winter wheat
1.46
notice hereof be given by publication of
No. 4 hard winter wheat
1.42
this order In the Winona Dally News
1.13
No. 1 rye
and by mailed notice as provided by
No. 2 rye
1.11
law.
Dated November 5/ 1965.
E. D. LIBERA,
Probate Judge,
(Probate Courl Seal)
Streater, Murphy 8, Brosnahan,
SOUTH ST. PAUL
Attorneys for Petitioner .
SOUTH ST. PAUL, fAlnn. 1*1—(USDA)
—Cattle 6,500; calves 2.500; slaughter
(First Pub. Monday, Nov. 1, 1965)
steers very slow, steady to weak ; hellers moderately active, steady; cows, Stale of Minnesota ) si.
> In Probate Court
bulls,
vealers
and slaughter
calves County of Winone
No . 15,918
steady; feeoers not fully established;
In Re Estate of
choice 1.000-1,200 lb choice slaughter
Helene B. Letchl, Decedent .
steers 2S.00-25.75; good 23.00-24.50; averOrder for Hearing on Final Account
age to high choice 980 lb heifers 24.50;
and Petition for Distribution,
most choice 850-1,000 lb 23.50-24.25; good
Trie representative of the above named
20.75-23.00; utility and commercial cowl
13.50-15.C0 : canner and cutler, 10.50-13.00; estate having filed her final account and
utility and commercial bulls 18.00 18.50; petition for settlement and allowance
cutter 15 00-17.50; choice vealers 25.00- thereof and for distribution to the persons
29 .00,' good 22.00 .5.00; choice slaughter thereunto entitled;
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
calves 19.00-22.00; good 15.O0-19.0O.
Hogs 7,000; rather slow ; barrows and thereof be had on November 24, 1965, at
gilts 50-75 cents lower than Friday 's 10:45 o'clock A.M., belore this Court In
best time or steady with that day 's low the probate court room In the court
close; sows 50 cents lower; feeder pigs house In Winona, Minnesota, and that
and boars steady; U.S . 1-2 200-240 lb notice hereof be given by publication of
barrows and gilts 23.50-23.75, mostly this order In the Winona Dally News
23.75, mixed 1-3 190-250 lb 23.25-23.50; and by malted notice as provided by
medium 1-2 180-200 Ibs 23.75-23.50; U.S.
Dated October 19, 1965.
1-3 280-400 lb sows 21.00-12.00; 2-3 400E. D. LIBERA,
500 lb 10.75-21.25; choice 110-160 lb feedProbate Judge.
er pigs _ 1.50-32.50.
(Probate
Court
Seal).
Sheep 4,000/ trade moderately active
on all classes; slaughter lambs steady Brehmer and McMahon,
to 35 cents lower; slaughter ewes and Attorneys for Petitioner.
feeder lambs steady ; choice and prime
(First Pub. Monday, Nov. 8, 1965)
100 lb wooled slaughter lambs 24.25; moil

Telephone Your Want Ads
to The Winona Daily News

Dial 3321 for an Ad Taker.

Bravo Foods

....
....

LIVESTOCK

choice and prime 85-110 lb 23.50-24.00;
good and choice 70-85 lb 33.00-23.50; utility 136 lb slaughter ewes with nearly
fully wooled pelts 6.75i other utility and
good 6.00-6.50; choice and fancy 60-83 lb
feeder lambs 23.00-24.00; good and choice
50-60 It) 21.50-23.00.
CHICAQO
CHICAGO (AD -(USDA)- Hogs 8,000;
butchers steady; 1-2 190-233 lb butchers
25.00-35.35; mixed 1-3 190230 Ibs 24.5025.00 ; 3-3 240-270 Ibs 23.50-24.00 ; mixed
1-3 350-400 lb sows 21.5023.00; 2-3 450-500
Ibs 30.50 21 .00; boars 1100-19 00.
Cattle 12,000; slaughter steers steady lo
strong; high choice and prime 1,150-1,400
lb slaughter steers 37.2J-2B.00 i choice
1,100-1.3>S Ibs 26.25-27.23; mixed good
and choice 25.35-26.25| good 24.23-25.50;
six loads high choice end prime 900-1,050
lb slaughter belters 25.54-26.00; choice
800-1,0/5 lbs 24 .50-25.50; good 21 .75-23.75;
utility end commercial cows 13.50-15.00;
utility snd commercial bulls 17.50-19.75,
Sheep BOO; slaughter lambs steady,
choice end prime 90 105 lb wooled slaughter lambs 24.75-25.25; mixed good and
choice 10-100 Ibs 23.OO-24.50; cull to good
wooled slaurihtsr ewes 4.0M.00.

GRANTS AND LOANS
Aitkin. Beltrami, Carlton, Cass , Clearwater, Cook , Crow Wing, Douglas. Hubbard,
Itasca,
Kanabec,
Koochiching,
Lake, Inks ol Ihs Woods, Mahnomen,
Mills Lacs , Morrison, Norman, Pennington, Pins, Red Lake, Roseau, St . Loula ,
(First Pub, Monday, Nov. 1, IMS)
northern Minnesota Indian reservation
dm I Leech Lake, Net! Lake, Hex) and State ol Minnesota ) ss.
County of Winona
) In Probsts Court
While Earth).
No. 14,130
ORANTS
In
Re
Estate
es
Crookston labor area-Potk County. De¦itsle C. •enedilt, Decedent.
trot lakes labor area—Becker County.
Order
for
Hearing
on
Petition
Hnllock labor a r e a - K i t t s o n County. Wala Sell Reef mate
dena labor area-Wadena County.
The representative ot ssld estate having filed herein a petition to sell certain
WISCONSIN
real estate described In laid petition;
GRANTS AND LOANS
IT IS ORDERED. Thai the hearing
Douglas, thereof bs had on November 24lh, IMS,
Ashland, Buy field, Burnett,
Ls at 10:30 o'clock A.M., belore this Courl
Horcncu, Forest,
Iron, Juneau,
Crosse,
Langlade, Lincoln, Marinette, In Ihe probate court room In the court
Oneida. Price), Rusk, Sawyer, Taylor , house Irs Winone. Minnesota, and that
Vilas, Wnshburn, Menominee, Northwest notice hereof be given by publication nl
reservations (Had River. St. Croix, Lac this order In the Winona Dally News
Cmirla Orslllai, Lss du Flamb.au, Red and by mailed notice as provided by
lew .
ORANTS
Deled October 51th, m.V
Adami labor area — Adams County.
E. D LIBERA,
Probata Judge.
(Probata
Court
Seel)
IOWA
Sawyer 4 Darby,
ORANTS AND LOANS
Attorneys- for petitioner.
Appanoose. Monroe.

Freiheit waa the non of the
Rev. Kenneth M. Freiheit of
9217 Upton Ave. S.
Robert M. Brown , IB , of Carlos was killed in a headon collision on Minn. 29 about three
milos north of Alexandria Saturday. Seven persons were injured.
Hospitalized in critical condition were Charles Thorson , lit,
Alexandria , who drove the car
in which Brown was riding, and
Ann Marie , child of Mr , and cum .
Mrs. Hans l.nrsen. Mrs. Larsen ,
the olher driver , and three
others of her children also were
hurt.

machines quite a while to get organized. Ray Meyer, Innkeeper, WILLIAA/IS HOTEL .

State of Mlnnesots
County of Winona

)
)

is .
In Probata Court

No. 16,075

In Re latate of
Clara Vereiulti, Decedent.
Order for Haarlna en Pinal Account
and Petition for Dlitrlbutlon.
The representative ol the above named
estate having filed tils final account end
petition for settlement and allowance
thereof and for distribution to the persons thereunto entltledi
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
thereof be had on December 2, 1965, at
10:30 o'clock A.M., before this Court
In the probate court room In the court
house In Winona, Minnesota, and thai
notice hereof be given by publication ol
this order In the Winona Dally Ntwi
and by mailed notice as provided by
law.
Dated November S, 1965.
E. O. LIBERA,
Probate Judge.
(Probate Court teal)
Sawyer a\ Darby,
Attorneys for Petit loner.
(First Pub. Monday, Nov. 1, 1943)
State ol Minnesota ) ss.
County of Winona
i in Probate Court
No. 16,036
In Re Istate ef
Joseph J. Vogelsang, Decedent .
Order tor Hearing on Final Account
and Petition tar Dlitrlbutlon.
The representative ol the above named
estate having filed till final account and
pellllon tor settlement and allowance
thereof and for distribution lo Ihe persons thereunto entitled;
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
thereof be had on November 24, 1963, at
11 o'clock A.M., before this Court In
Ihe probate courl room In the courl
heuie In Winona, Minnesota, and that
notice hereof be given hy publication of
this order In the Winone Dally Mews
efiot by mailed notice es provided by
law.
Dated October 28, lt«5 .
E. O. LIBERA.
Probate Judge.
(Probate Court Seal)
McGill,
John D.
Attorney for Pellllener.

Special

truck. Sanitary & Odorless
G. S. WOXLAND CO.
Rushford, Minn .
Tel. 864-924I

FIVE REASONS why Satin Glide bathroom appointments lead all others:
Cabinets surface mounted, eliminate
wall cutting errors and extra work;
will not rust or corrode; doors qlide
satin smooth In premanenfly straight
tracks; Instant Incandescent lighting
more convenient for close work Ilka
shaving and makeup application; all
mirrors copper backed, with heavy
duty anti-scratch backing. Satin Glide
products are available at

FRANK O'LAUGHLIN
PLUMBING 8, HEATING
207 E. 3rd
Tel. 170J

Help Wanted—Female

29

PART-TIME WAITRESS and
help. Uncle Carl's Oaks.

kitchen

Women - Part-Time

THE Fuller Brush Co. has openings for
two ladies to represent Fuller cosmetics and cleaning products in tha
Winona area . 15 hours week, flexible
schedule, $2.20 per hour. For Interview
write Jerry Johnson, Rt. I
, Rochester,
Minn.

Help Wanted—Mala

27

MAN OR BOY to shovel snow from mV
walk this winter. Please send name,
address and Tel. number to E-* Dally
News.
YOUNG MAN WANTED to train for recelvlng, stocking and merchandising.
Apply Wayne Hlmrlch, Ted Malar
Drugs.
MARRIED OR SINGLE man on farm.
Modern 4-bedroom home, good starting
wage. Tel. Altura 6794. Norbert Speltz,
Minneiska, Minn.
POLICE PATROLMEN-J459 to start,
good fringe benefits. Contact Chief of
Police, Austin. Minn.
MEN WANTED—excellent earnings. Tal.
2859 between 1 p.m. and 8 p.m., Mon.
and Tues.
MANAGER WANTED—we need a man
with a high sales Interest end some
mechanical background. He will be
manager of a retail out-let end should
be well versed In customer service.
Earnings are unlimited as he will ba
guaranteed a base salary, plus commission. Write E-l Dally News.

CONTACT MAN
FULL or part time, with specialty or Intangible sales background. High Commission. »)50 weekly guarantee 11 qualified. Write Manager, Box 4117, Cleveland (23) Ohio.

Part Time

YOUNO MAN with car can earn 11.80.
*2 .50 per hour. Write Warren 0, Lee,
311 Losey Blvd. So., La Crosse, Wis.

AMERICARE
This is the great new name
in 0 hospital , surgical and
medical insurance. Since
American Republic Insurance Company has been
using this New designation
for its policies and its services new business has increased over 25%.
We can offer a professional
salesman 25 excellent prospects each week PLUS a
guarantee of $150 per week.
We will train a salesman
with either insurance or direct sales experience for
one full week and pay him
$150 for just showing him
our proven sales method.
We'll guarantee the man doing the training will show
the new prospect not less
than $200 in commissions
for the week.
We have both Twin City and
outstate territory available.
We have been furnishing
prospects to our men without cost every week in Minnesota for 18 years . Now
with Americare , a name so
great we are registering it
with the U.S. Patent Office ,
we are in even better position to guarantee a good
•salesman the best job he'i
ever had.
For p e r s o n a l inter-view
write:
Wayne V. Mehlin
706 Farmers & Mechanics
Bank Bldg.
Minneapolis 2 , Minn.
Please give a full work resume . We'll get in touch
with you.

____—

|fe1p~-Mal* or Ftmil*

28 Farm lmpl«m*nr*

STRICTLY BUSINIS3

48

_ " .i - v
6ENERAL KITCHEN help wanted. Apply DISC SHARPENING by longer
lasting
to Mt. Collltw, Chat, WILL)AMI
ffljfil «v no fotllna, Vrad lenwtt. «?
^OTEL. .
Cturtn. Minn. Tal. tt*4XH.
THREE HOURf Mdl in, tor 5 days.
yeu can t»rn *» ear mroe. Ttl. *_J4»
- after 4 p.ltl.

Nice Young Couple
To work in La Crosse
1. Are you between tbe ages
01 2444?

TRANSFER SYSTBMt

TYPING DONE In my home. Tel. 2543
until 1 p.m.
CASING FOR ELDERLY, 1 or 2, light
housework. Tel. 8-1834.

Business Opportunities

37

DEALER for American-made leep-typa
vehicle, will so almost anywhere, very
¦mail Investment will flet you started.
WILSON STORE. Tel. 80-2347.
A MAN WANTED
TO OPERATE local business. Amazing
new product. Earn $23,500 per year
wilh $7,500 Investment. If you can qualify, write Century Brick Corporetlbn ot
America, Century Brick Building, Erie,
P J . 16505.

Money to Loan

40

LOANSta^f

NOTE-AUTO-FURNITURE
170 E, 3rd. Tel. 2915.
Hrt. 9 *.m. fo ip.m.. Sat. 9 a.m. to noon
PLAIN

Dogs, Pets, Supplies

42

175 Lafayette
Tel, 52410 or 4400 after hours

Do You Want It
Sold . .,- .
Or J ust Listed??

S lbs.
Special . .. . . .- tun

Stainless Steel
Milk House Wash Tanks
With wall brackets. $39.60.
Kpchenderfer & Sons
Fountain City, Wis.

Situation* Wanted—Fern. 29

Frank West Agency

Rat ond Mouse
Killer

For all the details on this
job mail your name and address to

935 Market St.
La Crosse, Wis.

FOURTH W. 6J»-Near Medrton a, St.
Cailmlr schools. Modern S-room bungalow, good condition, large lot, 1 ear
garage. New paint lob. Will arrange
long term loan.

SIAALL INOINI
IERVICH REPAIR
*
Fast — Economical
.
ROBB BROS. STORt
a* 9. -my
Tel. 4007

TED MAIER DRUGS
Downtown » Mlrecle Mall

Nearly New
Two 8.25x20 and two 5.50x16
tires, Heat houser for DC
Case tractor. Tank heater.
18 inch, 18-ft. culvert.
Martin Hilke
Rollingstone, Mina.
Fertilizer, Sod

We don't Just list or tie up
your property (or a long
time nor throw It iii the
hopper with many others.
When you list with us our
entire staff gives your pro.
pert? personal attention. To
its ''SOLD" is a very necessary part of our business.
Phone us and see.

d
Furn., Rugs, Linoleum

49

CARPETING
SALE
•fc Carpeting
f t Cushion
•fr Installation
17 Patterns
170 Colors
Nylons, acrilans &
wools.
Prices start at

57

REMINGTO N 12 gauge shotgun; 4 670x15
snowtlres. Tel, 2014.
FOR bitter cleaning, to keep colors
gleaming, use Slue Lustre carpet cleaner. Rent electric shampooer, jl. H
Choate 8. Co.

i

MUSKRAT FUR STOLE-ln good condiWALKER COONHOUND - 7-year-old,
tion. Jel. B-24J5. 171 St. Charles St.
straight on coon, open trailer, good
tree dog. Cliff Borreson, Rt. 2, Hixton. SET OF TORCHES with
cutting tip. T«l.
Wis.
8-2216 or 2S1 w. Belleview .
CERMAN SHORTHAIRED Pointers, AK.C GENUINE aCACK SEAL
fur coat, M
registered, 8 weeks old, excellent huntlenght, very good condition, MS; tweed
ing dogs, Intelligent and good disposiwith zip-out lining, $5; Rosa Chinchilla
tion. Will train. LeRoy Woychlk. Arcloth coat $5. All size 20. 702 W. 10th
cadia, Wis.
after S. '

Horses, Cattle, Stock

64 Washing, Ironing Mich.

10" ASH TRAY on heavy brass stand,
shell for books, comes In brown, black
or orange, it at BURKE'S FURNITURE MART, 3rd & Franklin Sts.

CEMENT MIXER and wood heater for
for sale. Tel. 4379.

79

RCA WHIRLPOOL
Washers and Dryers
Sales and Service

FEITEN IMPL CO.

113 Washington

Tel. 4832

Wanted to Buy

81

BASSWOOO and walnut wanted, green or
air dried "4 sawn, mill run, RW-RL
truck and carload quantities on a continuing bails. Write Nielsen Millwork
$> Mfg. Co., Mendota, Minn.
WM. MILLER SCRAP IRON A METAL
CO. pays hfehest prices for scrap
Iron, metals, and raw fur.
222 W. 2nd
Tel. 2067
Closed Saturdays
SEE Us For Best Prices
Scrap Iron, Metal, Wool, Raw Fura
M S, W IRON 4 METAL CO.
201 W. 2nd St.
Tel. 3004

For free estimates
and to see samples
Tel. 8-4371
Ask for Andy or Dan

Squirrel Tails Wanted
Unlimited Market
Write for Prices and Instructions

SHELDON'S, INC.
P. O, Box 109, Antlgo, Wis.

NORGE FREEZERS - $159, $199, $219.
FRANK LILLA & SONS, 741 E. 8th.
HIGHEST PRICES PAID
Open evenings.
HORSE
and
AmeriQUARTER.
PART
for scrap Iron, metals, rags, hides,
can saddle, has «ood styles in trot and
raw furs and wool I
USED REFRIGERATORS, electric clothes
walk. Lorren Holly, Mabel, Minn.
dryers and ranges. B&B Electric, ISi
Sam Weisman & Sons
E. 3rd.
IRED EWES, 25l Chester White boars.
INCORPORATED
57 E. 3rd
Anton Patiner, Lewiston, Minn.
Tel. SM7
450 W . 3rd
BURN MOBIL FUEL OIL and en|oy the
"Satisfaction
guaranteed
comfort of automatic personal care.
PIGS—50, I weeks old; also 25 older
Keep full service — complete burner
or your money back"
feeders. Melvln R. Plank, Rt. 3, MonRoomt Without Meal*
80
care. Budget plan and guaranteed price.
dovi, wis. Tel. Gilmanton 945-4713.
Order today from JOSWICK'S FUEL t,
ROOMS FOR MEN, wlfft or without
OIL CO., 901 E. 8th. Tel. 338?.
HOLSTEIN FEEDER steers and heifers
Good Things to Eat
65 housekeeping privileges. No day sleepfor sale. Franklin Oowiasch, Alma,
ers. Tel. 4859.
LADIES' LIGHT blue winter coat, zip
Wis.
.
lining, medium size. 517 W. 8th.
CHOICE GEESE, live or dressed! ilso
Roorm tor Housekeeping 87
HEIFERS FOR SALE—20 Scotch Shortdressed beef quarters. Tel. 7642.
horns, 5 with calvse at side, these heif- HAND EMBROIDERED pillow cases.
quality
breeding
aprons
and
doll
oood
from
clothe*
tor
Barbie,
ers are
GOOD HOMEGROWN rutabagas, 31.50 GIRL TO SHARE double housekeeping
Ken, Skipper, Scooter. Prices very
and are uniform In size and thrifty
room. Tel. 6-2466.
bu. Laiy-A russet potatoos, IS lbs.
reasonable. iaVa W. 4th. Tel. 2443.
doers. Lorren Holly, Mabel, Minn.
iii. WINONA POTATO MARKET.
''
Apartments, Flats
90
COMPLETELY AUTOAAATIC
FEEDER PIGS, «,• 30 steer and heifer
Buy Food Wholesale
HUMIDIFIERS
feeder calves, Hereford-Angus cross,
FIVE-ROOW downstairs apt., full bath
(Pilot
Capitol Food Provision Co., V30
*49.9J
Norval Johnson, Lanesboro,
and hot water. On bus line. Available
BAMBENEK'S, m & Minkafo
6th St., Gdvw. Tal. 73J6.
Mound). Tel. Peterson 875-6167.
soon. Tef. 5037.

SEARS

» tubes
Rig. Price W

OUT Price

$5.25

TED MAIER DRUGS
Animal 'Health Center
Downtown S. Miracle Mall

¦».

SPECIAL
FEEDER CATTLE

AUCTION
Wed., Nov. 17
12:30 P.M. Sharp
Calves, Yearlings, 2 Vear
Olds, Steers and Heifers.
Also Brood Cows
.Ml Breeds

DAILY NEWS
MAIL
SUBSCRIPTIONS
May Be Paid At
TED MAIER PRUGS

FROM TEMPO'S
TRADE-IN SHOP

Maytag wringer-washer
completely overhauled.
Hardy portable Diaper
Washer . . . $12,50
1—Eureka Vacuum Cleaner
(Demonstrator ) Like New
Reg. $49.95 NOW $37.88
Used TV Sets,
$15 and up
"Charge It"

TEMPO

Poultry, Egg«, Supplies

44

VEAR-OLD HBNS and some pullets tor
•ale. Elcjon RothmKe, Ruihlord, Minn.
J«UW*74l7 »llar 4:30. '
i

HYLINE YEARLING hem, about 350,
Bye Brothers, Lanesboro, Mlnn.4 (Hwy.
Tel. Peftrion SlS-iUl.
J^
•Uy ARBOR ACRE QUEENS, excellent
_>r eg. size, Inferior quality and production . 20 waeki pullets available all
y««r around, far quality ask for Arbor
Awe, QUM
jt„ p.puiieta. Winone Chick
|n4, Wino ne, Tel. M14.
^tcha ry,
BEKALa N-WMk Millets crown by provisionals, In ntw environment corv
trolled bulldtmi, that ara wlwtowlMl
¦ J>r lloht eonrcel Available year around.
.
SPELTZ CHICK HATCHetW, Rolling¦
•lone, Minn. Tel. 846MJ11.

Wanted—U/eafock
»——

We Service and Stock
Needles for all
RECORD PLAYERS

Hardt 's Music Store
R«d|ei, Television

TRANSISTOR RADIOS

Sewing Machines

73

TWO USED, portable sewing machines,
forward and reverse stitch. Your
choice $35. WINONA SEWING CO..
531 Huff. Tel. »J48.

Specials af the Stores

74

Stoves, Furnece$, Parts

Wantsd tp Rent

96

TWO WOR KING gentlemen «*ant 3-badroom furnished apt., modern, west end
preferred | Tel. 2930 or 3547.
MAN JOINING art dept. of local firm
wanfs furnished room or efficiency apt.
on 1st floor. Tel . 2833.

Farms, Land for Sal*

98

FARMS
FARMS
FARMS
We buy, wa sail, we trade.
MIDWEST REALTY CO.
Osseo, Wis.
Res. 695-3157
Tel. Olllce 5»7-365e

Houses for Sale

We ' re Excited!!

And you will be, too, when
you see this lovely home on
"park like" lot. The living
room is spectacular with its
vaulted beamed ceiling,
slate fireplace, huge wall
of built-in bookcases, hi-fi
and dimming lights . . . the
size is 24x24 ft . . . carpeted and draped. The kitchen has bulit-in stainless
double ovens , stove and
hood, and overlooks huge
Winona stone patio. Combination bath with lovely
vanity. 2 spacious bedrooms
with wall closets, cork
floors. Office and workshop
in reconverted colonial barn
nestled in the wooded area,
plus stone garage. Curved
brick driveway plus stone
planters add to its graciousness. You must see this
beauty. Unbelievable price.
'L

AFTER HOURS
_

Pat Heise . . . 5709
Gordon Weishom . . . 4884

75

WATCH YOUR MAI L
soon
for a chance to

WIN A FREE
QUEEN B

Farm Furnace• Gives You Instant Heat
Anywhere
• Warm People and Engines
On Display Now

F. A. KRAUSE CO.
Breezy Acres
Hwys. 14 and 01 East

p—i

¦niiii .1

iiii.ii.¦¦¦ m ine' ¦ i

Typewriters

nn«ii n i — ¦¦—>— ¦¦¦ i t

CALL US
FOR
FREE APPRMSAL
& CONSULTATIONS

on the sale
of your home.
We will either list it for sale
or purchase it outright.
RESIDENCE PHONES:
E. J. Hartert.. . 3973
Mary Lauer . . . 4523
Bill Ziebell . . . 4854

F, FRUIT AND HONEY Firm loceled
near Winona. Owner transferee. Mus)
sell al once , Hore Is en oxcellenl opportunity ,or someone lo fl«t Into this
profitable business. ABTS AGENCY,
INC., ISt Walnut St, Tal. S-436S.
AT AUCTION—30x30 tram* ichool housa
built In W9. Located on about "> acre
ol lend overlooking the Mlislsilppl
River, Has new Lennox oil furnace,
well and electricity. Would make a
Rood year around home or summer
ome. Located olona Hwy, 61 behind
the Twin Blull Motol, west of Dahot.i.
Audio*) will be held on Sat,, Nov
30th at 10 A.M. Also sailing 30x30
frame school on Richmond Rloge that
would make a good horne. Open for
inipictlcfi «t 1:30 A.M. day of sale nr
for inspection contact Harry Faust,
Dakota, AAinn. Tel , «43-llt3.
OW: ECONOMY PLUS lo itrofch your
retirement Income. This 2-bedroom
home <»n ba yours lor only $8,500 .
Oil (urrjace, full basement, Garage.
Room lor garden on Irto large lot .
Tax $210. About $100 per toason for
heat, II'• truly retirement economy
wild value plus . ABTS AGENCY , INC.,
lit Walnut St. Tal. 1-4365.

77 DWl NBW LISTING . J.bedroom home.
Beautiful birch kitchen wilh Ids ol
TWIWRITIftt end adding machine!
Large carpeted living room,
' 49 Furo., R»fl», UnoUutn 64 for tale or rent, Reasonable rates, built-in*,
t *rm ImpUnnnu
full baiernent, baseboard heat, attachfree delivery, See ui for all your ofOnly $13,000 If purchased
ed
oer»e».
fice eupptlsi, ceiks, (lies or office
MCCORMICK i»t0 cwwlir tr'ttyr. wi|_
at onci. Call us on Ihls me. ABTS
ANNIV«*»*»»V ttXLM, IpKltll-t-efl. «* ' ehflri. Luwt Tvpejwrltar Co, Tal, 1722.
159 Walnut SI. Tel.
INC.,
AOBNCy,
IM rem IUIIM. nylon Mew. fwm
$-4365.
_ '• Turnmjt*. Um«»ore, Minn. >*<¦
M1»,«. now eiJf.Mi *-PC,
rto,
cuiblMU.
447-J3M,
Vacuum Cleaners
78
ll^ES- eARMS-LOTI- ACREA G ES
~
diilrs, now only W\i, aoNIYIKOWHOMELITB CHAIN MW Mrtfc •*™l_»
CORNFORTH RLAl 1Y
parti,
CUnnce
¦LICTROLUX
SAL.GS
a
FUHNITUR«4. JOi MMMtO. Oped
iK|
RV
Til, I9S-310I
, AUT 6 euecTRit . «
La trisc.nl, Minn.
auaielL. Wt W. Kino.
f>Ci
M.. HIM
¦vitllm *.
ind and Jenmon. Tal, Ulk,

601 Main St.

Tel. 2849

Accessories, Tires, Parts 104

Nelson Tire's
Bargain Center
GREAT BUYS ON:
ft Passenger^ETfes
ft Truck Tires
¦fo Tractor Tires

SHOP NOW AT
VV. 5th & RR, Tracks
Old "Wagon Works" Bldg,
ii

COMPLETE
MOTOR TUNE UP
•
•
•
•
•

Check Compression
Check Plugs
Check Points
Check Generating SyHtem
Check Radiator
6 cylinder cars (6.9i>
B Cylinder Cars $7.05
Parts Extra

[WARDS ]
AUTO SERVICE CENTflK
MIRACLE MALL

VENABLES

106

75 W. 2nd
Tel. R-2711
Open Mon. & Fri . Evenings

ALPEX - 1S'»" "Bill" Fiberglass runIbout; 1961 75 h.p, Joiinson outboard,
all controls and accaisorles. Contact
Steva Allen, 32a Wilson St. Tel. Wt.
BOATS STORED In warm garaoe, reasonable rent. Good used furnace and
refrlojerator (or sale. Tel. Fountain City
8M7-4719.

1961 MERCURY Comet
Station Wagon , 6 cylinder ,
radio, heater, roof top luggage rack , ENGINE COMPLETELY OVERHAULED ,
2 extra snow tires. ' Clean
as a whistle inside and out.
SPECIAL

107

MOTORCYCLE STORAGE
ROBB BROS.
MOTORCYCLE SHOP, 573 E. 4th.

Trucks, Tract's Trailsrs 108

$1095

GMC PICKUP—Mon, 'it model, good
lhape. Inquire at 172? W. Sth.

Used Cars

WINON A UTO

109

First Offering . . .

99

FIFTH E.—J'bedroom house, large lot.
Priced to sell, rent terms, C. SHANK,
552 E. 3rd .

-$1195 -

P.LVMOUTH—1959 Belvedere 4-door hardtop, in good shape, red and very
sporty, V-8. J300. 64 Lenox St.

95

DM. $500 down, balance S93.3B per monht.
buvi this home located in choice west
UNIVERSAL gai range, 30" automatic
port of city. 2 bedrooms, with a beaupilot, used only 1 year. Roesonnbly
tiful kitchen and nlce-slied living room.
priced. Tel. 73(5.
Lots ol dornge . Full baiernent with a
large recreation room' contalnlnq a
STOKER WITH CONTROLS , large siie,
built-in bur and fireplace. All neat and
aultable for commercial building, ABTS
clean, reBdy lo move Into af on'.e, A
AGENCY INC., Ttl. 1-4365.
call In our off ice will give you complete
Information. ABTS AGENCY , INC., 159
SIEOLER HEATERS, oil or gas, InstallWalnut SI. Tel. B-4365.
•d, sold lervtcedi Aladdin Blue Flame
portable heaten; alio oil burner rjarli . CENTRAL LOCATION - 4 bedroom
RANGE OIL BURNER CO., 907 E. 5th
home, on good slie lot, owners now
St. Tel. 747», Adolph Mlchalowikl ,
reectve <M monthly room rental, besides thilr own living quarten. The
price Is right and can be bought
with a tCM down payment. Gate
City Aomcy, Inc. Tel, 4812.

—— .——— ¦

&Utt*iM»#

Houses for Rent

THREE-BEDROOM unfurnished home In
Buffalo City. Inquire at the Mississippi, Buffa lo City, Wis.

Daily News

The Gordon Agency
Realtors

G RDON

CERAMIC TILE, floor and wall Inflation alio. Kendell-O'Brlen Lumber TWO STUCCO HOUSES-1 2-b<xlrO0m. I
Co., 115 Franklin Sl„ Winona, Minn.
3-or 4-bedroom. Garages. West 'ocatlon.
Carpeting, Will finance. Tel. 6059,

COAL WEATHER
AHEAD!

40

LEWISTON IIVESTOCK MARKET
A real good suction market for your
livestock. Dairy cattle on fund all
week, h«i b«uflM every day. Trueki
evellablaT UU Ttw». Tel, JHC.

71

We have 40 different models on hand
al our store. We servica all we tell.
Come In or call WINONA FIRE &
POWER CO., 54 E. 2nd. Tel. 5065.

THERE'S PLENTY OF

Be Prepared
ORDER NOW
Prepared Size Coal
• COKE
• BRIQUETS
• STOKER FUELS
"It Costa Less to
Burn the Best"
350 W. 3rd Tel, 3373

70

FIRESTONE'S AD
In Wednesday 's

Motorcycles,
Bicycles
•

SEE OUR fins (election of rt«w anrj
u»«t mr>bll» hornet, all »IHS . BanK
financing. 7-ye«r plan. COULE8 MOBIL* HOME SALSS, Hwy. H4I E.,
Winone. Tal. Olt>.

1961 CHEVROLET Bel Air
La Crosse Mobile Homea
4-door , V-8 mnlnr,
New & Used
automatic transmission , whitewall
ROLLOHOME
tires , solid white
\Vt mile S. of City limits on
finish. Ahovo avHwy 14.
V eragfi condition.
Lyle Norskog - Hollls Norskog
Tel. La Crosse 4-8554

WATCH for

Boats. Motors, Etc.

109 Mobile Homes, Trailers 111

CHEVROLET-im gnnd condition , mini
be «enn fo be «.pnreri'M<>d. Trl. S-33M
aftir 5.

MERCURY—1960 Monterey 2-door hardtop, full power, all wfiite with red in
lerlor , a real beauty, winterized, nol
a give-away, but an A-l car Inside
arid out, reasonably priced at 1995.
See behind Bauer Electric on 3rd
St. Tel. 8-3734 .

"HANK" JEZEWSKI

Musical Merchandli*

FREE
TURKEY!

CORVAIR—1961 Monia, dark blue finish,
radio, heater , 4-speed transmission , excellent condition. Tel. MS2.

66

PAINT DEPOT

Used Cart

REALTOR
f
iaO CWTER-Tlt.2549

FIFTEEN MINUTE drive, all modern.
2-bedroom apt., automatic ell heat, 12
O
miles south on Hwy. 61. Tel. Dakota
AT HUNTLINE Gun Shop there Is still
643-3070.
time to have a scope or peep sight
C»k
pvt on your deer rifle or shotgun. Mod91
el 12 Winchester, like new, $100; 30-04 Apartments, Furnished
Sporter, with peep sight, $65; model 70
Winchester, 3046, with Lyman 4X TWO-ROOM furnished apt, 6,27 E. 2nd.
sct>pe, new »20C. 3 miles N. of Holmen,
w Exchange Bldg.
Wis., on County Trunk "V". Tel. J26- ONE-ROOM apt., with kitchenette, large
GIVE YOUR HOME a niw ' lMk for the MU.
Tlnona
closet, suitable for 1 lady, available
holidays! Work color magic with ElliDec. 1st. 158 W. Sth.
ott's Virsyl $vf*r Satin Latex Interior
¦
¦'
¦
¦ 1 — ..— - - i ...¦
— ¦ i - ¦ — 1. Ml
'
DISCOUNT
paint. Provide a luxury background for
Business Places for Rent 92
furnishings: during, this peak home enCLE/tRANCE
Wanted—Real Estate
102
tertainment season. The vinyl ingrediSALE
ents ot Super Satin Impart a durability
BUILDING FOR RENT, suitable for
Mn.
Magnum
12
gauge
BB
WILL
PAY
HIGHEST
CASH
PRICES
and toughness for year around wtar
small business or storage, west locaDiscount $1 oft
FOR YOUR CITY PROPERTY
and tear, Choose your colors now at
tion. Tel. 9»U.
16 gauge Super X
the
Discount $1.25
LAW OFFICES occupied as luch sine*
Many other discount
(Winona 's Only Real Estate Buyer)
1890 are now available In the Morgan
shell bargains
Tel, 6380 or 7093
P.O. Box 345
167 Center St.
Building at modest rental. See £<sve
Morgan
s
Jewelry.
Morgan at
'
Neumann 's
Bargain Center

Fresh Native Cattle
EARLY LISTINGS
70 Choice Whiteface steers, ,
425 lbs.
34 Choice Whiteface calves,
steers and heifers.
60 Choice Angus calves.
47 Whiteface calves, bulls
and heifers.
20 Whiteface calves, steers
and heifers.
32 Whiteface calves, bulls
Miracle Mall
and heifers,
Hours 9-9 Mon. thru Sat.
41 Whiteface calves.
Sunday 1-6
38 Angus calves, steers and
heifers.
33 Choice Whiteface year- Building Material*
61
ling steers, BOO lbs.
9 Choice Whiteface year- DISCONTINUED NUWOOD iCCOUStlcal
IMS, lJVjc M. ft.) 16x14" Mil wood tile,
ling heifers.
10c iq. It.l lilsullte 13x24", 10c tq. tt.l
46 Holstein yearling steers.
9x9" J.M. vinyl asbestos file, (c each.
52 Holstein steers, under 600
Kfindell-O'Brlon Lumber Co,, Ui Franklin SI., Winona, Minn.
lbs.
62
No Veal or Slaughter Cattle Business Equipment
at his Sale.
RCA CASH REGISTER, I months oldi
adding machine. Bennle Baker, CochRegular Sales Every Fri.
rane, Wis .
LANESBORO SALES
Coal, Wood, Other Futl 63
COMMISSION
Lanesboro, Minn. (Hwy . 16) DRY OAK block wood. Tel, 1*17-4771.
Tel. 467-2192

Guns, Sporting Goods

SetoWt;

_______________________ H_________________________________________
P

PUMP WANTED-self priming centrifugal, % or Vi h.p. Tel. 2690.

$6.99 sq. " yd.

43

MEDIFURAN
Mastitis Ointment

BOB

"I wish I'D Mid .hatl"

GOOD BLACK DIRT , all top soil; also
fill dirt, sand , gravel, crushed rock.
Trenching, excavating, and back filling. DONALD VALENTINE, Mlnnesota City. Tel. Rollingstone 8689-2366.

Articles for Sale

99 Accessories, Tlrsi, Parts 104

STOCKTON, MINN.-J apl. building and
vacant let, Mutt be sold. Aevtrou in.
qulrlea to tha Merchants National Sank,
fruit Dept. winone. Tel. aw?.

.**'* R^I«erafU%^alry Sidles
*» «=¦ 4th
f«i. tin

2. Educated?
j. Friendlyand Aggressive?

G. M. Woelffer

HouMi for Sale

BUICK — 1959 LeSabre 4-door hardtop ,
llandard transmission , real good condition. Reasonable. Tel. 703?.
FORD— )9W, in running ordsr. Up. Can
be seen at 873 E. Mark.

ft

Don 't Re Bothered
With Cold Weather
Starting Problems
Stop Today At

Ideal Auto Sales

NYSTROM'S
and buy one of our

WINTERIZED

, 1963 CHEVROLET

Bel A i r
4-door sed<in, V-8, automatic, . power steering. Local
one owner car.
BEAUTIFUL
CORDOVAN BHOWN

WORRY FREE
ONE FULL
YEAR WARRANTY
CARS

•— Only $1798 —

For Example
1963 CHRYSLER Newport 4-door sedan,
21,000 actual miles

Vlid^ju rrnnrf f^rft
¦
121 Huff ' Tel. 2396 or 9210
Open Mon. thru Fri.
night until 9:00

VENABLES

75 W. 2nd
Tel. 8-3711
Open Mon. 4 Fri. Evenings

Late Models
Low Prices
'63 Cadillac Coupe
DeVille
$3495
'64 Ford Convertible . $2405
'64 Ford Sta. Wagon . $2395
•64 Mustang Hardtop . $2295
'64 Falcon Wagon .... $1795
'64 Ford Squire Wagon $2195
'64 Ford Galaxie .500
4-door
$1995
$1195
'62 Ford Galaxie
'63 Studobaker 4-door $1095
Many more to choose from.

(gEMDg)
—. We Advertlit)Our Prices .^

41 Years in Winona
Lincoln-Mercury-Falcon
Comet-Fairlane
Open Mon.. Fri, Eve.
ana Saturday afternoons

YOU CAN
BE SURE . . .
of finding ihe
BKST VA.LUKS in
Used (' ars.
Shop Our Lot Now

-4 5 Clean , Select

ft

HARD
STARTING?

1963 Chevrolet station waqon, V-8, stantransmission , - overdrive, seat
dard
belts, tu-tone. A real sharp ie!
470 Mankato
Tel. 1759

-$1995 -

SALES

Open Mon. & Fri. Eve.
3rd & Mankat o Tel. B-3649

CHEVROLET—1963 Impala 3-door hardtop, V-8, automatic, power steering,
31,000 actual milei. Excellent condition. $1,700. 353 Dacota.

1S64 CHEVROLET Bel Air
f-dopr, V-8 motor,
automatic transmission, p o w e r
steering, whitewall
tires, l i g h t tan
V finish.

RAMBLER /~\ "pODGif

1963 CHEVROLET Impala. 4-door sedan
1959 CHEVROLET Station Wagon

Nystro m's

Auction Sale*
CARL FA NN JR.
AUCTIONEER. Boridsd and Lleinted.
Rushford, Minn,
Tal, M±78U.
Household Good) Our Specialty
HIL H. DUELLM/N, Fountain City,
Wis. Tel. 86I7-S43I or SW-JMA.
ALVIN KOHNER
AUCTIONEER , City snd stale Keens**
/ind bonded. 352 Liberty Jl. (Corn»r
E. Jth and Liberty) Tal 4*80,

"
MINNESOTA
Land & Auction Sales

Evamlt J. Kohnar
151 Walnut. Tal, 8-3710, alter houri »»M
,

. -K..

•

^^ -.

NOV. !*-Tues. 12:50 p.m. J mllM N. nf
Canton, than M mile W. JamM ErlcKlorf, ownerj Knudsen fc Erickson. auctioneers ) Thorp Silcs Corp., dirk.
MOV. i*-Tues. ll a.m. 4'/s
Menomonie on Stale Hwy.
Kelley Farm Properly;
sucllonaar; Northirn Inv.

mllu 'W . o»
3*. Thwn«»
Jim Heiko.
Co, clerk.

NOV. lit-Tues. 12 noon. 2 mllu E, of
Ettrick on "D" . then 1 mill E. on
town road. Clayton S, Marv Wallers,
owners;
Alvin
Kohnar,
auctioneer;
Northirn Inv. Co.. clerk,
NOV. 17—wed. II a.m. 5 mllu N. of
Houston in Looney Valley. Caroenrir <V
Sash, owners; Kohner & Schroeder,
auctioneers ; Minn. Land «, Auction
Serv., clerk.
NOV. 17—Wed, 1:30 B.m. In Vlllaejl of
Ettrick, Wis. Eddie Forsath , owner*
Walter Zeck, luctlonoer; Northirn inv .
Co.. clerk.
NOV . 17-Wed. 11:30 a.m. 1 mile $. of
Humblrd on County Trunk "F" . Inert
'.i mils W. Frank Patterson, ovmer;
Russell
C. Schroeder.
auctioneer;
Northern Inv. Co., clerk.
NOV . 18—Thurv ll a.m. 1 mile S. of
Kelloog on Hwy . 61. Frank Spoorer,
owner; Peleri a Miller, auctioneers;
Minn. Land & Auction Serv., clerk.
NOV . 18—Thun. . 12:30 p.m. 2Vi miles
N.E. ol Whitehall on U.S. Hwy. S3 to
Coral City Store, then 2 miles E. on
town road. Ctra Id Anaas, cllrk; Alvin
Kohner, auctioneer, Northern Inv. Co.,
clerk.
NOV. 19—Fri. 1 p.m. 10 miles E. of
Winona, t mllas E. of Homer . Otto
Braatz Dairy Dlipersal; Alvin Kohnar,
auctioneer; Minn. Land 4 Auction
Sarv., clerk.
NOV. 20—Sat. 10 a.m. School House
Auctions. Dakota School District 260*,
owners; Alvin Kohner, auctioneer.
NOV. 20—Sat. 2 p.m. Real Ettate Auetlon, Dakota, M\m\., on new airvlce
road. Kalis Blumenlrltt Etlqta, owner; Alvin Kohner, auctioneer,
NOV. 20-Sat. 1 p.m. 1 mills S . of
Ridgeway. Alvin Groth, owner; Freddy
Frlckson, auctioneer; Minn. Land *
Auction Sarv., clerk.

REMINDER

CARPENTER & SASH

AUCTION

5 miles north of Houston in
Looney Valley. Watch for
arrow on Hwys. 16 and 76
at Houston.

Wed , Nov. 17
_
~

Starting at 11 A.M.
Lunch on grounds.
60 cattle, «4alry equipment,
•Mobile HorriM, Trailer* 111 feed, tractors and machinery, misc., household goods.
RENT OR SALE—Trailers and campers. Leahy 's, Buffalo City, Wis. Tel.
Alvin Kohner ana"
Cochrane 248-2432 or 248-2670.
Orville Schreeier, Auctioneers
HWY. il Mobile Noma Sales, aait ol Minnesota Land & Auction Serv.
Shangri-La Motel. Wa have 12 wldJi
Jim Papenfuss, Clerk
on hand, alio new 1966 model 8 wide),
Chrysler - Plymouth
Open Mon. & Fri. Nights

Tel. 8-3626.

n

OTTO BRAATZ
DAIRY DISPERSAL

I

I
I
1
I

Located 10 miles east of Winona, 6 miles east of Homer
or 4 miles west of Lamoille on County Trunk No, 9 in
Cedar Valley. Watch for arrow off Highway 61 between
Homer and Lamoille.

s?
%
§
|;

I
|

%*

I A U C T I ON }
j

Friday* November 19 g

Starting at 1:00 P.M.
|
| 66 CATTLE (23 COWS ) - 10 Holstein cows, just
I fresh; 2 Holstein cows, springing; 2 Holstein cows, fresh
1 in August and rebred; 3 Holstein cows, due In January ;
P 2 Ayrshire cows , just fresh; 2 Jersey cows, springing; 1
I Jersey cow, due in Jan. ; 2 Jersey heifers, due in Dec ;
1 10 Holstein heife rs, 15 months old, open; 3 Whiteface
P! yearling steers; 3 Whiteface yearling heifers; 1 Jersey
M yearling heifer; 10 Holstein yearling heifers ; 2 Jersey
si heifers , 6 months old ; 3 Holstein heifers, t_ months old ; 5
Pi Holstein calves; 6 Whiteface calves.
s
DAIRV EQUIPMENT — 2 Surge seamless buckets ;
Star 8-ean side open cooler.
TERMS: Cash or finance with V< down and (lie
;| halance in monthly installments.
Alvin Kohner, Auctioneer
£j
||
Minnesot a Land and Auction Service
Everett J. Kohner , Clerk
\\
[i
1

KATIE BLUMENTRITT ESTATE
REAL ESTATE

|
%
%
ii
;Vi
;:;¦
£,
s;j
';1
?|
§
y
'
;;
-a
ti
Ij

|'!

¦ A U C T I O N ::
/

Located In the villa ge nf Dakota , Minn ,, nn new servica
road

USED CARS S Saturday, November 20 h
All Winte rized
To be sold nt 2:00 P.M.

Great Savings Awnlt Von

— also —
ON DISPLAY
l iMifl ModolH of
f t BUICKS
f t OLDSMOBILKS
f t CMC , TTUH 'KS

W A LZ

HDirK-OLDSMOI ULK- OMC
Open Mon, k. Fri . Night

7 room house on nicely landscaped large lot. Down-

stairs haa kitchon , dlnlnn room, living room, bedroom,
>/i ball) «nd porch. Upstairs has .1 bedrooms , Almost new
furnace. 2 car garage nnd small outbuildings, flood
•
well. A real good family home on n quiet street.
¦
^
TKKiVIS: Hi':;, down on sale date , hnlance upon delivery of merchantahlo title. Sale subject to approval of
probate court ,

:\

'
,.|

Alvin Kohner , Auctioneer
Kii.st Naliiinal Hunk , Winona , Minn ,, Administrator
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By Roy Cron*

BUZ SAWYER

By Ch«»t«r Gould

DICK TRACY

By Mart Walktr

BEETLE BAILEY
. - . ^y Chic Young

BLONDIE

By Bud Blake

TIGER
THE FLINTSTONES
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By Hanna-Barbera

.-

By Milton CanrHf

STEVE CANYON
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springy
soft They
even dry that way after a
leathers are strong but
neoprene
thorough
soaking.The
sole is extreme|y durable,but at the same time light as a feather. Try one oa
*or sizs* And for comfcrt- too» Wolverine* Boots.
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GIVE YOUR FEET A TREAT
Step oat this Winter in beautifully
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a eoft, Rich Pile. The best available
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